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The intent of this report is to establish a handbook for use by the professional staff of Unified School District # 475 in Junction City, Kansas. The reason for this handbook is to present in an organized manner, the materials that are available for check out thru the Learning Problems Center and how to best utilize them to remediate academic or process deficits in children.

Each item in the Learning Problems Center was analyzed and classified according to an academic or process area. The academic areas (nos. 1-15 Table of Contents) listed are those encountered at the elementary grade levels. The process areas (nos. 16-21 Table of Contents) are derived from subtests of the I.T.P.A. (Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities) and collaboration with Dr. Larry L. Martin, assistant professor Kansas State University. The last section of the report is a write up section (no. 22 Table of Contents) which lists and briefly explains each item in the Learning Problems Center in numerical order according to its call number.

To use this book, look for the desired subject or process area listed in the Table of Contents. Under that general heading, select the specific area of interest. Turn to the page listed for the specific area to find all the materials available at the Center that deal with that area. Following the call number of each item is a statement as to the type of material and suggested grade level usage. In the process areas (nos. 17-21 Table of Contents) the grade level is omitted and instead the item is listed as either a Primary or Secondary Source. The term Primary Source indicates that the material was designed to remediate that specific process deficit. The term Secondary Source indicates that the material was designed to remediate a specific process deficit other than the one it is listed under but that it can be used in remediating
deficits in this area.

For an example one subject area and one process area will be used. In the subject area Handwriting will be used. Turning to the Table of Contents, Handwriting is the second item and it is divided into two subheadings Manuscript and Cursive. Choosing Manuscript, turn to page 2 to find the first item listed. The first item, You Can Write, has two handwriting books in Teacher's Editions that deal with manuscript handwriting. To find out more about this item, use the call number H 1.3 or H 2.3 and look in the Table of Contents under Write-Ups to find the page number of the descriptions about H (handwriting), the call numbers are listed in numerical order for easy location.

For the process area, Directionality will be used. Using the Table of Contents, Directionality is found under the Heading of Sensory Motor. The items that can be used to remediate Directionality can be found on page 154. The first item listed has a call number of DM 97. Looking on the Table of Contents under Write-Ups the description of DM items begin on page 204. Follow the numerical order to 97 to find the description of item DM 97.
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Primary Language Arts

1. Tell It In Writing (English Books) Level 7-9 yrs.
   - LAC 10 Introductory Book (7 yrs.)
   - LAC 11 Book One (8 yrs.)

2. Worlds In Words (textbooks) Level 2-5; LAC 8.

3. The Checkered Flag Series (textbooks) Level 2.4-2.6.
   - HV 36 Wheels (2.4)
   - HV 37 Riddler (2.5)
   - HV 38 Fearcats (2.5)
   - HV 39 Smash-Up (2.5)

   - EGC 1 Book 1
   - EGC 2.1 Teacher's Edition
   - EGC 3 Book 2
   - EGC 4.1 Teacher's Edition

5. Language Activity Cards (aid) Level primary-intermediate.
   - GA 20 Vowels and Consonants
   - GA 21 Basic Word Comprehension
   - GA 22 Know Your Alphabet

6. The Mott Basic Language Skills Program (workbooks) Level 1.5-4.5.
   - LAC 1.2 Level 1.5
   - LAC 2.2 Level 2.0
   - LAC 3.2 Level 2.7
   - LAC 4.2 Level 3.5
   - LAC 7.3 Teacher's Edition

7. Fitzhugh Plus Program (workbook) Level primary-intermediate.
   - PMD 87.2 Action Verbs
   - PMD 85.2 Alphabet and Common Verbs

Intermediate Language Arts

1. Tell It In Writing (English Books) Level 7-9 yrs. ; LAC 12 Book 2.

2. Reference Tools and Study Skills (duplicating masters) Level 4-8; DM 51.

3. The Mott Basic Language Skills Program (workbook) Level 1.5-4.5.
   - LAC 5.2 Level 4.0
   - LAC 6.2 Level 4.5
   - LAC 7.3 Teacher's Edition
Manuscript

1. You Can Write (Handwriting books) Level 1 - 6.
   H 1.3 Book 1, Teacher's Guide
   H 2.3 Book 2, Teacher's Guide

   H 7 Teacher's Plan Book I
   H 8 Teacher's Plan Book II
   H 9.2 Book I student workbook
   H 10.2 Book II student workbook
   H 11.2 Book III student workbook
   H 12.2 Book III student workbook (manuscript-cursive)


4. Beaded Alphabet (Manuscript cards) Level - Primary; GA 11.

5. Alphabet Express (Bulletin board material) Level K - 2; GA 132.

6. Alphabet Picture Flash Cards (Aid) Level - Readiness; GA 54.

   GA 88 Manuscript Capital Letters
   GA 89 Manuscript lowercase

   GA 217 Manuscript Capital
   GA 218 Manuscript lowercase

   GA 143 Manuscript lowercase
   GA 144 Manuscript capitals

10. Sandpaper Letters & Numerals (Aid) Level - Primary.
    GA 67 Manuscript Upper Case
    GA 68 Manuscript lowercase

11. Learn to Write (Aid) Level - Primary; GA 273.

12. Alphabet Practice Cards (Aid) Level - Primary.
    GA 281 Manuscript lowercase
    GA 288 Manuscript Upper case.

13. First Experience with Consonants (Multi-media) Level Readiness - Primary; RP 2.

14. First Experience with Vowels (Multi-media) Level Readiness - Primary; RP 3.
15. Intersensory Reading Program (Multi-media) Level K - 1; RP 77.

Cursive

1. Mott Basic Language Skills Program (Workbook) Level 1.5 - 4.5; LAC 1.2.

   - H 3.3 Teacher Edition for Book 3
   - H 4.3 Teacher Edition for Book 4
   - H 5.3 Teacher Edition for Book 5
   - H 6.3 Teacher Edition for Book 6

   - H 12.2 Book III, student workbook (manuscript to cursive)
   - H 13.2 Book IV, student workbook (manuscript to cursive)
   - H 14.2 Book V, student workbook (manuscript to cursive)
   - H 15.2 Book VI, student workbook (manuscript to cursive)

4. Alphabet Antics (Handwriting books) Level Lower-Upper Primary; H 18.

   - GA 90 Cursive Capital Letters
   - GA 91 Cursive lowercase

   - GA 219 Cursive Capital
   - GA 220 Cursive lowercase

7. Learn to Write (Aid) Level - Primary; GA 279.
SCIENCE
Primary Science

1. Primary Sciency Experiments (Duplicating masters) Level 1 - 3.
   - DM 32 Book I (animals, seeds, rocks, weather)
   - DM 33 Book II (plants, sky, day, night, seasons)

2. Mr. Wizard's 400 Experiments (Booklet) Level 3-1, 3-2; SC 1.

3. On My Own (Kit) Level 3 - 6; SC 2.1.

Intermediate Science

1. Reading Action Lab (Kit) Level 3,4,5 & up remedial.
   - GA 77 Color
   - GA 78 Air & Water
   - GA 79 Game of Numbers
   - GA 80 Games of Words
   - GA 81 Magnifying Glass
   - GA 82 Mirrors
   - GA 83 Shapes with Tubes
   - GA 84 Ti-0
   - GA 85 Flat Shapes
   - GA 86 Science Puzzles Pictures

2. On My Own (Kit) Level 3 - 6.
   - SC 3.1 Orange Kit (4th)
   - SC 4.1 Purple Kit (5th)
   - SC 5.1 Brown Kit (6th)
ARITHMETIC
Counting, Sets, and Number to Object

1. Arithmetic Step by Step (duplicating masters) level K-6.
   DM 1 Counting
   DM 2 Sets


3. New Laidlaw Mathematics Program (books & workbooks) Level primer-6; M 9.3.


5. Making Sure of Maths (books) Level 1-6; M 147.

6. Seeing Thru Arithmetic (magnetic board & objects) Level K-1; M 94.

7. Colored Inch Cubes (aid) Level primary; GA 168.

8. Cubical Counting Blocks (aid) Level primary; GA 104.

9. Walk on Number Line (aid) Level primary; GA 162.


11. Cubical Counting Blocks (aid) Level 1-6; GA 301.

12. Number Bingo (game) Level preschool-primary; GA 302.

   
   GA 304.5 Cardinal Numbers 1,2,3
   GA 305.5 Cardinal Numbers 4,5,6,7
   GA 306.5 Cardinal Numbers 8,9,10,0
   GA 307.5 Comparing Numbers
   GA 308.5 Joining/Separating Sets

14. Wipe-Off Cards (aid) Level primary;
   
   GA 321 Number Sequence 1-10
   GA 359 Number Sequence 1-10

15. Numberite (aid) Level primary; GA 384.

   
   M 95 Set I
   M 96 Set II

17. Sets and Numbers (workbook) Level 1-2; M 107.2.


20. Arithmetic For Beginners (game) Level K-1; GA 53.
22. Large Wooden Dominoes (aid) Level K-3; GA 62.
24. Footsteps to Numbers (aid) Level k-3; GA 203.
25. Groovy Numbers (aid) Level primary; GA 221.
26. Know 'n' Show (game) Level primary; GA 158.
27. Magnetic Letters and Numbers (aid) Level primary.

   GA 115 Numerals
   GA 117 Numerals, Number Names & Symbols

28. Matchettes (games) Level primary; GA 94.
29. Math Activity Cards (aid) Level primary; GA 19.
30. Drilltapes (tapes & worksheets) Level 1-5.

   M 91.4 Sets
   M 92.1 Teacher's Edition

31. Motivators (aid) Level primary-intermediate; GA 73.
32. Number Concepts Cards (aid) Level primary; GA 55.
33. Number Rummy (game) Level primary; GA 180.
34. Number Runner (aid) Level primary; GA 116.
35. Numeral Puzzles (game) Level primary; GA 103.
36. One Hundred Chart (aid) Level primary; GA 76.
37. Sandpaper Letters and Numbers (aid) Level primary; GA 69.
38. Teaching Learning Kit (display board & objects) Level K-6; M 106.
39. Developing Number Experiences (kit) Level K-2; M 93.
40. Exploring Elementary Mathematics (workbooks) Level K-2; M 102.3.
41. Counting Picture Cards (flash cards) Level primary; PhD 71.
42. Mathematics Involvement Program (kit) Level K-6.

   M 104 Kit
   M 105.1 Teacher's Guide

43. Chip Trading Math Lab Kit (kit) Level non-graded; M 148.
44. Moving Up In Numbers (kit) Level primary, remedial; M 178. Level Blue.
45. Gaining Math Skills (kit) Level primary,

M 200 Number Sequence - level red
M 201 Number Sequence - level green
M 202 Number Sequence - level blue
M 218.1 Teacher's Guide

46. Chip Trading Starter Set (kit) Level non-graded; M 219.

47. Visualizing Elementary Math (kit) Level primary; GA 24.
Place Value

1. Modern Math Grade by Grade (resource books) Level K-4.
   CR 2 Grade One
   CR 3 Grade Two

   DM 37 Grade 2 part 1
   DM 38 Grade 2 part 2

   M 10.3 First Workbook - Teacher's Edition
   M 11.6 First Test Booklet
   M 12.3 Second Workbook - Teacher's Edition
   M 13.6 Second Test Booklet

   M 26.3 One by One (1st) Teacher's Edition
   M 27.3 Two by Two (2nd) Teacher's Edition

5. Place Value Charts (aid) Level primary; GA 18.

6. One Hundred Charts (aid) Level primary; GA 76.

7. Tens-Tens Counting Frame (aid) Level 1-6; GA 205.

8. Beginning Math Concepts (tapes) Level primary; GA 312.5.

   M 67.2 Book 1
   M 68.2 Book 2

10. Math Workshop (workbook) Level 1-3.
    M 80.3 Level A (1st) Teacher's Edition
    M 81.2 Level A Workbook
    M 82.3 Level B (2nd) Teacher's Edition
    M 83.2 Level B Workbook

11. Exploring Elementary Mathematics (workbooks) Level K-2; M 103.3.

12. Making Sure of Maths (books) Level 1-5.
    M 47 Book 1
    M 48 Book 2

13. Teaching Learning Kit (kit) Level K-6; M 105.

    M 142.5 Recognition of one and two digit numbers
Recognition of three and four digit numbers

Recognition of three to five digit numbers

15. Beginning Math Concepts (tapes & Filmstrip) Level pre-primary; M 145.5.

16. Arithmetic Skill Cards (cards) Level 3-8; M 118.


18. Intermediate Math Program (tapes) Level 4-6, remedial.
   M 176.5 tapes
   M 177.1 Teacher's Edition

   M 203 Place Value - Level red
   M 204 Place Value - Level green
   M 205 Place Value - Level blue
   M 218.1 Teacher's Edition

20. Lab Cards (card file) Level 1-3.
   M 222.4 Grade 1
   M 223.4 Grade 2
Addition - Subtraction

1. Seeing Thru Arithmetic (magnetic board & objects) Level K-1; M 94.
4. Walk on Number Line (aid) Level primary; GA 161.
5. Tutorgram Teaching System (aid) Level 1-3; GA 298, 299.
7. The Tortoise and The Hare (game) Level preschool-2; GA 383.

\[ \text{DM 3 Addition} \]
\[ \text{DM 4 Subtraction} \]


\[ \text{DM 101 Level 1} \]
\[ \text{DM 102 Level 2} \]
\[ \text{DM 103 Level 3} \]

10. Fun With Math (duplicating masters) Level 1-2; DM 106.
13. Add-Subtract Counter (aid) Level 1-4; GA 115.
14. ArithmeCubes (aid) Level all ages; GA 112.
15. Arithmetic Can be Fun (game) Level 1-6; GA 52.
17. Combinations are Fun (aid) Level primary; GA 102.
18. Dial the Facts (aid) Level primary,

\[ \text{GA 181 Addition Grade 1 (0-8)} \]
\[ \text{GA 182 Subtraction Grade 1 (0-8)} \]
\[ \text{GA 183 Add / Subtract (0-8)} \]
\[ \text{GA 184 Addition Grade 2 (0-12)} \]
\[ \text{GA 185 Subtraction Grade 2 (0-12)} \]
\[ \text{GA 186 Add / Subtract (0-12)} \]
\[ \text{GA 188 Addition Grade 3 (0-18)} \]
\[ \text{GA 189 Subtraction Grade 3 (0-18)} \]

19. Footsteps to Numbers (aid) Level K-3; GA 203.
20. Know 'n' Show (game) Level primary, GA 158.
21. MacMillan Math Activity Cards (card file) Level 2-5,
   GA 174 Level A (2nd-3rd)
   GA 175 Level B (3rd-4th)
   GA 106 Addition
   GA 107 Subtraction
23. Mathfacts Game (games) Level 1-3, remedial,
   GA 134 Level 1 addition
   GA 135 Level 2 subtraction
   GA 136 Level 3 addition
   GA 137 Level 4 subtraction
   GA 138 Level 5 add / subtract
   GA 195 Addition Facts
   GA 197 Subtraction Facts
25. New Math Flash Cards (aid) Level primary-intermediate.
   GA 100 Addition
   GA 101 Subtraction
   GA 211 Addition
   GA 212 Subtraction
27. Orbiting the Earth (game) Level 1-3.
   GA 193 Addition
   GA 194 Subtraction
   GA 255 deck 1 Level 1-3
   GA 255 deck 2 Level 2-3
   GA 309.5 Addition
   GA 310.5 Subtraction
32. Arithmetic Drill Cards (aid) Level 2-5 GA 323-324.
33. Quizmo (game) Level primary; GA 332.

34. Add (game) Level primary; GA 333.

35. Smarty (game) Level 2-8; GA 334.

36. Related Facts Game (game) Level primary; GA 390.

37. New Math Relationship Cards (aid) Level primary; GA 391.


   M 64 Addition
   M 55 Subtraction

   M 57.2 Book 1
   M 58.2 Book 2
   M 69.2 Book 3
   M 70.2 Book 4

41. Math Workshop (workbook) Level 1-3.
   M 80.3 Level A (1st) Teacher's Edition
   M 81.2 Level A Workbook
   M 82.3 Level B (2nd) Teacher's Edition
   M 83.2 Level B Workbook
   M 84.3 Level C (3rd) Teacher's Edition
   M 85.2 Level C Workbook

42. Supplementary Activities (worksheets correlate with M 80.3-85.2) Level 1-3.
   M 86.1 Level A (1st) Teacher's Guide
   M 87.1 Level B (2nd) Teacher's Guide
   M 88.1 Level C (3rd) Teacher's Guide

43. Exploring Elementary Mathematics (workbook) Level K-2; M 103.2

44. Fitzhugh Plus Program (books) Level primary, remedial.
   PMD 88.2 Addition - Book 203
   PMD 89.2 Subtraction - Book 204

45. Folding Perception Cards (flash cards) Level primary; PMD 51.4.

46. Modern Math Grade by Grade (resource books) Level K-4.
   CR 2 Grade One
   CR 3 Grade Two
   CR 4 Grade Three
   CR 5 Grade Four

47. Arithmetic Tube (aid) Level primary; GA 105.

GA 24 Kit C Felt Pieces
GA 195 Kit A Transparencies for Overhead Projectors

49. Combinations Are Fun (aid) Level primary; GA 102.

50. Math Activity Cards (aid) Level primary; GA 19.

51. Numble (aid) Level 4 & up; GA 347.

52. Equalizer Balancer (aid) Level 1-4; GA 385.

53. Teaching Learning Kit (displayed objects) Level K-6; M 106.

54. Math Skills Kit (math kit) Level 3-5; M 109.


M 1.1 Book A (3rd) Teacher's Edition
M 2.3 Practice Pages Book A Teacher's Edition
M 3.1 Book B (4th) Teacher's Edition
M 4.3 Practice Pages Book B Teacher's Edition

56. New Laidlaw Mathematics Program (books & workbook) Level 1-6.

M 10.3 Teacher's Edition Workbook (1st)
M 11.3 test booklet (1st)
M 12.3 Teacher's Edition Workbook (2nd)
M 13.3 test booklet (2nd)
M 14.1 Teacher's Edition for Grade Three
M 15.3 Teacher's Edition Workbook (3rd)
M 16.3 test booklet (3rd)
M 17.1 Teacher's Edition for Grade Four
M 18.3 Teacher's Edition Workbook (4th)
M 19.3 test booklet (4th)


M 25.3 One by One (1st) Teacher's Edition
M 27.3 Two by Two (2nd) Teacher's Edition
M 28 Book III (3rd)
M 29.1 Book III (3rd) Teacher's Edition
M 30 Book IV (4th)
M 31.1 Book IV (4th) Teacher's Edition

58. Individualized Math (kit) Level 3-4.

M 35-37.3 Kit AA (3rd)
M 38-39.3 Kit BB (4th)

59. Arithmetic Fact Kit (workbook) Level 3 & up; M 40-41.1, 54.

60. Making Sure Of Maths (student books) Level 1-6.

M 47 Book 1
61. Spectrum Mathematics Series (workbook) Level 4-6; M 56.2 Orange Book (4th).
62. Arithmetic Concept Plaque (aids & workbook) Level primary, remedial.
   M 71.4 Set I Addition
   M 72.2 Set I workbook
   M 73.4 Set II Subtraction
   M 74.2 Set II workbook
63. Learning Skills Series - Arithmetic (workbooks) Level intermediate.
   M 75.3 teacher's edition for series
   M 76.2 Level A
   M 77.2 Level B
64. Drilltapes (tapes & worksheets) Level 1-6.
   M 89.4 Addition
   M 90.4 Subtraction
   M 169.5 Add / Subtract
65. Individualized Mathematics Skills Program (tape & worksheet) Level 2-5, M 97.4.
66. Mathematics Involvement Program (kit) Level K-6; M 104-105.1.
67. Arithmetic Skills Cards (cards) Level 3-8.
   M 118 Column Addition
   M 119 Subtracting with Zero
68. Beginning Math Concepts Group 2 (tapes & worksheets) Level pre-primary to primary.
   M 145.5 Addition/Subtraction
   M 147.5 Subtraction facts to 18
69. Skill Bank (cards) Level 3-5.
   M 155 3rd
   M 157 4th
70. Intermediate Math Program (tapes & worksheets) Level 4-6, remedial; M 176.5-177.1.
71. Moving Up In Numbers (kit) Level primary, remedial; M 178.

   Level Blue - Addition to 10
   Level Red - Addition to 20/Subtraction to 10
   Level Gray - Subtraction to 20/Addition-subtraction to 20
   Level Green - Two digit addition/Three digit addition
   Level Orange - Subtraction regrouping two-three digit
72. Gaining Math Skills (kit) Level primary.
   M 179-181 Addition
   M 182-184 Subtraction
   M 218.1 Teacher's Guide

73. Lab Cards (card file) Level 1-3.
   M 222.1 Grade 1
   M 223.1 Grade 2
   M 224.1 Grade 3

74. Modern Arithmetic (duplicating masters) Level 2-4.
   DM 37 Grade 2 part 1
   DM 38 Grade 2 part 2
   DM 39 Grade 3 part 1
   DM 40 Grade 3 part 2
   DM 41 Grade 4 part 1

75. Mathfacts (kit) Level primary-intermediate; PM 7-8.4.

76. Primary Mathematics (kit) Level primary; PM 4-6.4.

77. Self Teaching Arithmetic (books) Level 1-5.
   PM 1 Third Book
   PM 12 First Book
   PM 13 Second Book
   PM 2 Fourth Book
   PM 14.1 Teacher's Edition

78. Systems 80 Learning Number Facts (kit) Level K-5.
   PM 9 Addition (2nd)
   PM 10 Subtraction (2nd)
   PM 15 Addition (1st-2nd)
   PM 17 Subtraction (1st-2nd)
Multiplication & Division

   CR 4  Grade Three
   CR 5  Grade Four

   DM 39  Grade 3, Part 1
   DM 40  Grade 3, Part 2
   DM 41  Grade 4, Part 1
   DM 42  Grade 4, Part 2

3. Color Math (Duplicating masters) Level 1 - 5.
   DM 104  Level 4
   DM 105  Level 5

4. Individualized Math (Kit) Level 3 - 4.
   M 36 - 37.3 Kit AA (3rd)
   M 38 - 39.3 Kit BB (4th)

5. Arithmetic Fact Kit (Kit) Level 3 & Up; M 40 - 41.1.

   M 49  Book 3
   M 50  Book 4
   M 51  Book 5

7. Drilltapes (Tapes & worksheets) Level 1 - 6; M 173.5 - 175.1.

8. Individualized Mathematics Skill Program (Tapes & worksheets) Level 2 - 5.
   M 98.4  Level 1, part 2
   M 99.4  Level 2, part 1
   M 100.4 Level 2, part 2
   M 101.1 Teacher's Edition for program

9. Mathematics Involvement Program (Kit) Level K - 6; M 104 - 105.1.

    GA 187  Multiplication & Division (2nd)
    GA 190  Multiplication & Division (3rd)
    GA 191  Multiplication (3rd)
    GA 192  Division (3rd)

    GA 175  Level B (3rd-4th)
    GA 236  Level C (5th)
    GA 337  Level D (6th)
12. Math-O-Matic (Game) Level 1 - 6; GA 108.
16. Orbits The Earth (Game) Level 1 - 3.
   GA 252 Multiplication
   GA 253 Division
17. Motivators (Game) Level Primary - Intermediate.
   GA 198 Multiplication
   GA 199 Division
18. Muto (Game) Level 3 - 6; GA 244.
19. The Winning Touch (Game) Level 3 - 10; GA 246.
20. Twin Choice (Game) Level 1 - 4.
   GA 258 Deck 4, level 3-4
   GA 259 Deck 5, level 3-4
   GA 260 Deck 6, level 3-4
21. Quizmo (Game) Level 3 - 6; GA 277.
22. Flash Cards (Aid) Level 3 - 6; GA 300 (Division).
23. Arithmetic Drill Cards (Aid) Level 2 - 6; GA 323 - 324.
24. Mathifacts Game (Game) Level 3 - 6; Remedial.
   GA 354 Multiplication 0-20
   GA 355 Division 0-18
   GA 356 Multiplication 21-81
   GA 357 Division 20-81
   GA 358 Multiplication/Division
25. Multi-Media Learning Laboratory (Math kit) Level - Primary; M 66.
   M 69 Book 3
   M 70 Book 4
27. Teaching Learning Kit (Display board & objects) Level K - 6; M 106.
28. Math Skills Kit (Kit) Level 3 - 5.
   M 109 Kit IIa (3rd)
   M 110 Kit IIb (4th)
   M 111 Kit IIc (5th)
29. Math Workshop (workbook) Level 1 - 3.
   M 84.3 Level C (3rd) teacher's edition
   M 85.2 Level C workbook

30. Supplementary Activities (Worksheet correlated with M 84.3, 85.2)
   M 88.1 Teacher's Edition level C (3rd)

31. Fitzhugh Plus Program (Book) Level - Primary, Remedial.
   PMK 89.2 Subtraction/Multiplication, Book 20
   PMK 90.2 Narrative Problems/Division

32. Mathimagination (Duplicating masters) Level 4 - 9; DM 80.

33. Aftermath (Duplicating masters) Level 5 - 9; DM 87 - 88.

34. Cross Number Operations (Duplicating masters) Level 4 - 9; DM 89.

35. Color Math (Duplicating master) Level 1 - 5.
   DM 103 Level 3
   DM 104 Level 4
   DM 105 Level 5

   M 1.1 Book A (3rd) teacher's edition
   M 2.3 Practice Book A, teacher's edition
   M 3.1 Book B (4th) teacher's edition
   M 4.3 Practice Book B, teacher's edition
   M 5.1 Book C (5th) teacher's edition
   M 6.3 Practice Book C, teacher's edition
   M 7.1 Book D (6th) teacher's edition
   M 8.3 Practice Book D, teacher's edition

   M 17.1 Book 1, teacher's edition
   M 17.3 Book 1, workbook, teacher's edition
   M 19.6 Book 1, test booklet
   M 20.1 Book 2, teacher's edition
   M 21.3 Book 2, workbook, teacher's edition
   M 22.6 Book 2, test booklet
   M 23.1 Book 3, teacher's edition
   M 24.3 Book 3, workbook, teacher's edition

38. Elementary Mathematics (Book & workbook) Level Primer - 6th.
   M 30 Book IV, textbook
   M 31.1 Book IV, textbook, teacher's edition
   M 32 Book V, textbook
   M 33.1 Book V, textbook, teacher's edition
   M 34 Book VI, textbook
   M 35.1 Book VI, textbook, teacher's edition
39. Making Sure of Maths (Book) Level 1 – 6; $M_{50}$ Book 4.


$M_{56.2}$ Orange (4)


$M_{57.3}$ Teacher's Edition for series
$M_{56.2}$ Level A
$M_{77.2}$ Level B

42. Minisystems (Tapes & Worksheets) Level 2 – 5; $M_{114.5} - 116.5$.

43. Cuisenaire Rod (Cards) Level K – 6; $M_{156}$.

44. Arithmetic Skill Cards (Cards) Level 3 – 8; $M_{120} - 122$.


$M_{166}$ 3rd
$M_{167}$ 4th

46. Intermediate Math Program (Tapes & worksheets) Level 4 – 6, Remedial; $M_{176.5} - 177.1$.

47. Moving Up: In Numbers (Kit) Level – Primary, remedial; $M_{178}$.

Brown – Multiplication
Purple – Division

48. Gaining Math Skills (Kit) Level – Primary.

$M_{185} - 186$ Multiplication
$M_{187}$ Division

49. Math Facts (Kit) Level Primary – Intermediate; $PM_{7} - 8.4$.

50. Primary Mathematics (Kit) Level – Primary; $PM_{4} - 6.4$.

51. Self-Teaching Arithmetic (Book) Level 1 – 5.

$PM_{1}$ Third book
$PM_{2}$ Fourth book
$PM_{3}$ Fifth book
$PM_{1h.1}$ Teacher's Edition

52. Systems 80 Learning Number Facts (Kit) Level K – 6.

$PM_{11}$ Multiplication (3-4)
$PM_{15}$ Multiplication (3-4)
$PM_{18}$ Division (3)
$PM_{19}$ Division (3-4)
Decimals

   GA 236 Level C (5th)
   GA 237 Level D (6th)

2. Math Skills Kit (Kit) Level 3 - 5; M 111 Kit IIc (5th).

3. Decimal Exercises (Duplicating masters) Level 4 - 6; DM 47.

4. Modern Math Computational Skills (Duplicating masters) Level 5 - 8; DM 50 fractions/decimals.

5. Mathimagination (Duplicating masters) Level 4 - 9; DM 64 decimals/ percents.

6. Cross Number Operations (Workbook) Level 4 - 9; DM 90 fractions/ decimals/ percents (5-9).

   M 5.1 Book C (5th) teacher's edition
   M 6.3 Practice Book C, teacher's edition
   M 7.1 Book D (6th) teacher's edition
   M 8.3 Practice Book D, teacher's edition

   M 20.1 Book 5, teacher's edition
   M 21.3 Book 5, workbook, teacher's edition
   M 22.6 Book 5, test booklet
   M 23.1 Book 6, teacher's edition
   M 24.3 Book 6, workbook, teacher's edition

   M 32 Book V, textbook
   M 33.1 Book V, textbook, teacher's edition
   M 34 Book VI, textbook
   M 35.1 Book VI, textbook, teacher's edition

10. Making Sure of Maths (Book) Level 1 - 6; M 51, Book 5.

   M 57.2 Yellow (5)
   M 58.7 Green (6)

12. Individualized Math (Kit) Level 3 - 4.
   M 36 - 37.3 Kit AA (3)
   M 38 - 39.3 Kit BB (4)

11. Arithmetic Skill Cards (Cards) Level 3 - 8; M 130 - 133, 136.
15. Intermediate Math Program (Tapes & worksheets) Level 4 - 6, remedial M 176.5 - 177.1.
16. Skill Bank (Card file) Level 3 - 5; M 168 (5th).
17. Self-learning Arithmetic (Book) Level 1 - 5.
    PM 3 Fifth Book  
    PM 14.1 Teacher Edition  

Per cents  
    GA 236 Level C (5th)  
    GA 337 Level D (6th)  
2. Math Skills Kit (Kit) Level 3 - 5; M 111 Kit IIc (5th).
3. Mathimagination (Duplicating masters) Level 4 - 9; DM 84 decimals/percent.
4. Cross Number Operations (Duplicating masters) Level 4 - 9; DM 90 fractions/percent/decimals.
    M 5.1 Book C (5th) teacher's edition  
    M 6.3 Practice Book C teacher's edition  
    M 7.1 Book D (6th) teacher's edition  
    M 8.3 Practice Book D teacher's edition  
    M 20.1 Book 5, teacher's edition  
    M 21.1 Book 5, workbook, teacher's edition  
    M 22.6 Book 5, test booklet  
    M 23.1 Book 6, teacher's edition  
    M 24.3 Book 6, workbook, teacher's edition  
    M 32 Book V, text booklet  
    M 33.1 Book V, text booklet, teacher's edition  
    M 34 Book VI, textbook  
    M 35.1 Book VI, textbook, teacher's edition  
7. Making Sure of Maths (Book) Level 1 - 6; M 51 Book 5.
   M 57.2 Yellow (5)
   M 58.2 Green (6)

   M 75.3 Teacher edition for series
   M 78.2 Level C
   M 79.2 Level D

10. Skill Bank (Card file) Level 3 - 5; M 168 (5th).

11. Intermediate Math Program (Tapes & worksheets) Level 4 - 6; remedial
    M 175.5 - 177.1.

12. Self-Teaching Arithmetic (Book) Level 1 - 5.
    PM 3 Fifth Book
    PM T1.1 Teacher Edition
Fractions

1. Drilltapes (Tapes & worksheets) Level 1 - 6; M 117.5 fractions.

   - GA 236  Level C (5th)
   - GA 337  Level D (6th)

3. Beginning Math Concepts (Tapes) Level - Primary; M 117.5, GA 315.5 fractions.

4. Math Skills Kit (Kit) Level 3 - 5.
   - M 110  Kit IIb (4th)
   - M 111  Kit IIc (5th)

5. Modern Math Computational Skills (Duplicating masters) Level 5 - 8; DM 50 fractions/decimals.

6. Mathimagination (Duplicating masters) Level 4 - 9; DM 83 fractions.

7. Cross Number Operations (Duplicating masters) Level 4 - 9; DM 90 fractions/decimals/percent (5-9).

   - M 3.1  Book B (4th) teacher's edition
   - M 4.3  Practice Book B, teacher's edition
   - M 5.1  Book C (5th) teacher's edition
   - M 6.3  Practice Book C, teacher's edition
   - M 7.1  Book D (6th) teacher's edition
   - M 8.3  Practice Book D, teacher's edition

   - M 17.1  Book 4, teacher's edition
   - M 18.3  Book 4, workbook, teacher's edition
   - M 19.6  Book 4, test booklet
   - M 20.1  Book 5, teacher's edition
   - M 21.3  Book 5, workbook, teacher's edition
   - M 22.6  Book 5, test booklet
   - M 23.1  Book 6, teacher's edition
   - M 24.3  Book 6, workbook, teacher's edition

    - M 30  Book IV, textbook
    - M 31.1  Book IV, textbook, teacher's edition
    - M 32  Book V, textbook
    - M 33.1  Book V, textbook, teacher's edition
    - M 34  Book VI, textbook
    - M 35.1  Book VI, textbook, teacher's edition


M 56.2 Orange (4)
M 57.2 Yellow (5)
M 58.2 Green (6)

13. Individualized Math (Kit) Level 3 - 4.

M 36 - 37.3 Kit AA (3)
M 38 - 39.3 Kit BB (4)


15. Modern Practice Book in Arithmetic (Workbook) Level 1 - 4; M 70.2
Book 4.


M 75.3 Teacher's edition for series
M 76.2 Level A
M 77.2 Level B
M 78.2 Level C

17. Arithmetic Skill Cards (Cards) Level 3 - 8; M 123 - 129, 132.


19. Skill Bank (Card file) Level 3 - 5.

M 167 (4th)
M 168 (5th)

20. Intermediate Math Program (Tape & worksheets) Level 4 - 6; remedial
M 176.5 - 177.1.

21. Gaining Math Skills (Kit) Level - Primary; M 188 - 190.

22. Self-Teaching Arithmetic (Book) Level 1 - 5.

PM 2 Fourth Book
PM 3 Fifth Book
PM D.1 Teacher's Edition

23. Systems 80 Learning Number Facts (Kit) Level K - 5; PM 20, 21 (3-5).
1. Making Sure of Maths (Student books) Level 1 - 6.
   M 52 Geometry One
   M 53 Geometry with Tanagram

   M 236 Level C (5th)
   M 337 Level D (6th)


5. Math Skills Kit (Kit) Level 3 - 5; M 111 Kit IIc (5th).

   DM 5 Relations
   DM 10 Geometric Shapes
   DM 8 Measures

7. Mathimagination (Duplicating masters) Level 4 - 9; DM 85 geometry/measurement.

   M 5.1 Book C (5th) teacher's edition
   M 6.3 Practice Book C, teacher's edition
   M 7.1 Book D (6th) teacher's edition
   M 8.3 Practice Book D, teacher's edition

   M 20.1 Book 5, teacher's edition
   M 21.2 Book 5, workbook, teacher's edition
   M 22.6 Book 5, test booklet
   M 23.1 Book 6, teacher's edition
   M 24.3 Book 6, workbook, teacher's edition

    M 32 Book V, textbook
    M 33.1 Book V, textbook, teacher's edition
    M 34 Book VI, textbook
    M 35.1 Book VI, textbook, teacher's edition

    M 52 Geometry (6)
    M 53 Geometry with Tanagram
   M 57.2 Yellow (5)
   M 58.2 Green (6)

13. Metric System (Filmstrip) Level - 6; M 112.4.

14. Visualizing Elementary Math (Kit) Level - Primary; GA 195.

   M 78.2 Level C
   M 79.2 Level D

16. Mathematics Involvement Program (Kit) Level K - 6; M 104 - 105.1.

17. Minisystems (Tape & worksheet) Level 2 - 5; M 113.5.


20. Think Metric Work Cards (Cards) Level - Primary; M 160.

21. Intermediate Math Program (Tapes & worksheets) Level 4 - 6; remedial
    M 176.5 - 177.1.

22. Gaining Math Skills (Kit) Level - Primary.
    M 194 - 196 Measurement
    M 209 - 211 Shapes & Patterns

23. Scholastic Dimension; Going Metric (Teaching unit) Level 4 - 6;
    M 226.4.

24. It's a Tanagram World (Duplicated worksheets) Level - Nongraded;
    M 228.

25. Self-Teaching Arithmetic (Book) Level 1 - 5.
    PM 3 Fifth Book
    PM 14.1 Teacher Edition
Time

1. Time (Duplicating masters) Level Primary - Intermediate.
   DM 29 Level I
   DM 30 Level II
   DM 31 Level III


3. Judy Clocks (Aid) Level - Primary.
   GA 202 Mini-clocks
   GA 206 Large demonstrator clock

4. Hatchettes (Game) Level - Primary; GA93.

5. Primary Clocks (Aid) Level - Primary; GA 133.

6. Tell Time Quizmo (Game) Level - Primary; GA 17.

7. Teach-a-Time (Game) Level - Primary; GA 74.

8. Time Telling Kit (Kit) Level - Primary.
   GA 170 Lesson 1
   GA 171 Lesson 2
   GA 172 Lesson 3
   GA 173 Lesson 4

9. Time Teacher (Aid) Level - Primary; GA 167.

10. Clock (Aid) Level - Primary; GA 263.

11. Wipe-Off Cards (Aids) Level - Primary; GA 322.

12. Time Wise, Mini-Kit (Aid) Level - Primary; GA 326.


   M 59.5 Grade 1
   M 60.5 Grade 2

   DX 7 Time
   DM 9 Calendar

16. Gaining Math Skills (Kit) Level - Primary; M 212 - 214.

17. What Time Is It? (Tapes) Level k - 6; M 225.5.
Story Problems

   - M 61.5 Grade 1
   - M 62.5 Grade 2
   - M 63.5 Grade 3

2. Fitzhugh Plus Program (Book) Level - Primary, Remedial; PMD 90.2 Narrative Problems/Division.

3. Gaining Math Skills (Kit) Level - Primary; M 206 - 208.

Money

1. U.S. Money (Duplicating masters) Level Preschool - Intermediate; Special Education.
   - DM 91 Level 1
   - DM 92 Level 2
   - DM 93 Level 3

2. Count Your Change (Game) Level Primary - Intermediate; CA 280.

3. Enlarged U.S. Coins (Aids) Level - Primary; CA 284.

4. Toy Money (Aid) Level - Primary; CA 285.

5. Cash Box, Coins and Bills (Aid) Level 3 - 6; CA 319.

6. Pay the Cashier (Game) Level 3 - 6; CA 320.

7. Wipe-Off Cards (Aid) Level - Primary; CA 370.

8. Coin Stamps (Aid) Level - Primary; CA 326.

9. Money Game (Game) Level - Primary; CA 327.

10. Arithmetic Step by Step (Duplicating masters) Level K - 6; DM 6, money.

11. Gaining Math Skills (Kit) Level - Primary; M 197 - 199.

12. Minisystems (Tapes & worksheets) Level 1 - 2; M 220.5 - 221.5.
LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT
Primary Language Development

1. Peabody Rebus (Multi-media) Level - Kintergarten; ENAC 58 - 61.

2. Tell it in Writing (English book) Level 7 - 9 years.

   LAC 10 Introductory Book; level 7 years.
   LAC 11 Book I; level 6 years.

3. Crossword Puzzles (Game) Level 1 - 5.

   GA 154 Animals (3rd - 5th)
   GA 155 Fairy Tales (1st - 2nd)

4. Crossword Puzzle Book (Game) Level 1st - 2nd; CA 214.


   GA 49 Puppets (people)
   GA 50 puppets (animal)
   GA 54 Stage

6. Initial Consonants Mini-Prints (Aid) Level Pre-primary; GA 127.

7. Picture/Word Concept Series (Aid) Level Pre-reading - Pre-Primary.

   GA 247 Parts of the body
   GA 248 Clothing
   GA 249 Means of Transportation
   GA 250 Household Items
   GA 251 Dishes & Utensils

8. Word Puzzles (Game) Level Pre-Primer.

   GA 286 Set 1 Pre-primer
   GA 287 Set 2 Pre-primer
   GA 288 Set 3 Pre-primer


10. Ruth Cheves Program I (Perception material) Level - Primary.

    PMT 1 Association cards
    PMT 2 Concept clocks
    PMT 4 Flip and build
    PMT 5 Fruit and animal puzzles
    PMT 6 Geometric shapes in color
    PMT 8 Ordinal placement board
    PMT 9 See and say puzzle cards
    PMT 12.1 Teacher Edition

11. Detect-Tactile (Kit) Level - Primary.

    PMT 22 Kit
    PMT 23.1 Teacher Edition for kit
12. Visual Memory Cards I & II (Perception material) Level - Primary; PMD 42.

13. Sequential Picture Cards II (Perception material) Level - Primary; PMD 43.

14. Sequential Picture Cards III (Perception material) Level - Primary; PMD 44.

15. Association Picture Cards II (Perception material) Level - Primary; PMD 45.

16. Association Picture Cards III (Perception material) Level - Primary; PMD 46.

17. Material Expressive Language Picture Cards I (Perception material) Level - Primary; PMD 47.

18. Material Expressive Language Picture Cards II (Perception material) Level - Primary; PMD 48.

19. Spatial Relationships Picture Cards (Perception material) Level - Primary; PMD 50.

20. Auditory Training (Perception material) Level - Primary.

   PMD 51.5 Familiar sounds
   PMD 52.5 Rhythm band instruments

21. Same or Different Cards (Flash cards) Level Primary - Intermediate.

   PMD 67 Word cards
   PMD 68 Design cards
   PMD 69 Color cards
   PMD 70 Size cards

22. Same or Different-Proportion (Picture cards) Level - Primary; PMD III.

23. Easy-To-Read Sequence (Reading books) Level K - 1.

   ENAC 78.1 Teacher Edition for program
   ENAC 79 Worksheet masters
   ENAC 80 Readers

24. Greater Cleveland Reading Program (Reading books) Level - Primary.

   ENAC 32 Readiness for Reading
   ENAC 33.1 For readiness

 Intermediate Language Development

1. Tell it In Writing (English book) Level 7 - 9 years; LAC 12.

2. English As a Second Language (Workbook) Level - Intermediate.

   EGC 1 Book I
3. Crossword Puzzles (Game) Level 1 - 5.

   GA 154 Animals
   GA 153 Fairy tales


   GA 49 Puppets (people)
   GA 50 Puppets (animal)
   GA 51 Stage

5. Sentence Builder (Aid) Level 1 - 4; GA 389.

6. Same or Different Cards (Flash cards) Level Primary - Intermediate.

   PMD 67 Word cards
   PMD 68 Design cards
   PMD 69 Color cards
   PMD 70 Size cards
WORD RECOGNITION
Vocabulary Development

1. My Puzzle Book (Game) Level 1-3.
   - GA 113 Book I
   - GA 114 Book II

   - GA 110 Set I
   - GA 111 Set II

3. Sight Phrase Cards (aid) Level primary; GA 61.

   - GA 40 Patch Match
   - GA 42 Teacher's Edition

5. Popper Words (aid) Level primary.
   - GA 241 Set I
   - GA 242 Set II

6. Picture Word Cards (aid) Level 1-2; GA 243.

7. Picture Word Matching Game (game) Level primary-intermediate; GA 245.

   - GA 247 Parts of the Body
   - GA 248 Clothing
   - GA 249 Means of Transportation
   - GA 250 Household Items
   - GA 251 Dishes & Utensils

   - GA 264 Flash-X Devises
   - GA 265 Sight Vocabulary level 1
   - GA 266 Sight Vocabulary level 2
   - GA 267 Sight Vocabulary level 3
   - GA 268 Sight Vocabulary level 3

10. Basic Sight Vocabulary Cards (aid) Level 3 & up, remedial; GA 269.

11. Group Word Teaching Game (game) Level 2-3; GA 272.


13. Space Flight Game (game) Level primary-intermediate; GA 283.

   - GA 286 Set 1
   - GA 287 Set 2
19. Treasure Spell (games) Level primary; GA 381.

20. Ends 'n' Blends (game) Level 1-6; GA 382.


23. The Jim Forest Readers (reading books) Level 1.7-3.0.

   HV 25 Level 1.7
   HV 26 Level 1.7
   HV 27 Level 1.8
   HV 28 Level 1.9
   HV 29 Level 1.9
   HV 30 Level 2.2
   HV 31 Level 2.4
   HV 32 Level 2.6
   HV 33 Level 2.8
   HV 34 Level 3.1
   HV 35.1 Teacher's Edition for Series

24. Color Drill Cards (flash cards) Level primary; PMD 139.

25. Growing With Language Program (books & workbooks) Level 1-3.

   ENAC 18.2 Writing & Perception
   ENAC 19.3 Teacher's Edition


   ENAC 31 Beginning Sound Symbols
   ENAC 35.1 Teacher's Edition
   ENAC 44 Review Sound Symbol
   ENAC 40 Half An Apple
   ENAC 41.1 Teacher's Edition
   ENAC 42 Half An A
   ENAC 43.1 Teacher's Edition

27. Peabody Rebus Reading Program (books & workbooks) Level K-1.

   ENAC 59.1 Teacher's Edition for Rebus Program
   ENAC 60.1 Teacher's Edition for Readiness & transition
   ENAC 51 Introducing Reading Book I
   ENAC 52 Introducing Reading Book II
   ENAC 63 Introducing Reading Book III
   ENAC 64 Red & Blue Are On Me
   ENAC 65 Can You See A Flea?


   RL 1 My Alphabet Book
   RL 2 Reader 1
   RL 3.1 Teacher's Edition
   RL 4.2 Reader Workbook 1
   RL 5 Reader 2
RL 6.1 Teacher's Edition
RL 7.2 Reader Workbook 2
RL 8 Reader 3
RL 9.1 Teacher's Edition
RL 10.2 Reader Workbook 3
RL 11.2 Reader Workbook 4
RL 12 Reader 5
RL 13.1 Teacher's Edition
RL 14.2 Reader Workbook 5
RL 15 Reader 6
RL 15.1 Teacher's Edition
RL 17.2 Reader Workbook 6
Days of the Week
1. Primary Reading Skills Program (duplicating masters) Level 1-3.
   DM 54 Level I Lesson 98
   DM 59 Level II Lesson 92

Months of the Year
1. Primary Reading Skills Program (duplicating masters) Level 1-3.
   DM 54 Level I Lesson 99
   DM 59 Level II Lesson 93

Number Words
1. Primary Reading Skills Program (duplicating masters) Level 1-3; DM 59 Lesson 91.
3. Match-ettes (aid) Level primary; GA 94.

Color Names
1. Primary Reading Skills Program (duplicating masters) Level 1-3; DM 69 Lesson 90.
2. Color Drill Cards (flash cards) Level primary; PND 139.
Word-Picture Associations

1. Primary Reading Skills Program (duplicating masters) Level 1-3.
   - DM 64 Level I Lesson 101, 102, 103, 110
   - DM 59 Level II Lesson 82-89
   - DM 75 Level III Lesson 63-72

2. Initial Consonant Lotto Cards (game) Level preschool-primary; GA 128.

3. Initial Consonant Mini Prints (aid) Level preschool-primary; GA 127.

   - GA 57 The World About Us
   - GA 58 Number Lotto
   - GA 63 ABC Lotto

5. Match-ettes (games) Level primary; GA 95.

6. Match and Check (aid) Level preschool-1; GA 175.

7. Rhyming Puzzle (game) Level primary; GA 141.

8. See & Say Consonant Game (game) Level 1-3; GA 55.

   - GA 41 Scat Cat
   - GA 42.1 Teacher's Edition

    - GA 224.5 Long A
    - GA 225.5 Long E
    - GA 226.5 Long I
    - GA 227.5 Long O
    - GA 228.5 Long U
    - GA 229.5 Short a
    - GA 230.5 Short e
    - GA 231.5 Short i
    - GA 232.5 Short o
    - GA 233.5 Short u

11. Aids to be used with Vowel Sounds Learning Module, Level primary.
    - GA 239 My A E I O U Book
    - GA 234 Initial Vowel Sounds Floor Game
    - GA 235 Medial Vowel Sounds Floor Game
    - GA 238 Vowel-Consonant Sounds
    - GA 230.1 Teacher's Guide for Module

12. Picture Word Cards (aid) Level 1-2; GA 243.

13. Picture Word Matching Game (game) Level primary-intermediate; GA 245.

   GA 285 Set I
   GA 287 Set II
   GA 288 Set III


17. Choose and Check (aid) Level 2.
   GA 338 Level 5
   GA 339 Level 6
   GA 340 Level 7
   GA 341 Level 8

   GA 349 Criss-Cross
   GA 353.1 Teacher's Edition

   PMD 9 See and Say Cards
   PMD 12.1 Teacher's Edition

   PMD 74 Phonics
   PMD 75 Sight Words

21. Peabody Rhebus Reading Program (books & workbook) Level k-1.
   ENAC 58 Kit
   ENAC 59.1 Teacher's Edition for program
   ENAC 60.1 Teacher's Edition for readiness
   ENAC 51 Introducing Reading Book I
   ENAC 52 Introducing Reading Book II
   ENAC 53 Introducing Reading Book III
   ENAC 54 Ped and Blue Are On Me.
   ENAC 55 Can You See A Flea?

22. Phonics We Use (workbook) Level 1-4.
   RP 57.2 Book B (1st) pg. 5,13,21,29,37
   RP 58.3 Teacher's Edition

23. The Reading Helper Books (reading books) Level 2.0-3.5, RP 72 pg. 15,19,29

   PP 89.2 Clues to Consonants pg. 12-16,72,73
   PP 90.3 Teacher's Edition
   PP 91.5 Tapes
   PP 92.2 Views on Vowels pg. 4,7
RP 93.3 Teacher's Edition
RP 94.5 Tapes
RP 95.2 Letters and Syllables pg. 2, 11-14
RP 95.3 Teacher's Edition
RF 97.5 Tapes
PHONICS
Initial Consonant Sounds

1. Individualized Phonics (Worksheet) Level 2.1 - 2.2; Unit 1 - 23.

2. Mott Basic Language Skills Program (Workbooks) Level 1.5 - 4.5; LAC 1.2 Book 1301, level 1.5.

   DM Grade 2 part 1
   DM Grade 2 part 2

4. Auditory Discrimination: Beginning Sounds (Duplicating masters) Level - Pre-Kindergarten; DM 95.

5. Primary Reading Skills Program (Duplicating masters) Level 1 - 3.
   DM 62 Level I - lessons 15-34, 87, 88, 91
   DM 67 Level II - lessons 1-5, 35

6. Get Set (Game) Level - Kindergarten.
   GA 4 Pick a Fit
   GA 5 Picture Words

7. Sound Hunt (Game) Level - All ages; GA 13 consonants.

8. Alphabet Picture Flash Cards (Aid) GA 54; Level - Readiness.

9. Consonant Jumble Magic Carpet Floor Game (Game) Level - Primary; GA 126.

10. Consonant Rose Board Game (Game) Level K - 3; GA 129.

11. Initial Consonant Cassette & Response Cards (Cassette & response cards) Level Primary - Intermediate.
    GA 117.5 B, J
    GA 118.5 D, H
    GA 119.5 F, M
    GA 120.5 G, N
    GA 121.5 K, S
    GA 122.5 L, W
    GA 123.5 P, V
    GA 124.5 R, Y
    GA 125.5 T, Z
    GA 131.1 Teacher's Edition for lessons

12. Initial Consonant Lotto Cards (Cards) Level Pre-primary; GA 128.

13. Initial Consonant Mini-Prints (Pictures) Level Pre-primary; GA 127.


15. Magic Cards (Aid) Level - Primary; GA 151 Consonants.
16. Match and Check (Aid) Level Pre-school - 1st.
   
   GA 177 Set 1
   GA 178 Set 5

17. Motivators (Aid) Level Primary & Intermediate; GA 130 Initial Consonant.

18. Phonics We Use Learning Games Kit (Game) Level 1 - 3.
   
   GA 26 Cold Itch
   GA 27 Spin-A-Sound
   GA 36.1 Teacher's Edition for kit

19. See & Say Consonant Game (Game) Level 1 - 3; GA 56.

20. Peg Board Pictures (Aid) Level - Primary; GA 148 consonants.

21. Spelling Learning Games Kit A (Game) Level - 1st.
   
   GA 37 Snail Trail
   GA 42.1 Teacher's Edition for kit

22. Spelling Learning Games Kit B (Game) Level - 2nd.
   
   GA 43 Fat Cat
   GA 44 Flad Lad
   GA 48.1 Teacher's Edition for kit

23. Animated Key Cards (Aid) Level Pre-primer; GA 276.

24. Spelling Learning Games Kit D (Games) Level - 4th.
   
   GA 348 Listen
   GA 353.1 Teacher's Edition for Kit

25. Ruth Cheves Program I (Perception materials) Level - Primary.
   
   PMD 1C Show You Know-Then Go Phonics Games
   PMD 12.1 Teacher's Edition

26. Peabody Rebus Reading Program (Reading books & workbooks) Level K - 1;
   ENAC 63 Introducing Reading-Book III.

27. Ginn Word Enrichment Program (Workbook) Level - Primary.
   
   RP 6.2 Consonant sounds and Symbols - Unit 3, 5
   RP 7.1 Teacher's Edition for Consonant
   RP 8.2 Vowels and Variants - Unit 1
   RP 9.1 Teacher's Edition for Vowels
   RP 10.2 More Vowels and Variants - Unit 1
   RP 11.1 Teacher's Edition for more
   RP 12.2 Sounds and Syllables - Unit 1
   RP 13.1 Teacher's Edition for sound

28. First Experiences With Consonants (Multi-media) Level - Primary; RP 2.
29. The Road to Reading (Tapes & worksheets) Level Beginning reading & remedial: RP 1 lessons # 3, 4, 6, 9, 12, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 22, 23, 26, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33.

30. The Landon Phonics Program (Records, tapes & worksheets) Level - Primary.

   RP 18.1 Lessons & tapes or records
   RP 20.1 Teacher's Edition for program


   RP 41.2 Skilltext A
   RP 42.3 Teacher's Edition for A
   RP 43.2 Skilltext B (Grade 2-3) pg. 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 13, 18, 21, 22, 26, 28, 29, 37, 62.
   RP 44.3 Teacher's Edition for Skilltext B
   RP 45.3 Teacher's Edition for C
   RP 46.2 Skilltext C (Grade 3-4) pg. 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 21, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 33, 35, 37, 39, 41, 44, 45, 46, 51, 67, 69, 70, 73, 79, 83, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90.

32. Phonics We Use (Workbook) Level 1 - 4.

   RP 57.2 Book B (1st) pg 1 - 45
   RP 58.3 Teacher's Edition for B
   RP 59.2 Book C (2nd) pg 1 - 10
   RP 60.3 Teacher's Edition for C
   RP 61.2 Book D (3rd) pg 1 - 3
   RP 62.3 Teacher's Edition for D
   RP 63.2 Book E (4th) pg 1, 2, 5, 6
   RP 64.3 Teacher's Edition for E

33. Phonics Is Fun (Workbooks) Level Beginning reading - 1st.

   RP 79.2 Book I pg. 20-26, 29, 31, 33, 35, 50-57, 59-61
   RP 80.3 Teacher's Edition for I
   RP 81.2 Book 2, pgs 3-23
   RP 82.3 Teacher's Edition for 2
   RP 153.2 Book 3, pgs 3-12
   RP 154.3 Teacher's Edition for 3

34. The Landon Phonics Program for Reluctant Readers (Records & worksheets) Level - Remedial.

   RP 47 Record 1 side 1 M-F, side 2 P, T
   RP 48 Record 2 side 1 B, S
   RP 49 Record 3 side 1 C, K, D side 2 G, L
   RP 54.1 Teacher's Edition for program

35. Gillingham Materials (Cards, etc) Level - Remedial.

   RP 70 Phonics Drill Cards
36. Reading Helper Books (Reading workbooks) Level 2 - 3.5.

RP 72  The Fourth Reader (2.0) pg 7, 17, 23
RP 74  The Sixth Reader (3.0) pg 7

37. The Hip Reader (Reading books) Level - Remedial; RP 76 pg 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 11, 15, 16, 18, 21, 28.

38. Phonics Guide to Basic Reading (Teacher's guide) Level 2 - 6; RP 78 pg. 6-10, 12, 11, 16, 17.

39. The Phonics Program (Language master cards) Level K - 6th.

RP 84  Set I
RP 85  Set II
RP 86  Set III

40. Patterns, Sounds and Meanings (Workbooks & tapes) Level - Elementary.

RP 89.2  Clues to Consonants pgs 17-70
RP 90.3  Teacher's Edition for Clues
RP 91.5  Tapes for Clues
RP 92.2  Views on Vowels pgs. 1-3
RP 93.3  Teacher's Edition for Views
RP 94.5  Tapes for Views

41. Target Red (Tapes & worksheets) Level - All.

RP 101.5  Tapes & worksheets, lesson 7-8, 25-28
RP 102.1  Teacher's Edition for program

42. Target Yellow (Tapes & worksheets) Level - All.

RP 103.5  Worksheets & tapes, lesson 1-10
RP 104.1  Teacher's Edition for program

43. Wenkart Phonics Readers (Reading books) Level 1 - 2; RP 105 At a Zoo-consonant sounds, oo, short a

44. The New Phonics We Use (Workbooks) Level Readiness - 6th.

RP 121.2  Readiness pgs. 10-12, 14-17, 19-27, 29-38, 40-51, 53-62, 64
RP 122.3  Teacher's Edition for readiness
RP 123.2  Book A (1st) pgs 9-12, 13-23, 30, 32-40, 46-55, 51, 64, 65-70, 76, 78-84, 89, 90, 92-94
RP 124.3  Teacher's Edition for A
RP 125.2  Book B (1st) pgs 2-8, 9, 23, 24
RP 126.3  Teacher's Edition for B
RP 127.2  Book C (2nd) pgs. 2-6, 12
RP 128.3  Teacher's Edition for C
RP 129.2  Book D (3rd) pgs. 2-5
RP 130.3  Teacher's Edition for D
RP 131.2  Book E (4th) pg. 1
RP 132.3  Teacher's Edition for E
RP 133.2  Book F (5th) pg. 1
45. Phonics Workbook (Workbook) Level 1 - 3.
   RP 155.2  Book A (1st) Prs. 47-110
   RP 156.3  Teacher's Edition for A
   RP 159.2  Book C (3rd) pgs. 5, 6, 9, 10
   RP 160.3  Teacher's Edition for C

46. First Experience with Vowels and Consonants (Multi-media) Level -
     Readiness to primary; RP 211.4.

47. Learning to Read with Phonics (Records & workbooks) Level - Begin-
     ning reading & Remedial; RP 218 pgs. 2-9.

48. Reading Kits with Study Scopes (Kit) Level - All
   PR 62  Kits $40.4
   PR 63.1  Teacher's Edition for kit
   PR 64.4  Study Scopes
Medial Consonant Sound

1. Individualized Phonics (Worksheet) Level - Primary; Unit 39-41.
2. Mott Basic Language Skills Program (Workbooks) Level 1.5 - 4.5;
   IAC 1.2 Book 1301, level 1.5.
3. Primary Reading Skills Program (Duplicating masters) Level 1 - 3.
   DM 62 Level I, lesson 79, 80
   DM 67 Level II, lesson 37
4. Get Set (Game) Level - Kindergarten; CA 5 Picture Words.
5. Language Activity Cards (Aid) Level Primary - Intermediate; CA 20
   Vowels & consonants.
6. Magic Cards (Aid) Level - Primary; CA 151 Consonants.
7. The Road to Reading (Tapes & worksheets) Level Beginning reading -
   Remedial RP 1 lesson #31(x)
   RP 11.2 Skilltext A Grade 1 - 2, pgs. 56, 62, 63
   RP 12.3 Teacher's Edition for A
   RP 13.2 Skilltext B Grades 2-3, pgs. 7-9, 11, 29, 45, 62
   RP 14.3 Teacher's Edition for B
9. Target Yellow (Worksheets & tapes) Level - All.
   RP 103.5 Tapes & worksheets, lesson #2, 7, 8, 10
   RP 101.1 Teacher's Edition for program
10. The New Phonics We Use (Workbooks) Level Readiness - 6th.
    RP 127.2 Book C (2nd) pgs. 9-12
    RP 128.3 Teacher's Edition for C
    RP 129.3 Book D (3rd) pg. 5
    RP 130.3 Teacher's Edition for D
    RP 131.2 Book E (4th) pg. 1
    RP 132.3 Teacher's Edition for E
    RP 133.2 Book F (5th) pg. 1
    RP 134.3 Teacher's Edition for F
    RP 135.2 Book G (6th) pg. 1
    RP 136.3 Teacher's Edition for G
    RP 155.2 Book A (1st) pgs. 76, 78, 81, 88, 92
    RP 156.3 Teacher's edition for A
    RP 157.2 Book C (3rd) pgs. 7, 10
    RP 158.3 Teacher's edition for C
12. First Experience With Vowels and Consonants (Multi-media) Level Read-
    iness - Primary; RP 214.
Final Consonant Sound

1. Individualized Phonics (Worksheets) Level 2.1 - 2.2; Units 24-36.
2. Mott Basic Language Skills Program (Workbooks) Level 1.5 - 4.5; IAC 1.2 Book 1301, level 1.5.
3. Primary Reading Skills Program (Duplicating masters) Level 1 - 3.
   DM 62 Level I, lessons 45-52, 39, 90, 91
   DM 67 Level II, lessons 6-10, 36
4. Get Set (Game) Level - Kindergarten; GA 5 Picture Words.
5. Magic Cards (Aid) Level - Primary; GA 151 Consonants.
6. Match and Check (Aid) Level Pre-school - 1st.
   GA 177 Set 4
   GA 179 Set 5
7. Phonics We Use Learning Games Kit (Game) Level 1 - 3.
   GA 28 Bingobang
   GA 36, 1 Teacher's Edition for kit
8. Spelling Learning Games Kit A (Game) Level - 1st.
   GA 38 Sound Hound
   GA 42, 1 Teacher's Edition for kit
9. Spelling Learning Games Kit B (Game) Level - 2nd.
   GA 43 Fat Cat
   GA 44 Glad Lad
   GA 48, 1 Teacher's Edition for kit
10. Motivators (Aid) Level - Primary; GA 291 final consonants.
11. Ginn Word Enrichment Program (Workbooks) Level - Primary.
    RP 6.2 Consonant Sounds & Symbols - Unit 4, 5
    RP 7, 1 Teacher's Edition for Consonant
    RP 8, 2 Vowels and Variants, Unit 1, 2
    RP 9, 1 Teacher's Edition for Vowels
    RP 10, 2 More Vowels and Variants - Unit 1
    RP 11, 1 Teacher's Edition for More
    RP 12, 2 Sounds and Syllables - Unit 1
    RP 13, 1 Teacher's Edition for Sounds
12. First Experiences With Consonants (Multimedia) Level Readiness - Primary; RP 2.
13. The Road to Reading (Tapes & worksheets) Level Beginning reader - Remedial RP 1 lesson #31 (x).
11. The Landon Phonics Program (Tapes, records, worksheets) Level - Primary.

   RP 18.1 Tapes/records, lessons 21, 22, 24, 25-29
   RP 20.4 Teacher's Edition for program


   RP 41.2 Skilltext A (Grades 1-2)
   RP 42.3 Teacher's Edition for A
   RP 43.2 Skilltext B (Grades 2-3) pgs. 3-9, 11, 13, 16, 18, 23, 35, 62
   RP 44.3 Teacher's Edition for B

16. Phonics We Use (Workbook) Level 1 - 4.

   RP 57.2 Book B (1st) pgs. 46-61
   RP 58.3 Teacher's Edition for B
   RP 59.2 Book C (2nd) pgs. 13-20
   RP 60.3 Teacher's Edition for C
   RP 61.2 Book D (3rd) pgs. 4-6
   RP 62.3 Teacher's Edition for D
   RP 63.2 Book E (4th) pgs 3, 5, 6
   RP 64.3 Teacher's Edition for E

17. Phonics Is Fun (Workbook) Level Beginning reading - 1st.

   RP 80.3 Teacher's Edition for 1
   RP 81.2 Book 2 pgs. 3-23
   RP 82.3 Teacher's Edition for 2


   RP 47 Record 1
   RP 48 Record 2
   RP 49 Record 3
   RP 51.1 Teacher's Edition for program


20. Reading Helper Books (Reading workbook) Level 2.0 - 3.5; RP 72 The fourth reader, pgs. 9, 17, 23.

21. Phonics Guide to Basic Reading (Teacher's Guide) Level 2 - 6; RP 78 pgs. 6-10, 12, 14, 16, 17.

22. Phonics Program (Language masters, cards) Level K - 6th.

   RP 84 Set I
   RP 85 Set II
23. Patterns, Sounds and Meaning (Workbook & Tapes) Level - Elementary.
   RP 89.2 Clues to Consonants pgs. 74-78
   RP 90.3 Teacher's Edition for Clues
   RP 91.5 Tapes for Clues
   RP 92.2 Views on Vowels pgs. 5, 6
   RP 93.3 Teacher's Edition for Views
   RP 94.5 Tape for Views

24. Target Red (Tapes & worksheets) Level - All.
   RP 101.5 Tapes & worksheets lessons 9-10, 29, 30
   RP 102.1 Teacher's Edition for program

25. Target Yellow (Tapes & worksheets) Level - All.
   RP 103.5 Tapes & worksheets lessons 1-10
   RP 104.1 Teacher's Edition

26. The New Phonics We Use (Workbooks) Level Readiness - 6th.
   RP 121.2 Readings pg. 6
   RP 122.3 Teacher's Edition for readiness
   RP 123.2 Book A (1st) pgs. 21, 25, 31, 41, 47, 56, 62, 71, 77, 91, 95
   RP 124.3 Teacher's Edition for A
   RP 125.2 Book B (1st) pgs. 9-14
   RP 126.3 Teacher's Edition for B
   RP 127.2 Book C (2nd) pgs. 7, 8, 12
   RP 128.3 Teacher's Edition for C
   RP 129.2 Book D (3rd) pgs. 2-5
   RP 130.3 Teacher's Edition for D
   RP 131.2 Book E (4th) pg. 1
   RP 132.3 Teacher's Edition for E
   RP 133.2 Book F (5th) pg. 1
   RP 134.3 Teacher's Edition for F
   RP 135.2 Book G (6th) pg. 1
   RP 136.3 Teacher's Edition for G

27. Phonics Workbook (Workbook) Level 1 - 3.
   RP 155.2 Book A (1st) pgs. 51, 57, 58, 60, 66, 68, 71, 72, 76, 78, 79, 81, 82, 88, 92, 96, 108, 109
   RP 156.3 Teacher's Edition for A
   RP 157.2 Book C (3rd) pgs. 3-10
   RP 158.3 Teacher's Edition for C

28. First Experience with Vowels and Consonants (Multi-media) Level Readiness - Primary; RP 211a.

29. Reading Kits with Study Scopes (Kit) Level - All.
   RP 62 Kits # 1005
   RP 63.1 Teacher's Edition for kit
   RP 64.4 Study scopes
Long Vowel "a"

1. Individualized Phonics (Worksheets) Level 2.1 - 2.2; Unit 42.
2. Mott Basic Language Skills Program (Workbooks) Level 1.5 - 4.5; IAC 5.2 Book 1305, level 4.0.
3. Learning Phonics (Duplicating masters) Level 2 - 3; DM 12 Grade 2, part 2.
4. Read and Think (Duplicating masters) Level 2 - 3.
   DM 43 Level 2 Part 1
   DM 44 Level 2 Part 2
5. Primary Reading Skills Program (Duplicating masters) Level 1 - 3.
   DM 62 Level I, lessons 63, 64, 71, 76, 77, 78
   DM 67 Level II, lessons 11-13, 18-20
7. Magic Cards (Aid) Level - Primary; GA 153 Vowels.
8. Phonics We Use Learning Games Kit (Game) Level 1 - 3.
   GA 32 Vowel Dominoes
   GA 36.1 Teacher's Edition for kit
9. Peg Board Pictures (Aid) Level - Primary; GA 150 Vowels.
10. Spelling Learning Games Kit B (Game) Level - 2nd.
    GA 46 Stick-to-it
    GA 47 Spell It
    GA 48.1 Teacher's Edition for kit
11. Vowel Sounds Learning Module (Cassette & aids) Level - Primary.
    GA 224.5 long A
    GA 234 Initial Vowel Sounds Floor Game
    GA 235 Medial Vowel Sounds Floor Game
    GA 236 Vowel Sounds Picture Posters
    GA 237 Vowel Sounds Mini-prints
    GA 239 My a e i o u Book
    GA 240.1 Teacher's Guide for Module
12. Picture Word Matching Game (Game) Level Primary - Intermediate; GA 245.
13. Sea of Vowels (Game) Level - Primary; GA 262.
14. Motivators (Aid) Level - Primary; GA 292 long vowels.
15. Tutorgram Teaching Systems (Aid) Level 1 - 3; GA 297 vowels (2nd-3rd).
16. Phonics Runway (Game) Level Primary - Intermediate.
   GA 371 Set 1
   GA 372 Set 2
   GA 373 Set 3
   GA 374 Set 4
   GA 375 Set 5

17. Ginn Word Enrichment Program (Workbook) Level - Primary.
   RP 10.2 More Vowels and Variants-Unit 2
   RP 11.1 Teacher's Edition for More

18. First Experience with Vowels (Multi-media) Level - Primary RP 3.

19. The Road to Reading (Tapes & worksheets) Level Beginning reading - Remedial; RP 1, lesson 91.

20. The Landon Phonics Program (Tapes, records, worksheet) Level - Primary.
   RP 18.1 Tapes/records, lessons 55, 66
   RP 20.1 Teacher's Edition

   RP 32.2 Workbook Two, pgs. 1-10
   RP 33 Mac Is Safe

   RP 43.2 Skilltext B (Grades 2-3), pgs. 28, 29, 31, 38, 43, 53, 66, 47, 51 64,
   RP 44.3 Teacher's Edition for B
   RP 45.2 Skilltext C (Grades 3-4) pgs. 5, 12, 13, 21, 25, 27, 29, 18, 19, 38, 39, 43, 55, 60, 65, 71, 73, 75, 79, 80-87
   RP 46.3 Teacher's Edition for C

23. Phonics We Use (Workbook) Level 1 - 4.
   RP 59.2 Book C (2nd) pgs. 49-80, 90-95
   RP 61.2 Book D pgs. 25, 27, 30, 32, 33, 35, 36, 38-40
   RP 62.3 Teacher's Edition for D
   RP 60.3 Teacher's Edition for C
   RP 63.2 Book E (1st) pgs. 31. 47-49
   RP 64.3 Teacher's Edition for E

24. Phonics Is Fun (Workbook) Level Beginning reading - 1st.
   RP 79.2 Book 1 pgs. 97-103, 132-134
   RP 80.3 Teacher's Edition for 1
   RP 153.2 Book 3 pgs. 29-31
   RP 81.2 Book 2 pgs. 47-50
   RP 82.3 Teacher's Edition for 2
   RP 154.3 Teacher's Edition for 3
25. The Landon Phonics Program for Reluctant Readers (Records & work- 
sheets) Level - Remedial.

RP 50 Record 4
RP 54.1 Teacher's Edition for program

26. Gillingham Materials (Cards, etc) Level - Remedial.

RP 70 Phonics Drill Cards-orange #1
RP 65 Manual

27. Reading Helper Books (Reading workbooks) Level 2.0 - 3.5.

RP 73 The Fifth Reader (2.5) pgs. 11, 13, 21, 25, 31
RP 76 The Sixth Reader (3.0) pgs. 11, 13
RP 75 The Seventh Reader (3.5) pg. 7

28. The Hip Reader (Reading books) Level - Intermediate; RP 76 pg. 19.

29. Phonics Guide to Basic Reading (Teacher's guide) Level 2 - 6; RP 78 
pg. 28.


RP 84 Set I
RP 85 Set II
RP 86 Set III

31. Patterns, Sounds and Meaning (Workbook & tapes) Level 1 - 6.

RP 92.2 Views on Vowels pgs. 55
RP 93.3 Tape on Views
RP 95.2 Letters and Syllables pgs. 7-10
RP 96.3 Teacher's Edition for letters
RP 97.5 Tapes for letters

32. Target Yellow (Tapes & worksheets) Level - All.

RP 103.5 worksheets & tapes, lessons #17, 19
RP 104.1 Teacher's Edition for program

33. Wenkart Phonics Readers (Reading books) Level 1 - 2; RP 106 The Big 
Puppet Mix-Up.

34. The New Phonics We Use (Workbooks) Level Readiness - 6th.

RP 125.2 Book B (1st) pgs. 56-68
RP 126.3 Teacher's Edition for B
RP 127.2 Book C (2nd) pgs. 31-33, 47-49
RP 128.3 Teacher's Edition for C
RP 129.2 Book D (3rd) pgs. 27, 33, 34
RP 130.3 Teacher's Edition for D
RP 131.2 Book E (4th) pgs. 13, 22, 23, 24
RP 132.3 Teacher's Edition for E
RP 133.2 Book F (5th) pgs. 13, 22-24
RP 134.3 Teacher's Edition for F
35. Phonics Workbook (Workbook) Level 1 - 3.

   RP 135.2 Book G (6th) pgs. 13, 22-24
   RP 136.3 Teacher's Edition for G

36. First Experience with Vowels and Consonants (Multi-media) Level Readiness - Primary; RP 214.

37. Reading Kits with Study Scopes (Kit) Level - Nongraded.

   PR 62 Kit # 409
   PR 63.1 Teacher's Edition for kit
   PR 64.1 Study Scopes
Long Vowel "e"

1. Individualized Phonics (Worksheets) Level 2.1 - 2.2; Unit 43.

2. Mott Basic Language Skills Program (Workbook) Level 1.4 - 4.5; IAC 5.2 Book 1305, level 4.0.

3. Learning Phonics (Duplicating masters) Level 2 - 3; DM 12 Grade 2, part 2.

4. Read and Think (Duplicating masters) Level 2-3.
   DM 43 Level 2, part 1
   DM 44 Level 2, part 2

5. Primary Reading Skills Program (Duplicating masters) Level 1 - 3.
   DM 62 Level I, lessons 63, 64, 72, 76, 77, 78
   DM 67 Level II, lessons 11-13, 18-20


7. Magic Cards (Aid) Level - Primary; GA 153 vowels.

8. Phonics We Use Learning Games Kit (Game) Level 1 - 3.
   GA 32 Vowel Dominoes
   GA 36.1 Teacher's Edition for kit

9. Peg Board Pictures (Aid) Level - Primary; GA 150 Vowels.

10. Spelling Learning Game Kit B (Game) Level - 2nd.
    GA 46 Stick to it
    GA 47 Spell It
    GA 48.1 Teacher's Edition for kit

11. Vowel Sounds Learning Module (Cassette & aids) Level - Primary.
    GA 225.5 Long E
    GA 234 Initial Vowel Sounds Floor Game
    GA 235 Medial Vowel Sounds Floor Game
    GA 236 Vowel Sounds Picture Posters
    GA 237 Vowel Sounds Mini-prints
    GA 239 My a e i o u Book
    GA 240.1 Teacher's Guide for Module

12. Picture Word Matching Game (Game) Level Primary - Intermediate; GA 245.

13. Sea of Vowels (Game) Level - Primary; GA 262.

14. Motivators (Aid) Level - Primary; GA 292.

15. Tutorgram Teaching Systems (Aid) Level 1 - 3; GA 297 Vowels.
16. Phonics Runny (Game) Level Primary - Intermediate.

   GA 371 Set 1
   GA 372 Set 2
   GA 373 Set 3
   GA 374 Set 4
   GA 375 Set 5

17. Ginn Word Enrichment Program (Workbook) Level - Primary.

   RP 10.2 More Vowels and Variants-Unit 2
   RP 11.1 Teacher's Edition for More

18. First Experience With Vowels (Multi-media) Level - Readiness & Primary; RP 3.

19. The Road to Reading (Tapes & worksheets) Level Beginning reading - Remedial; RP 1 lesson #7.

20. The Landon Phonics Program (Tapes, records, worksheets) Level - Primary.

   RP 18.1 Tapes, records, lessons 57, 66
   RP 20.1 Teacher's Edition for program


   RP 43.2 Skilltext B (Grades 2-3) pgs. 30, 35, 38, 43, 53, 46, 47, 51, 64
   RP 44.3 Teacher's Edition for B
   RP 45.2 Skilltext C (Grades 3-4) pgs. 5, 12, 13, 20, 21, 25, 27, 29, 38, 39, 43, 55, 60, 61, 65, 71, 73, 75, 79, 80-87
   RP 46.3 Teacher's Edition for C

22. Phonics We Use (Workbooks) Level 1 - 4.

   RP 61.2 Book D (3rd) 26, 27, 30, 32, 33, 35, 36
   RP 62.3 Teacher's Edition for D
   RP 63.2 Book E (4th) pgs. 34, 48, 49
   RP 64.3 Teacher's Edition for E

23. Phonics Is Fun (Workbooks) Level Beginning reading - 1st.

   RP 79.2 Book 1 pgs. 125-131, 132-134
   RP 80.3 Teacher's Edition for 1
   RP 81.2 Book 2 pgs. 62-65
   RP 82.3 Teacher's Edition for 2
   RP 153.2 Book 3 pgs. 35, 36
   RP 154.3 Teacher's Edition for 3

24. Gillingham Materials (Cards, etc) Level - Remedial.

   RP 65 Manual
   RP 70 Phonics Drill Cards #2 orange cards
   
   RP 50 Record 4
   RP 51.1 Teacher's Edition for program

26. The Reading Helper Books (Reading workbooks) Level 2.0 - 3.5.
   
   RP 73 The Fifth Reader (2-5) pgs. 15, 17, 21, 25, 31
   RP 74 The Sixth Reader (3.0) pgs. 11, 13
   RP 75 The Seventh Reader (3.5) pg. 7

27. Phonics Guide to Basic Reading (Teacher's guide) Level 2 - 6; RP 78 pg. 30.

   
   RP 92.2 Views on Vowels pg. 55
   RP 93.3 Teacher's Edition on Views
   RP 94.5 Tape for Views
   RP 95.2 Letters and Syllables 7-10
   RP 96.3 Teacher's Edition for Letters
   RP 97.5 Tape for Letters

29. Target Yellow (Worksheets & tapes) Level - Nongraded.
   
   RP 103.5 Worksheets & tapes, lessons 17, 20
   RP 104.1 Teacher's Edition for program

30. Wenkart Phonics Readers (Reading books) Level 1 - 2; RP 106 The Big Puppet Mix-Up.

31. The New Phonics We Use (Workbooks) Level Readiness - 6th.
   
   RP 125.2 Book B (1st) ; pgs. 77-84
   RP 126.3 Teacher's Edition for B
   RP 127.2 Book C (2nd) pgs. 37-39, 47-49
   RP 128.3 Teacher's Edition for C
   RP 129.2 Book D (3rd) pgs. 28, 33, 34
   RP 130.3 Teacher's Edition for D
   RP 131.2 Book E (4th) pgs. 14, 22-24
   RP 132.3 Teacher's Edition for E
   RP 133.2 Book F (5th) pgs. 14, 22-24
   RP 134.3 Teacher's Edition for F
   RP 135.2 Book G (6th) pgs. 14, 22-24
   RP 136.3 Teacher's Edition for G

32. Phonics Workbook (Workbook) Level 1 - 3.
   
   RP 155.2 Book A (1st) pgs. 215-222
   RP 156.3 Teacher's Edition for A
   RP 157.2 Book B (2nd) pgs. 56-61
   RP 158.3 Teacher's Edition for B
   RP 159.2 Book C (3rd) pgs. 31-34
   RP 160.3 Teacher's Edition for C
33. First Experience with Vowels and Consonants (Multi-media) Level
    Readiness to Primary; RF 214.

34. Reading Kit with Study Scopes (Kit) Level - Nongraded.

    PR 62  Kits #409
    PR 63.1 Teacher's Edition for kit
    PR 64.1 Study Scopes
Long Vowel "i"

1. Individualized Phonics (Worksheets) Level 2.1 - 2.2; Unit 4.

2. Learning Phonics (Duplicating masters) Level 2 - 3; DM 12 Grade 2 part 2.

3. Read and Think (Duplicating masters) Level 2 - 3.
   - DM 43 Level 2 part 1
   - DM 44 Level 2 part 2

4. Primary Reading Skills Program (Duplicating masters) Level 1 - 3.
   - DM 62 Level I lessons 63, 64, 73, 76, 77, 78
   - DM 67 Level II lessons 11-13, 18-20

5. Language Activity Cards (Aid) Level Primary - Intermediate; GA 20.

6. Magic Cards (Aid) Level - Primary; GA 153 Vowels.

7. Primary Phonics We Use Learning Games Kit (Game) Level 1-3.
   - GA 32 Vowel Dominoes
   - GA 36.1 Teacher's Edition for Kit

8. Peg Board Pictures (Aid) Level - Primary; GA 150, Vowels.

9. Spelling Learning Games Kit B (Game) Level - 2nd.
   - GA 6 Stick to it
   - GA 67 Spell it
   - GA 48.1 Teacher's Edition for Kit

10. Vowel Sounds Learning Module (Cassette & aids) Level - Primary.
    - GA 226.5 Long i
    - GA 231 Initial Vowel Sounds Floor Game
    - GA 235 Medial Vowel Sounds Floor Game
    - GA 236 Vowel Sounds Picture Posters
    - GA 237 Vowel Sounds Mini-Prints
    - GA 239 My a e i o u Book
    - GA 240.1 Teacher's Guide for Module

11. Picture Word Matching Games (Game) Level Primary - Intermediate; GA 245.

12. Sea of Vowels (Game) Level - Primary; GA 262.

13. Motivators (Aid) Level - Primary; GA 292 long vowels.

14. Tutogram Teaching Systems (Aid) Level - Primary; GA 297 vowels.

15. Phonic Rummy (Game) Level Primary - Intermediate.
    - GA 371 Set 1
    - GA 372 Set 2
   RP 10.2 More Vowels and Variants-Unit 2
   RP 11.1 Teacher's Edition for More

17. First Experience With Vowels (multi-media) Level readiness-primary; RP 3.

18. The Road to Reading (tapes & worksheets) Level beginning reader-remedial; RP 1 lesson #13.

19. The Landon Phonics Program (tapes, worksheets, records) Level-primary.
   RP 18.1 Tapes/records, lessons 59, 66
   RP 20.1 Teacher's Edition for program

   RP 32.2 Workbook Two (pgs. 11-18)
   RP 34 The Big Game

   RP 43.2 Skilltext B (Grades 2-3) pgs. 32, 35, 38, 43, 53, 46, 47, 51, 64
   RP 44.3 Teacher's Edition for B
   RP 45.2 Skilltext C (Grades 3-4) pgs. 5, 12, 13, 21, 22, 25, 27, 29, 38, 39, 43, 55, 60, 65, 71, 73, 75, 79-87
   RP 46.3 Teacher's Edition for C

22. Phonics we Use (workbook) Level 1-4.
   RP 59.2 Book C (2nd) pgs. 49-80, 90-95
   RP 60.3 Teacher's Edition for C
   RP 61.2 Book D (3rd) pgs. 26, 27, 30, 32, 33, 35, 36, 38, 40
   RP 62.3 Teacher's Edition for D
   RP 63.2 Book E (4th) pgs. 36, 48, 49
   RP 64.3 Teacher's Edition for E

23. Phonics Is Fun (workbook) Level beginning reading-1st.
   RP 79.2 Book 1 pgs. 10, 11, 12, 13
   RP 80.3 Teacher's Edition for 1
   RP 81.2 Book 2 pgs. 51, 52
   RP 82.3 Teacher's Edition for 2
   RP 153.2 Book 3 pgs. 29-31
   RP 154.2 Teacher's Edition for 3

24. The Landon Phonics Program for Reluctant Readers (records & worksheets);
25. Gillingham Materials (cards, etc) Level - Remedial.
   RP 70 Phonic drill cards (orange #3)
   RP 65 Manual

26. Reading Helper Books (reading workbooks) Level 2.0 - 3.5.
   RP 73 The Fifth Reader (2.5) pgs. 19, 21, 25, 31
   RP 74 The Sixth Reader (3.0) pgs. 11, 13
   RP 75 The Seventh (3.5) pg. 7

27. The Hip Reader (reading books) Level-intermediate; RP 76 pg. 36.

28. Phonics Guide to Basic Reading (teacher's guide) Level 2-6; RP 78 pg. 32.

   RP 84 Set I
   RP 85 Set II

30. Patterns, Sounds and Meanings (workbooks & tapes) Level 1-6.
   RP 92.2 Views on Vowels pg. 55
   RP 93.3 Teacher's Edition for Views
   RP 94.3 Tape for Views
   RP 95.2 Letters and Syllables pgs. 1-10
   RP 96.3 Teacher's Edition for Letters
   RP 97.5 Tape for Letters

31. Target Yellow (workbooks & tapes) Level-nongraded.
   RP 103.5 Worksheets & tapes, lessons 18, 20
   RP 104.1 Teacher's Edition for program

32. Wenkart Phonics Readers (reading books) Level 1-2; RP 106 The Big Puppet Mix-Up.

33. The New Phonics we Use (workbooks) Level readiness-6th.
   RP 125.2 Book B (1st) 85-90
   RP 125.3 Teacher's Edition for B
   RP 127.2 Book C (2nd) pgs. 40-42, 47-49
   RP 129.3 Teacher's Edition for C
   RP 129.2 Book D (3rd) pgs. 29, 33, 34
   RP 130.3 Teacher's Edition for D
   RP 131.2 Book E (4th) pgs. 16, 22-24
   RP 132.3 Teacher's Edition for E
   RP 133.2 Book F (5th) pgs. 16, 22-24
   RP 134.3 Teacher's Edition for F
   RP 135.2 Book G (6th) pgs. 15, 22-24
   RP 136.3 Teacher's Edition for G
34. Phonics Workbook (workbook) Level 1-3.

RP 155.2 Book A (1st) pgs. 175, 190
RP 156.3 Teacher's Edition for A
RP 157.2 Book B (2nd) pgs. 45, 47, 50, 51, 54, 55, 58-61
RP 158.3 Teacher's Edition for B
RP 159.2 Book C (3rd) pgs. 31-34
RP 160.3 Teacher's Edition for C

35. First Experience with Vowels and Consonants (multi-media) Level readiness-primary; RP 214.

36. Reading Kits with Study Scope (kit) Level-nongraded.

PR 62 Kits #409
PR 63.1 Teacher's Edition for kit
PR 64.1 Study Scopes
Long Vowel "o"

1. Individualized Phonics (worksheets) Level 2.1-2.2; Unit 45.

2. Mott Basic Language Skills Program (workbooks) Level 1.5-4.5; LAC 5.2 Book 1305, level 4.0.

3. Learning Phonics (duplicating masters) Level 2-3; DM 12 Grade 2 part 2.

4. Read and Think (duplicating masters) Level 2-3.
   - DM 43 Level 2 part 1
   - DM 44 Level 2 part 2

5. Primary Reading Skills Program (duplicating masters) Level 1-3.
   - DM 62 Level I lessons 63, 64, 74, 76, 77, 78
   - DM 67 Level II lessons 11-13, 18-20


7. Magic Cards (aid) Level-primary; GA 153 Vowels.

8. Phonics We Use Learning Games Kit (game) Level 1-3.
   - GA 32 Vowel Dominoes
   - GA 35.1 Teacher's Edition for kit


10. Spelling Learning Games Kit B (game) Level-2
    - GA 46 Stick to it
    - GA 47 Spell it
    - GA 48.1 Teacher's Edition for kit

    - GA 227.5 Long o
    - GA 234 Initial Vowel Sounds Floor Game
    - GA 235 Medial Vowel Sounds Floor Game
    - GA 236 Vowel Sounds Picture Fosters
    - GA 237 Vowel Sounds Mini-Prints
    - GA 239 My a e i o u Book
    - GA 240.1 Teacher's Guide for module


13. Sea of Vowels (game) Level-primary; GA 262.


   
   GA 371 Set 1
   GA 372 Set 2
   GA 373 Set 3
   GA 374 Set 4
   GA 375 Set 5

17. Ginn Word Enrichment Program (workbook) Level-primary.

   RP 10.2 More Vowels and Variants-Unit 2

18. First Experience With Vowels (multi-media) Level readiness & primary;

19. The Road to Reading (tapes & worksheets) Level beginning-remedial;

20. The Landon Phonics Program (tapes, record, worksheets) Level-primary.

   RP 18.4 Tapes/records, lessons 61, 66
   RP 20.1 Teacher's Edition for program

21. Primary Phonics (workbooks & readers) Level K-1; RP 32.2 Workbook

   Two (pgs. 19-38).


   RP 43.2 Skilltext B pgs. 34, 38, 43, 46, 47, 51,
   54, 61
   RP 44.3 Teacher's Edition for B
   RP 45.2 Skilltext C (Grades 3-4) pgs. 5, 12, 13, 21,
   24, 25, 27, 29, 39, 43, 55, 60, 58, 65, 71, 73,
   75, 80, 81, 82-87
   RP 46.3 Teacher's Edition for C

23. Phonics We Use (workbook) Level 1-4.

   RP 59.2 Book C (2nd) pgs. 49-80, 90-95
   RP 60.3 Teacher's Edition for C
   RP 61.2 Book D (3rd) pgs. 26, 27, 30, 32, 33, 35,
   36, 38, 40
   RP 62.3 Teacher's Edition for D
   RP 63.2 Book E (4th) pgs. 40, 48, 49
   RP 64.3 Teacher's Edition for E

24. Phonics Is Fun (workbook) Level-beginning reading-1st.

   RP 79.2 Book 1 pgs. 118-124, 132-134
   RP 80.3 Teacher's Edition for 1
   RP 81.2 Book 2 pgs. 58-61
   RP 82.3 Teacher's Edition for 2
   RP 153.2 Book 3 pgs. 32-34
   RP 154.3 Teacher's Edition for 3
25. The Landon Phonics Program for Reluctant Readers (records & work- 
sheets) Level-remedial.

RP 50 Record 4
RP 50.1 Teacher's Edition for program


RP 70 Phonic drill cards (orange #4)
RP 65 Manual

27. Reading Helper Books (reading workbook) Level 2.0-3.5.

RP 73 The Fifth Reader (2.5) pgs. 23, 25, 31
RP 74 The Sixth Reader (3.0) pgs. 11, 13
RP 75 The Seventh Reader (3.5) pgs. 7

29. The Hip Reader (reading books) Level-intermediate; RP 76 pg. 42.

30. Phonics Guide to Basic Reading (teacher's guide) Level 2-6; RP 78 pg. 33.


RP 84 Set I
RP 85 Set II

32. Patterns Sounds and Meanings (workbook & tapes) Level 1-6.

RP 92.2 Views on Vowels pg. 55
RP 93.3 Teacher's Edition for Views
RP 94.5 Tape for Views
RP 95.2 Letters and Syllables
RP 96.3 Teacher's Edition for Letters
RP 97.5 Tape for letters

33. Target Yellow (worksheets & tapes) Level-nongraded.

RP 103.5 Worksheet & tape, lessons 17, 19
RP 104.1 Teacher's Edition for program

34. Wenkart Phonics Readers (reading books) Level 1-2; RP 106 The Big 
Puppet Mix-Up.

35. The New Phonics We Use (workbook) Level readiness-6th.

RP 125.2 Book B (1st) pgs. 69-76
RP 126.3 Teacher's Edition for B
RP 127.2 Book C (2nd) pgs. 34-36, 47-49
RP 128.3 Teacher's Edition for C
RP 129.2 Book D (3rd) pgs. 30, 33, 34
RP 130.3 Teacher's Edition for D
RP 131.2 Book E (4th) pgs. 19, 22-24
RP 132.3 Teacher's Edition for E
RP 133.2 Book F (5th) pgs. 19, 22-24
36. Phonics Workbook (workbook) Level 1-3.
   - **RP 135.2** Book A (1st) pgs. 201-214
   - **RP 156.3** Teacher's Edition for A
   - **RP 152.2** Book C (3rd) pgs. 31-34
   - **RP 160.3** Teacher's Edition for C

37. First Experience with Vowels and Consonants (multi-media) Level readiness-primary; **RP 211.1**.

38. Reading Kits with Study Scopes (kit) Level-nongraded.
   - **PR 62** Kit #409
   - **PR 63.1** Teacher's Edition for kit
   - **PR 64.1** Study Scopes

   - **SS 70** Working With Sounds Book B pg. 39-41

40. Mission Read: Search Kit (kit) Level 3.5; **SS 273** Lesson 1, 2.

41. Imperial Reading Program (tapes & worksheets) Level primary.
   - **SS 51.4** tape lesson 26
   - **SS 52.1** Teacher's Guide

42. First Talking Alphabet (records, study cards, duplicating masters) Level primary.
   - **FR 79** Part 1 Lesson 20, 21, 24
   - **FR 80.1** Teacher's Guide

43. Cornerstone Readers (reading books) Level 1.2-2.2.
   - **SS 32.2** Alphabet Soup pg. 38, 39, 52, 95
   - **SS 33.3** Teacher's Guide
   - **SS 34.2** Baker's Dozen pg. 24, 35, 38, 39
   - **SS 35.3** Teacher's Guide
   - **SS 36.2** Crackerjacks pg. 7, 86
   - **SS 37.3** Teacher's Guide

44. Reading Skills Lab (student books) Level 4 & up.
   - **SS 210.2** Unlocking Strange Words Book A Level 1 pg. 75
   - **SS 211.3** Teacher's Guide

45. Remedial Reading Work texts (student books) Level intermediate remedial;
   - **SS 357.2** pg. 53-57.
46. O'Hare Starite Program (large cards) Level primary.
   SS 486 Long Vowels
   SS 489 Long Vowels and Multiple Consonants

47. Decoding For Reading (reading books) Level 1-6.
   SS 256.2 Unit 9
   SS 256.1 Teacher's Guide

48. Palo Alto Reading Program (reading books) Level 2.
   RR 137 Book 8 pg. 19-30
   RR 157.1 Teacher's Guide

49. Be A Better Reader (textbooks) Level 4-6.
   SS 241.3 Teacher's Guide
   SS 240.2 Book C pg. 22-24

50. Individualized Phonics (duplicating masters) Level 1.1-3.
   DM 111 Short and Long Vowels Level 1.2
   DM 112 Short and Long Vowels Level 2.1
   DM 120 Vowels Level 3

51. Listen and Do Vowels (records and worksheets) Level 1.
   R 10 Records Lesson 14, 15, 19-22
   R 11.1 Teacher's Guide

52. Look, Listen and Learn (records and worksheets) Level Primary.
   R 19 Lesson 1-4
   R 20 Review Lesson

53. Choose and Check (activity cards) Level primary.
   GA 338 Level 5 card 2 side 1,2
   GA 339 Level 6 card 2 side 1,2
   GA 340 Level 7 card 2 side 1,2
   GA 341 Level 8 card 2 side 1,2

54. Auto Phonics (card game) Level primary; GA 351 Vowel Review.

55. Group Sounding Game (card game) Level primary; GA 270 Set C.

56. Vowel Pictures for Peg boards (picture cards) Level primary; GA 150.

57. Learning About Sounds and Letters (kit) Level primary.
   RR 83 Kit
   RR 84.1 Teacher's Guide
   \textit{PR 70 Kit}
   \textit{PR 71.1 Teacher's Guide}

59. Classroom Reading Laboratory (study scopes) Level 1-4.
   \textit{PR 62 Kits 408-410 Level D (kdg-1)}
   \textit{PR 93.1 Teacher's Guide}

60. Super Books (reading books) Level primary.
   \textit{BeR 6 Old Jr. Mack}
   \textit{BeR 7.1 Teacher's Edition}

61. The Mike and Cindy Series (language development reading books) Level primary.
   \textit{SLD 1.1 Teacher's Guide pg. 143-147}
   \textit{SLD 2 Student Books}

62. Elementary Phonics Program (language master cards) Level 1-6; \textit{RP 112.}

63. Target Red (tape and worksheets) Level primary.
   \textit{RP 101.5 Tapes Lesson 31,32}
   \textit{RP 102.1 Teacher's Guide}

64. The Road to Reading (tapes) Level primary.
   \textit{RP 115 Tapes Lesson 20}
   \textit{RP 111 Teacher's Edition}

65. A Magic Box (reading books) Level pp2; \textit{RB 4 pg. 21-30.}

66. Things You See (reading books) Level pp3; \textit{RB 5 pg. 13-16.}

67. Worlds of Wonder (reading books) Level primer; \textit{RB 8.1 Teacher's Guide pg. 47-51, 56-70, 109-120.}

68. Lands of Pleasure (reading books) Level 1; \textit{RB 9.1 Teacher's Guide pg. 49-59,177-183, 315-325.}

69. The Palo Alto Reading Program (reading books) Level 1-2.
   \textit{PB 111 Book 9 pg. 113-114}
   \textit{PB 127 Teacher's Guide}
   \textit{PB 157 Book 17 pg. 16-22}
   \textit{PB 170.1 Teacher's Guide}

70. Structural Reading Program (reading books and duplicating masters) Level 2.1-2.2.
71. Merrill Linguistic Readers (reading books) Level 3.
   RL 12 Book 5 pg. 115-121
   RL 13.1 Teacher's Guide
   RL 14.2 Workbook
   RL 15 Book 6 pg. 111-116
   RL 16.1 Teacher's Guide
   RL 17.2 Workbook

72. Miami Linguistic Readers (reading books) Level 1-3.
   RL 52 Dick's Cat
   RL 53.2 Workbook
   RL 54.1 Teacher's Guide
   RL 58 Mark's Jet
   RL 59.2 Workbook
   RL 60.1 Teacher's Guide
   RL 61 Matt and the Black Cat
   RL 62.2 Workbook
   RL 63.1 Teacher's Guide

73. The Reading Series (reading books) Level 1-5.
   RL 76.2 Book 2 Student book
   RL 77.2 Book 3 Student Book
   RL 80.3 Teacher's Guide

74. Spelling Learning Games Kit c (kit) Level primary; GA 398 Mice Twice.

75. Reading Step by Step (duplicating masters) Level primary.
   DM 131 Unit 9
   DM 132 Unit 10

76. Fun With Phonics (language master cards) Level primary.
   RP 219 Set I
   RP 220 Set II

77. Primary Phonics (reading books) Level Kdg.-1; RP 221 The Joke.

78. Swirl (Kit) Level Kdg.-1.
   RL 88 Kit
   RL 89.1 Teacher's Guide

79. Target Blue (tapes and worksheets) Level primary.
   RP 111.1 Teacher’s Guide
   RP 110.5 Tapes and Lesson 33
Reading Readiness Skill Starters (kit) Level Kdg.-1.

RR 1h Kit
RR 1h.1 Teacher's Guide
Long Vowel "u"

1. Individualized Phonics (worksheets) Level 2.1-2.2; Unit 46.
2. Mott Basic Language Skills Program (workbooks) Level 1.5-1.5; LAC 5.2 Book 1305 level 4.0.
3. Learning Phonics (duplicating masters) Level 2-3; DM 12 Grade 2 part 2.
4. Read and Think (duplicating masters) Level 2-3.
   - DM 43 Level 2 part 1
   - DM 14 Level 2 part 2
5. Primary Reading Skills Program (duplicating masters) Level 1-3.
   - DM 62 Level I lessons 63, 64, 75-78
   - DM 67 Level II lessons 11-13, 18-20
7. Magic Cards (aid) Level-primary; GA 153 Vowels.
8. Phonics We Use Learning Games Kit (game) Level 1-3.
   - GA 32 Vowel Dominoes
   - GA 36.1 Teacher's Edition for kit
    - GA 46 Stick to it
    - GA 47 Spell it
    - GA 18.1 Teacher's Edition for kit
    - GA 228.5 Long u
    - GA 234 Initial Vowel Sounds Floor Game
    - GA 235 Medial Vowel Sounds Floor Game
    - GA 236 Vowel Sounds Picture Posters
    - GA 237 Vowel Sounds Mini-Prints
    - GA 239 My a e i o u Book
    - GA 240.1 Teacher's Guide for module
12. Picture Word Matching Game (game) Level primary-intermediate; GA 245.
13. Sea of Vowels (game) Level-primary; GA 262.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GA 371</td>
<td>Set 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA 372</td>
<td>Set 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA 373</td>
<td>Set 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA 374</td>
<td>Set 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA 375</td>
<td>Set 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

17. Ginn Word Enrichment Program (workbook) Level-primary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RP 10.2</td>
<td>More Vowels and Variants-Unit 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP 11.1</td>
<td>Teacher’s Edition for More</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

18. First Experience with Vowels (multi-media) Level readiness & primary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RP 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

19. The Road to Reading (tapes & worksheets) Level beginning reading-remedial RP 1 lesson #27.

20. The Landon Phonics Program (tapes, records & worksheets) Level-primary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RP 18.4</td>
<td>Record/tape, lessons 63, 65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP 20.1</td>
<td>Teacher’s Edition for program</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

21. Primary Phonics (workbooks & readers) Level K-1; RP 32.2 Workbook Two.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RP 43.2</td>
<td>Skilltext B (Grades 2-3) pgs. 36, 38, 43, 46, 47, 51, 53, 64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP 44.3</td>
<td>Teacher’s Edition for B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP 45.2</td>
<td>Skilltext C (Grades 3-4) pgs. 5, 12, 13, 21, 25, 28, 29, 38, 39, 43, 55, 60, 65, 71, 73, 75, 79-87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP 46.3</td>
<td>Teacher’s Edition for C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

23. Phonics We Use (workbooks) Level 1-4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RP 59.2</td>
<td>Book C (2nd) pgs. 49-80, 90-95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP 60.3</td>
<td>Teacher’s Edition for C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP 61.2</td>
<td>Book D (3rd) pgs. 26, 27, 30, 32, 33, 35, 36, 38, 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP 62.3</td>
<td>Teacher’s Edition for D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP 63.2</td>
<td>Book E (4th) pgs. 43, 48, 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP 64.3</td>
<td>Teacher’s Edition for E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

24. Phonics Is Fun (workbook) Level beginning reading-1st.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RP 79.2</td>
<td>Book 1 pgs. 111-117, 132-134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP 80.3</td>
<td>Teacher’s Edition for 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP 81.2</td>
<td>Book 2 pgs. 55-57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP 82.3</td>
<td>Teacher’s Edition for 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP 151.2</td>
<td>Book 3 pgs. 32-34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP 152.3</td>
<td>Teacher’s Edition for 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
   RP 51 Record 5
   RP 51.1 Teacher's Edition for program

   RP 70 Phonics Drill Cards (orange #5)
   RP 65 Manual

27. Reading Helper Books (reading workbooks) Level 2.0-3.5.
   RP 73 The Fifth Reader (2.5) pgs. 27, 29, 31
   RP 74 The Sixth Reader (3.0) pgs. 11, 13
   RP 75 The Seventh Reader (3.5) pg. 7


29. Phonics Program (language master cards) Level K-6th.
   RP 84 Set I pgs. 156-160, 174-176
   RP 85 Set II pg. 29

30. Patterns Sounds and Meanings (workbook & tapes) Level 1-6.
   RP 92.2 Views on Vowels pg. 55
   RP 93.3 Teacher's Edition for Views
   RP 94.5 Tape for Views
   RP 95.2 Letters and Syllables pgs. 7-10
   RP 96.3 Teacher's Edition for Letters
   RP 97.5 Tape for Letters

31. Target Yellow (workbooks & tapes) Level-nongraded.
   RP 103.5 Worksheet & tapes lessons 18, 20
   RP 104.1 Teacher's Edition for program

32. Wenkart Phonics Readers (reading books) Level 1-2; RP 106 The Big Puppet Mix-Up.

33. The New Phonics We Use (workbook) Level readiness-6th.
   RP 125.2 Book B (1st) pgs. 91-96
   RP 125.3 Teacher's Edition for B
   RP 127.2 Book C (2nd) pgs. 43-49
   RP 128.3 Teacher's Edition for C
   RP 129.2 Book D (3rd) pgs. 31, 33, 34
   RP 130.3 Teacher's Edition for D
   RP 131.2 Book E (4th) pgs. 21-24
   RP 132.3 Teacher's Edition for E
   RP 133.2 Book F (5th) pgs. 21-24
   RP 134.3 Teacher's Edition for F
   RP 135.2 Book G (6th) pgs. 21-24
   RP 136.3 Teacher's Edition for G
34. Phonics Workbook (workbook) Level 1-3.

RP 155.2 Book A (1st) pgs. 191-200
RP 156.3 Teacher's Edition for A
RP 157.2 Book B (2nd) pgs. 48-51, 54, 55, 58-61
RP 158.3 Teacher's Edition for B
RP 159.2 Book C (3rd) pgs. 31-34
RP 160.3 Teacher's Edition for C

35. First Experience With Vowels and Consonants (multi-media) Level readiness-primary RP 214.

36. Reading Kits with Study Scopes (kit) Level-nongraded.

PR 62 Kit #409
PR 63.1 Teacher's Edition for kit
PR 64.1 Study Scopes
Short Vowel "a"

1. Individualized Phonics (worksheet) Level 2.1-2.2; Unit 47, 48.
2. Mott Basic Language Skills Program (workbooks) Level 1.5-4.5; IAC 2.2 Book 1302 level 2.0.
3. Learning Phonics (duplicating masters) Level 2-3; DM 11 Grade 2 part 1.
4. Read and Think (duplicating masters) Level 2-3.
   - DM 43 Level 2 part 1
   - DM 44 Level 2 part 2
5. Primary Reading Skills Program (duplicating masters) Level 1-3.
   - DM 62 Level I lessons # 63-65, 70, 77, 78
   - DM 67 Level II lessons 14-20
7. Magic Cards (aid) Level-primary; GA 153 Vowels.
8. Phonics We Use Learning Games Kit (games) Level 1-3.
   - GA 32 Vowel Dominoes
   - GA 36.1 Teacher's Edition for kit
10. Spelling Learning Games Kit A (games) Level-1st.
    - GA 39 Lucky Duck
    - GA 42.1 Teacher's Edition for kit
    - GA 45 Spin & Win
    - GA 46 Stick to it
    - GA 47 Spell it
    - GA 48.1 Teacher's Edition for kit
    - GA 229.5 Short a
    - GA 234 Initial Vowel Sounds Floor Game
    - GA 235 Medial Vowel Sounds Floor Game
    - GA 236 Vowel Sounds Picture Fosters
    - GA 237 Vowel Sounds Mini-Prints
    - GA 239 My a e i o u Book
    - GA 240.1 Teacher's Guide for module
13. Picture Word Matching Game (game) Level primary-intermediate; GA 245
11. Sea of Vowels (game) Level-primary; GA 262.

15. Motivators (aid) Level-primary; GA 293 Short vowels.


17. Phonic Rummy (game) Level primary-intermediate.

   GA 371 Set 1
   GA 372 Set 2
   GA 373 Set 3
   GA 374 Set 4
   GA 375 Set 5


   RP 8.2 Vowel and Variants, Unit 3, 4
   RP 9.1 Teacher's Edition for Vowel
   RP 10.2 More Vowels and Variants-Unit 1
   RP 11.1 Teacher's Edition for More
   RP 12.2 Sounds and Syllables-Unit 1
   RP 13.1 Teacher's Edition for Sounds


21. The Road to Reading (tapes & worksheets) Level beginning reading-remedial; RP 1 lesson #2.

22. The Landon Phonics Program (tapes, records, worksheet) Level-primary.

   RP 18.1 Tapes/records, lessons 56, 66
   RP 20.1 Teacher's Edition for program

23. Primary Phonics (workbook & reader) Level K-1.

   RP 21.2 Workbook One (pgs. 1-24)
   RP 22 Mac and Tab


   RP 43.2 Skilltext B (Grades 2-3) pgs. 29, 31, 38, 43, 53, 64, 51, 64
   RP 44.3 Teacher's Edition for B
   RP 45.2 Skilltext C (Grades 3-4) pgs. 5, 12, 18, 19
   21, 25, 27, 29, 38, 39, 43, 50, 55, 60, 65, 71, 73,
   75, 78, 79, 81-87

25. Phonics We Use (workbook) Level 1-4.

   RP 59.2 Book C (2nd) pgs. 49-80, 90-95
   RP 60.3 Teacher's Edition for C
   RP 61.2 Book D (3rd) pgs. 28, 29, 31, 34, 35-40, 91
   RP 62.3 Teacher's Edition for D
26. Phonics is Fun (workbook) Level beginning reading-1st.
   RP 79.2 Book 1 pgs. 62-68, 132-134
   RP 80.3 Teacher's Edition for 1
   RP 81.2 Book 2 pgs. 24-27
   RP 82.3 Teacher's Edition for 2
   RP 153.2 Book 3 pgs. 13-15
   RP 154.3 Teacher's Edition for 3

27. The Landon Phonics Program for Reluctant Readers (records & work- 
sheets) Level-remedial.
   RP 50 Record 4
   RP 57.1 Teacher's Edition for program

28. Gillingham Materials (cards, etc) Level-remedial.
   RP 70 Phonetic drill cards (orange #1)
   RP 65 Manual
   RP 71 Phonetic Word Cards #1-3, 5, 6, 9, 11, 12, 17

29. Reading Helper Books (reading books) Level 2.0-3.5.
   RP 72 The Fourth Reader (2.0) pgs. 15, 17, 37, 39
   RP 73 The Fifth Reader (2.5) pgs. 5, 31
   RP 74 The Sixth Reader (3.0) pg. 7
   RP 75 The Seventh Reader (3.5) pg. 7

30. The Hip Reader (reading books) Level remedial-intermediate; RP 76
    pgs. 1-18.

31. Phonics Guide to Basic Reading (teacher's guide) Level 2-6; RP 78
    pg. 1.

32. Phonics Program (language master cards) Level K-6.
    RP 84 Set I pgs. 61-70, 161-167
    RP 85 Set II pgs. 15, 18, 27, 58, 198

    RP 92.2 Views on Vowels pgs. 17-19, 23, 24, 34-38
    RP 93.3 Teacher's Edition for Views
    RP 94.5 Tapes for Views
    RP 95.2 Letters and Syllables pgs. 3-6
    RP 96.3 Teacher's Edition for Letters
    RP 97.4 Tape for Letters

34. Target Yellow (worksheets) Level-nongraded.
    RP 103.5 Worksheets & tapes lessons #11, 13, 15
    RP 104.1 Teacher's Edition for program
35. Wenkart Phonics Readers (reading books) Level 1-2; RP 105 At a Zoo.

36. Wollensak Teaching Tapes (tapes & worksheets) Level-primary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RP 115.5</td>
<td>Short a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP 120.5</td>
<td>Short Vowel recognition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

37. The New Phonics We Use (workbooks) Level readiness-6th.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RP 123.2</td>
<td>Book A (1st) pgs. 26-31, 96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP 124.3</td>
<td>Teacher's Edition for A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP 125.2</td>
<td>Book B (1st) pgs. 15, 16, 21, 22, 25, 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP 126.3</td>
<td>Teacher's Edition for B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP 127.2</td>
<td>Book C (2nd) pgs. 31-33, 47-49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP 128.3</td>
<td>Teacher's Edition for C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP 129.2</td>
<td>Book D (3rd) pgs. 27, 33, 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP 130.3</td>
<td>Teacher's Edition for D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP 131.2</td>
<td>Book E (4th) pgs. 13, 22-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP 132.3</td>
<td>Teacher's Edition for E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP 133.2</td>
<td>Book F (5th) pgs. 13, 22-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP 134.3</td>
<td>Teacher's Edition for F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP 135.2</td>
<td>Book G (6th) pgs. 13, 22-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP 136.3</td>
<td>Teacher's Edition for G</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

38. Phonics Workbook (workbook) Level 1-3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RP 155.2</td>
<td>Book A (1st) pgs. 113-122, 129, 130, 137-140, 149, 150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP 156.3</td>
<td>Teacher's Edition for A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP 157.2</td>
<td>Book B (2nd) pgs. 15-18, 23, 28, 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP 158.3</td>
<td>Teacher's Edition for B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP 159.2</td>
<td>Book C (3rd) pgs. 15, 16, 18, 21, 25, 26, 29, 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP 160.3</td>
<td>Teacher's Edition for C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

39. First Experience with Vowels and Consonants (multi-media) Level readiness-primary; RP 211.


41. Reading Kits with Study Scopes (kit) Level-nongraded.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PR 62</td>
<td>Kit #409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR 63.1</td>
<td>Teacher's Edition for kit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR 64.1</td>
<td>Study Scopes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Short Vowel "e"

1. Individualized Phonics (worksheets) Level 2.1-2.2; Unit 49, 50.

2. Mott Basic Language Skills Program (workbooks) Level 1.5-1.5; LAC 2.2 Book 1302 level 2.0.

3. Learning Phonics (duplicating masters) Level 2-3; DM 11 Grade 2 part 1.

4. Read and Think (duplicating masters) Level 2-3.
   DM 43  Level 2 part 1
   DM 44  Level 2 part 2

5. Primary Reading Skills Program (duplicating masters) Level 1-3.
   DM 62  Level I lessons 63, 64, 66, 70, 77, 78
   DM 67  Level II lessons 11-20


7. Magic Cards (aid) Level-primary; GA 153 Vowels.

8. Phonics We Use Learning Games Kit (game) Level 1-3.
   GA 32  Vowel Dominoes
   GA 36.1 Teacher's Edition for kit


10. Spelling Learning Games Kit A (game) Level-1st.
    GA 39  Lucky Duck
    GA 42.1 Teacher's Edition for kit

    GA 45  Spin & Win
    GA 46  Stick to it
    GA 47  Spell it
    GA 48.1 Teacher's Edition for kit

    GA 230.5 Short e
    GA 231. Initial Vowel Sounds Floor Game
    GA 235. Medial Vowel Sounds Floor Game
    GA 236. Vowel Sounds Picture Posters
    GA 237. Vowel Sounds Mini-Prints
    GA 239. My a e i o u Book
    GA 240.1 Teacher's Guide for module

13. Picture Word Matching Game (game) Level primary-intermediate; GA 245.
14. Sea of Vowels (game) Level-primary; GA 262.
15. Motivators (aid) Level-primary; GA 293 Short Vowels.
17. Phonic Rummy (game) Level primary-intermediate.
   GA 371 Set 1
   GA 372 Set 2
   GA 373 Set 3
   GA 374 Set 4
   GA 375 Set 5
   RP 8.2 Vowels and Variants-Unit 3, 4
   RP 9.1 Teacher's Edition for Vowels
   RP 10.2 More Vowels and Variants-Unit 1
   RP 11.1 Teacher's Edition for more
   RP 12.2 Sounds and Syllables-Unit 1
   RP 13.1 Teacher's Edition for Sounds
21. The Road to Reading (tapes & worksheet) Level beginning reading-remedial; RP 1 lesson #8.
22. The Landon Phonics Program (tapes, records, worksheets) Level-primary.
   RP 18.1 Tapes/records, lessons 58, 66
   RP 20.1 Teacher's Edition for program
23. Primary Phonics (workbook) Level K-1.
   RP 21.2 Workbook One (pg. 49-51)
   RP 26 The Jet
   RP 27 Ben Bug
   RP 28 Ed
   RP 29 Meg
   RP 30 Ted
   RP 43.2 Skilltext B (Grades 2-3) pgs. 30, 35, 38, 44, 45, 51, 64
   RP 44.3 Teacher's Edition for B
   RP 45.2 Skilltext C (Grades 3-4) pgs. 5, 12, 20, 21, 25, 27, 29, 38, 39, 43, 55, 60, 61, 65, 71, 73, 75, 76, 79, 81-87
   RP 46.3 Teacher's Edition for C
25. Phonics We Use (workbook) Level 1-4.

   RP 59.2 Book C (2nd) pgs. 64-68, 91
   RP 60.3 Teacher's Edition for C
   RP 61.2 Book D (3rd) pgs. 28, 29, 31, 34-37, 39-40, 91
   RP 62.3 Teacher's Edition for D
   RP 63.2 Book E (4th) pgs. 34, 39, 46-49
   RP 64.3 Teacher's Edition for E

26. Phonics is Fun (workbook) Level beginning reading-1st.

   RP 79.2 Book 1 pgs. 90-96, 132-134
   RP 80.3 Teacher's Edition for 1
   RP 81.2 Book 2 pgs. 40-43
   RP 82.3 Teacher's Edition for 2
   RP 153.2 Book 3 pgs. 25-27
   RP 154.2 Teacher's Edition for 3

27. The Landon Phonics Program for Reluctant Readers (records & worksheets)
   Level-remedial.

   RP 50  Record 1
   RP 54.1 Teacher's Edition for program

28. Gillingham Materials (cards, etc) Level-remedial.

   RP 70 Phonic drill cards (orange #2)
   RP 65 Manual
   RP 71 Phonetic Word Cards pgs. 96-110

29. The Reading Helper Books (reading workbooks) Level 2.0-3.5.

   RP 72 The Fourth Reader pgs. 19, 21, 27, 37, 39
   RP 73 The Fifth Reader (2.5) pgs. 5, 31
   RP 74 The Sixth Reader (3.0) pgs. 9, 13
   RP 75 The Seventh Reader (3.5) pg. 7


31. Phonics Guide to Basic Reading (teacher's guide) Level 2-6; RP 78 pg. 2.

32. Phonics Program (language master cards) Level K-6th.

   RP 81 Set I
   RP 85 Set II

33. Patterns, Sounds and Meanings (workbook & tapes) Level 1-6.

   RP 92.2 Views on Vowels pgs. 20-24, 34-38
   RP 93.3 Teacher's Edition for Views
   RP 94.5 Tapes for Views
   RP 95.2 Letters and Syllables
   RP 96.3 Teacher's Edition for Letters
   RP 97.5 Tape for Letters
34. Target Yellow (tapes & worksheets) Level-nongraded.
   RP 103.5 Worksheets & tapes, lessons #11, 14, 16
   RP 104.1 Teacher's Edition for program

35. Wenkart Phonics Readers (reading books) Level 1-2; RP 108 Get Off the Desk.

36. Wollensak Teaching Tapes (tapes & worksheets) Level-primary.
   RP 116.5 Short e
   RP 120.5 Short vowel recognition

37. The New Phonics We Use (workbooks) Level readiness-6th.
   RP 123.2 Book A pgs. 42-48, 96
   RP 124.3 Teacher's Edition for A
   RP 125.2 Book B pgs. 14, 15, 17, 22
   RP 126.3 Teacher's Edition for B
   RP 127.2 Book C (2nd) pgs. 37-39, 47-49
   RP 128.3 Teacher's Edition for C
   RP 129.2 Book D (3rd) pgs. 28, 33, 34
   RP 130.3 Teacher's Edition for D
   RP 131.2 Book # (4th) pgs. 114, 22-24
   RP 132.3 Teacher's Edition for E
   RP 133.2 Book F (5th) pgs. 114, 22-24
   RP 134.3 Teacher's Edition for F
   RP 135.2 Book G (6th) pgs. 114, 22-24
   RP 136.3 Teacher's Edition for G

38. Phonics Workbook (workbook) Level 1-3.
   RP 155.2 Book A (1st) pgs. 151-160
   RP 156.3 Teacher's Edition for A
   RP 157.2 Book B (2nd) pgs. 36-40
   RP 158.3 Teacher's Edition for B
   RP 159.2 Book C (3rd) pgs. 27-30
   RP 160.3 Teacher's Edition for C


41. Reading Kits with Study Scopes (kit) Level-nongraded.
   PR 62 Kit #109
   PR 63.1 Teacher's Edition for kit
   PR 64.1 Study Scopes
Short Vowel "i"

1. Individualized Phonics (worksheet) Level 2.1-2.2; Unit 51, 52.

2. Mott Basic Language Skills Program (workbooks) Level 1.5-4.5; LAC 2.2 Book 1302 level 2.0.

3. Learning Phonics (duplicating master) Level 2-3; DM 11 Grade 2 part 1.

4. Read and Think (duplicating master) Level 2-3.
   
   DM 43 Level 2 part 1
   DM 44 Level 2 part 2

5. Primary Reading Skills Program (duplicating master) Level 1-3.
   
   DM 62 Level I lessons 63, 64, 67, 70, 77, 78
   DM 67 Level II lessons 14-20


7. Magic Cards (aid) Level-primary; GA 153 Vowels.

8. Phonics We Use Learning Games Kit (game) Level 1-3.
   
   GA 32 Vowel Dominos
   GA 36.1 Teacher's Edition for kit


10. Spelling Learning Games Kit A (game) Level-1st.
    
    GA 39 Lucky Duck
    GA 42.1 Teacher's Edition for kit

    
    GA 45 Spin & Win
    GA 46 Stick to it
    GA 47 Spell it
    GA 48.1 Teacher's Edition for kit

    
    GA 231.5 Short i
    GA 234 Initial Vowel Sounds Floor Game
    GA 235 Medial Vowel Sounds Floor Game
    GA 236 Vowel Sounds Picture Posture
    GA 237 Vowel Sounds Mini-Prints
    GA 239 My a e i o u Book
    GA 240.1 Teacher's Guide for module

13. Picture Word Matching Game (game) Level-primary-intermediate; GA 245.
14. Sea of Vowels (game) Level-primary; GA 262.

15. Motivators (aid) Level-primary; GA 293 Short vowels.


17. Phonic Rummy (game) Level primary-intermediate.
   - GA 371 Set 1
   - GA 372 Set 2
   - GA 373 Set 3
   - GA 374 Set 4
   - GA 375 Set 5


   - RP 8.2 Vowels and Variants-Unit 3
   - RP 9.1 Teacher's Edition for Vowels
   - RP 10.2 More Vowels and Variants-Unit 1
   - RP 11.1 Teacher's Edition for More
   - RP 12.2 Sounds and Syllables-Unit 1
   - RP 13.1 Teacher's Edition for Sounds


21. The Road to Reading (tapes & worksheets) Level beginning reading-remedial; RP 1 lesson #3.

22. The Landon Phonics Program (records, tapes & worksheets) Level-primary.
   - RP 18.4 Tapes/records, lessons 60, 66
   - RP 20.1 Teacher's Edition for program

   - RP 21.2 Workbook One pgs. 25-32
   - RP 23 The Tin Man

   - RP 43.2 Skilltext B (Grades 2-3) pgs. 32, 35, 38, 43, 44, 51, 53, 64
   - RP 44.3 Teacher's Edition for B
   - RP 45.2 Skilltext C (Grades 3-4) pgs. 5, 12, 21, 22, 25, 27, 29, 38, 39, 43, 55, 60, 65, 71, 73, 75, 78, 79, 81-87
   - RP 46.3 Teacher's Edition for C

25. Phonics We Use (workbook) Level 1-4.
   - RP 59.2 Book C (2nd) pgs. 49-80, 90-95
   - RP 60.3 Teacher's Edition for C
   - RP 61.2 Book D (3rd) pgs. 28, 29, 31, 34-37, 39, 40, 91
26. Phonics is Fun (workbook) Level beginning reading-1st.

RP 79.2 Book 1 pgs. 69-75, 132-134
RP 80.3 Teacher's Edition for 1
RP 81.2 Book 2 pgs. 29-31
RP 82.3 Teacher's Edition for 2
RP 153.2 Book 3 pgs. 16-18
RP 154.3 Teacher's Edition for 3

27. The Landon Phonics Program for Reluctant Readers (records & worksheet) Level-remedial.

RP 50 Record 1
RP 54.1 Teacher's Edition for program

28. Gillingham Materials (cards, etc) Level-remedial.

RP 70 Phonic Drill Cards (orange #3)
RP 65 Manual
RP 71 Phonetic Word Cards 4, 7, 8, 10, 13-16, 18-20

29. The Reading Helper Books (reading workbooks) Level 2.0-3.5.

RP 72 The Fourth Reader pgs. 25, 27, 23, 37, 39
RP 73 The Fifth Reader (2.5) pgs. 5, 31
RP 74 The Sixth Reader (3.0) pgs. 9, 13
RP 75 The Seventh Reader (3.5) pg. 7

30. The Hip Reader (reading books) Level-intermediate; RP 76 27-31, 34, 35.

31. Phonics Guide to Basic Reading (teacher's guide) Level 2-6; RP 78 pg. 3.

32. Phonics Program (language master cards) Level K-6th.

RP 84 Set I
RP 85 Set II

33. Patterns, Sounds and Meanings (workbook & tapes) Level 1-6.

RP 92.2 Views on Vowels pgs. 28-30, 34-38
RP 93.3 Teacher's Edition for Views
RP 94.3 Tapes for Views
RP 95.2 Letters and Syllables pgs. 3-6
RP 96.3 Teacher's Edition for Letters
RP 97.5 Tapes for Letters

34. Target Yellow (workbooks & tapes) Level-nongraded.

RP 103.5 Worksheets & tapes lessons #11, 14, 16
RP 104.1 Teacher's Edition for program
35. Wenkart Phonics Readers (reading books) Level 1-2; RP 109 The Man in the Moon.

36. Wollensak Teaching Tapes (tapes & worksheets) Level-primary.
   RP 117.5 Short i
   RP 120.5 Short vowel recognition

37. The New Phonics We Use (workbooks) Level readiness-6th.
   RP 123.2 Book A (1st) pgs. 85-90, 96
   RP 124.3 Teacher's Edition for A
   RP 125.2 Book B (1st) pgs. 15, 20-22
   RP 126.3 Teacher's Edition for B
   RP 127.2 Book C (2nd) pgs. 40-42, 47-49
   RP 128.3 Teacher's Edition for C
   RP 129.2 Book D (3rd) pgs. 29, 33, 34
   RP 130.3 Teacher's Edition for D
   RP 131.2 Book E (4th) pgs. 16, 22-24
   RP 132.3 Teacher's Edition for E
   RP 133.2 Book F (5th) pgs. 16, 22-24
   RP 134.3 Teacher's Edition for F
   RP 135.2 Book G (6th) pgs. 16, 22-24
   RP 136.3 Teacher's Edition for G

38. Phonics Workbooks (workbooks) Level 1-3.
   RP 155.2 Book A (1st) pgs. 123-130, 137-140, 149, 150
   RP 156.3 Teacher's Edition for A
   RP 157.2 Book B (2nd) pgs. 19-23, 28, 29
   RP 158.3 Teacher's Edition for B
   RP 159.2 Book C (3rd) pgs. 17, 18, 21, 24-26, 29, 30
   RP 160.3 Teacher's Edition for C

39. First Experiences with Vowels and Consonants (multi-media) Level readiness-primary; RP 211.

40. Learning to Read with Phonics (records & workbooks) Level beginning reading-remedial; RP 218 pgs. 4, 11, 14.

41. Reading Kits with Study Scopes (kit) Level-nongraded.
   PR 62 Kit #409
   PR 63.1 Teacher's Edition for kit
   PR 64.4 Study Scope
Short Vowel "o"

1. Individualized Phonics (worksheet) Level 2.1-2.2; Unit 53, 54.

2. Mott Basic Language Skills Program (workbook) Level 1.5-1.5; LAC 2.2
   Book 1302 level 2.0.

3. Learning Phonics (duplicating masters) Level 2-3; DM 11 Grade 2 part 1.

4. Read and Think (duplicating masters) Level 2-3.
   DM 43 Level 2 part 1
   DM 44 Level 2 part 2

5. Primary Reading Skills Program (duplicating masters) Level 1-3.
   DM 62 Level I lessons 63, 64, 68, 70, 77, 78
   DM 67 Level II lessons 14-20

6. Language Activity Cards (aid) Level primary-intermediate; GA 20
   Vowels & Consonants.


8. Phonics We Use Learning Games Kit (game) Level 1-3.
   GA 32 Vowel Dominoes
   GA 36.1 Teacher's Edition for kit


10. Spelling Learning Games Kit A (game) Level-1st.
    GA 39 Lucky Duck
    GA 42.1 Teacher's Edition for kit

    GA 45 Spin & Win
    GA 46 Stick to it
    GA 47 Spell it
    GA 48.1 Teacher's Edition for Kit B

    GA 232.5 Short o
    GA 231 Initial Vowel Sounds Floor Game
    GA 235 Medial Vowel Sounds Floor Game
    GA 236 Vowel Sounds Picture Poster
    GA 237 Vowel Sounds Mini-Prints
    GA 239 My a e i o u Book
    GA 240.1 Teacher's Guide for module

13. Picture Word Matching Game (game) Level primary-intermediate; GA 245.

14. Sea of Vowels (game) Level-primary; GA 262.
15. Motivators (aid) Level-primary; CA 293 Short Vowel.


17. Phonics Rummy (game) Level primary-intermediate.
   - GA 371 Set 1
   - GA 372 Set 2
   - GA 373 Set 3
   - GA 374 Set 4
   - GA 375 Set 5


   - RP 8.2 Vowels and Variants-Unit 3,4
   - RP 9.1 Teacher's Edition for Vowels
   - RP 10.2 More Vowels and Variants-Unit 1
   - RP 11.1 Teacher's Edition for More
   - RP 12.2 Sounds and Syllables-Unit 1
   - RP 13.1 Teacher's Edition for Sounds

20. First Experiences with Vowels (multi-media) Level readiness-primary; RP 3.

21. The Road to Reading (tapes & worksheet) Level beginning reading-remedial; RP 1 lesson #21.

22. The Landon Phonics Program (tapes, records, worksheets) Level-primary.
   - RP 18.1 Tapes/records, lessons 62, 66
   - RP 20.1 Teacher's Edition for program

   - RP 21.2 Workbook Cne pgs. 33-40
   - RP 21h A1

   - RP 43.2 Skilltext B (Grades 2-3) pgs. 34, 38, 43, 44, 51, 53, 64
   - RP 44.3 Teacher's Edition for B
   - RP 45.2 Skilltext C (Grades 3-4) pgs. 5, 12, 21, 24, 25, 27, 29, 38, 39, 43, 55, 58, 60, 65, 71, 73, 75, 76, 79, 81-87
   - RP 46.3 Teacher's Edition for C

25. Phonics We Use (workbooks) Level 1-4.
   - RP 59.2 Book C (2nd) pgs. 49-80, 90-95
   - RP 60.3 Teacher’s Edition for C
   - RP 61.2 Book D (3rd) pgs. 28, 29, 31, 34-37, 39, 40, 91
   - RP 62.3 Teacher's Edition for D
   - RP 63.2 Book E (4th) pgs. 40, 46-49
26. Phonics is Fun (workbook) Level beginning reading-1st.

- RP 79.2 Book 1 pgs. 83-89, 132-134
- RP 80.3 Teacher's Edition for 1
- RP 81.2 Book 2 pgs. 36-39
- RP 82.3 Teacher's Edition for 2
- RP 153.2 Book 3 pgs. 22-24
- RP 154.3 Teacher's Edition for 3

27. The Landon Phonics Program for Reluctant Readers (records & worksheets) Level-remedial.

- RP 50 Record 1 side 21 1 & 0
- RP 54.1 Teacher's Edition for program

28. Gillingham Materials (cards, etc) Level-remedial.

- RP 70 Phonics drill cards (orange #1)
- RP 65 Manual
- RP 71 Phonetic word cards 28-38

29. The Reading Helper Book (reading workbooks) Level 2.0-3.5.

- RP 72 The Fourth Reader (2.0) pgs. 29, 31, 37, 39
- RP 73 The Fifth Reader (2.5) pgs. 5, 31
- RP 74 The Sixth Reader (3.0) pgs. 9, 13
- RP 75 The Seventh Reader (3.5) pg. 7


31. Phonics Guide to Basic Reading (teacher's guide) Level 2-6; RP 78 pg. 4.

32. Phonics Program (language master cards) Level K-6th.

- RP 84 Set I
- RP 85 Set II

33. Patterns, Sounds and Meanings (workbooks & tapes) Level 1-6.

- RP 92.2 Views on Vowels pgs. 25-27, 34-38
- RP 93.3 Teacher's Edition for Views
- RP 94.5 Tapes for Views
- RP 95.2 Letters and Syllables
- RP 96.3 Teacher's Edition for Letters
- RP 97.5 Tapes for letters

34. Target Yellow (worksheets & tapes) Level-nongraded.

- RP 103.5 Worksheets & tapes, lessons #11, 13, 15
- RP 104.1 Teacher's Edition for program

35. Wenkart Phonic Readers (reading books) Level 1-2; RP 108 Get Off the Desk.
36. Wollensak Teaching Tapes (tapes & worksheets) Level-primary.

RP 118.5 Short o
RP 120.3 Short vowel recognition

37. The New Phonics We Use (workbook) Level readiness-6th.

RP 123.2 Book A pgs. 57-63, 96
RP 124.3 Teacher's Edition for A
RP 125.2 Book B pgs. 15, 17, 21, 22
RP 126.3 Teacher's Edition for B
RP 127.2 Book C (2nd) pgs. 34-36, 47-49
RP 128.3 Teacher's Edition for C
RP 129.2 Book D (3rd) pgs. 30, 33, 34
RP 130.3 Teacher's Edition for D
RP 131.2 Book E (4th) pgs. 19, 22-24
RP 132.3 Teacher's Edition for E
RP 133.2 Book F (5th) pgs. 19, 22-24
RP 134.3 Teacher's Edition for F
RP 135.2 Book G (6th) pgs. 19, 22-24
RP 136.3 Teacher's Edition for G

38. Phonics Workbook (workbook) Level 1-3.

RP 155.2 Book A (1st) pgs. 141-150
RP 156.3 Teacher's Edition for A
RP 157.2 Book B (2nd) pgs. 30-35
RP 158.3 Teacher's Edition for B
RP 159.2 Book C (3rd) pgs. 22-26, 29, 30
RP 160.3 Teacher's Edition for C

39. First Experiences with Vowels and Consonants (multi-media) Level readiness-primary; RP 2114.

40. Learning to Read with Phonics (records & workbooks) Level beginning reading & remedial; RP 218 pgs. 5, 14.

41. Reading Kits with Study Scopes (kit) Level-primary.

PR 62 Kit #409
PR 63.1 Teacher's Edition for kit
PR 64.4 Study Scopes
Short Vowel "u"

1. Individualized Phonics (workbooks) Level 2.1-2.2; Unit 55, 56.

2. Mott Basic Language Skills Program (workbooks) Level 1.5-1.5; LAC 2.2 Book 1302 level 2.0.

3. Learning Phonics (duplicating masters) Level 2-3; DM 11 Grade 2 part 1.

4. Read and Think (duplicating masters) Level 2-3.

5. Primary Reading Skills Program (duplicating master) Level 1-3.


7. Magic Cards (aid) Level-primary; GA 153 Vowels.

8. Phonics We Use Learning Games Kit (game) Level 1-3.

9. Peg Board Pictures (aid) Level-primary; GA 150.

10. Spelling Learning Games Kit A (game) Level-1st.


13. Picture Word Matching Game (game) Level primary-intermediate; GA 245.

14. Sea of Vowels (game) Level-primary; GA 262.
15. Motivators (aid) Level-primary; GA 293.


17. Phonics Rummy (game) Level primary-intermediate.

   GA 371  Set 1
   GA 372  Set 2
   GA 373  Set 3
   GA 374  Set 4
   GA 375  Set 5


   RP 8.2  Vowels and Variants—Unit 3,4
   RP 9.1  Teacher’s Edition for Vowels
   RP 10.2 More Vowels and Variants—Unit 1
   RP 11.1 Teacher’s Edition for More
   RP 12.2 Sounds and Syllables—Unit 1
   RP 13.1 Teacher’s Edition for Sounds

20. First Experiences with Vowels (multi-media) Level readiness-primary; RP 3.

21. The Road to Reading (tapes & worksheets) Level beginning reading-remedial; RP 1 lesson #28.

22. The Landon Phonics Program (tapes, records, worksheets) Level-primary.

   RP 18.4  Tapes/records, lessons 64, 66
   RP 20.1  Teacher’s Edition for program

23. Primary Phonics (workbook & reader) Level K-1.

   RP 21.2  Workbook One pgs. 41-48
   RP 25    Tim


   RP 43.2  Skilltext B (Grades 2-3) pgs. 36, 38, 43, 44, 51, 53, 64
   RP 44.3  Teacher’s Edition for B
   RP 45.2  Skilltext C (Grades 3-4) pgs. 5, 12, 21, 25, 26, 27, 29, 38, 43, 55, 60, 65, 71, 73, 75, 79, 78, 81-87
   RP 46.3  Teacher’s Edition for C

25. Phonics We Use (workbook) Level 1-4.

   RP 59.2  Book C (2nd) pgs. 49-80, 90-95
   RP 60.3  Teacher’s Edition for C
   RP 61.2  Book D (3rd) pgs. 28, 29, 31, 34-37, 39, 40, 91
   RP 62.3  Teacher’s Edition for D
26. Phonics Is Fun (workbook) Level beginning reading-1st.

| RP 63.2 | Book E (4th) pgs. 43, 46-49 |
| RP 64.3 | Teacher's Edition for E |

| RP 79.2 | Book 1 pgs. 76-82, 132-134 |
| RP 80.3 | Teacher's Edition for 1 |
| RP 81.2 | Book 2 pgs. 33-35 |
| RP 82.3 | Teacher's Edition for 2 |
| RP 153.2 | Book 3 pgs. 19-21 |
| RP 154.3 | Teacher's Edition for 3 |

27. The Landon Phonics Program for Reluctant Readers (records & worksheets) Level-remedial.

| RP 51 | Record 5 side 1; u, r blends |
| RP 51.1 | Teacher's Edition for program |

28. Gillingham Materials (cards, etc) Level-remedial.

| RP 70 | Phonic Drill Cards (orange #5) |
| RP 65 | Manual |
| RP 71 | Phonetic Word Cards 68-87 |

29. Reading Helper Books (reading workbook) Level 2.0-3.5.

| RP 72 | The Fourth Reader (2.0) pgs. 33, 35, 37, 39 |
| RP 73 | The Fifth Reader (2.5) pgs. 5, 27, 29, 31 |
| RP 74 | The Sixth Reader (3.0) pgs. 9, 13 |
| RP 75 | The Seventh Reader (3.5) pg. 7 |

30. The Hip Reader (reading books) Level-intermediate; RP 76 pgs. 43-47.

31. Phonics Guide to Basic Reading (teacher's guide) Level 2-6; RP 78 pg. 5.

32. Phonics Program (language master cards) Level K-6th.

| RP 84 | Set I |
| RP 85 | Set II |

33. Patterns, Sounds and Meanings (workbook & tapes) Level 1-6.

| RP 92.2 | Views on Vowels pgs. 31-38 |
| RP 93.3 | Teacher's Edition on Views |
| RP 94.5 | Tapes on Views |
| RP 95.2 | Letters and Syllables |
| RP 96.3 | Teacher's Edition for Letters |
| RP 97.5 | Tapes for Letters |

34. Target Yellow (worksheets & tapes) Level-nongraded.

| RP 103.5 | Worksheets & tapes lessons #11, 13, 16 |
| RP 104.1 | Teacher's Edition for program |

35. Wenkart Phonic Readers (reading books) Level 1-2; RP 107 Fun At Camp.
36. Wollensak Teaching Tapes (tapes & worksheets) Level-primary.
   RP 119.5  Short u
   RP 120.5  Short vowel recognition

37. The New Phonics We Use (workbooks) Level readiness-6th.
   RP 123.2  Book A (1st) pgs. 72-78, 96
   RP 124.3  Teacher's Edition for A
   RP 125.2  Book B (1st) pgs. 15, 19, 22
   RP 126.3  Teacher's Edition for B
   RP 127.2  Book C (2nd) pgs. 43-49
   RP 128.3  Teacher's Edition for C
   RP 129.2  Book D (3rd) pgs. 31, 33, 34
   RP 130.3  Teacher's Edition for D
   RP 131.2  Book E (4th) pgs. 21-24
   RP 132.3  Teacher's Edition for E
   RP 133.2  Book F (5th) pgs. 21-24
   RP 134.3  Teacher's Edition for F
   RP 135.2  Book G (6th) pgs. 21-24
   RP 136.3  Teacher's Edition for G

38. Phonics Workbook (workbook) Level 1-3.
   RP 155.2  Book A (1st) pgs. 131-140, 149, 150
   RP 156.3  Teacher's Edition for A
   RP 157.2  Book B (2nd) pgs. 24-29
   RP 158.2  Book C (3rd) pgs. 19-21, 25, 26, 29, 30
   RP 159.3  Teacher's Edition for C


40. Learning to Read with Phonics (records & workbooks) Level beginning reading & remedial; RP 218 pgs. 7, 15.

41. Reading Kits with Study Scopes (kit) Level-nongraded.
   PR 62  Kits #409
   PR 63.1  Teacher's Edition for kit
   PR 64.1  Study Scopes
Letter "y" as a vowel

1. Individualized Phonics (worksheets) Level 2.1-2.2; Units 137-139.
2. Learning Phonics (duplicating masters) Level 2-3; DM 11 Grade 2 part 1.
3. The Landon Phonics Program (tapes, records, worksheets) Level-primary.
   - RP 16.4 Tapes/records, lessons 65, 66
   - RP 20.1 Teacher's Edition for program
   - RP 43.2 Skilltext B (Grades 2-3) pgs. 33, 35, 38, 47
   - RP 64.3 Teacher's Edition for B
   - RP 45.2 Skilltext C (Grades 3-4) pgs. 45, 57, 66, 68
   - RP 56.3 Teacher's Edition for C
5. Phonics We Use (workbooks) Level 1-4.
   - RP 63.2 Book E (4th) pgs. 45-49
   - RP 64.3 Teacher's Edition for E
   - RP 61.2 Book 2 pgs. 77, 78
   - RP 62.3 Teacher's Edition for 2
   - RP 153.2 Book 3 pgs. 49, 50
   - RP 154.3 Teacher's Edition for 3
7. Gillingham Materials (cards, etc) Level-remedial.
   - RP 70 Phonic Drill Cards (orange #6)
   - RP 65 Manual
8. Reading Helper Books (reading books) Level 2.0-2.5; RP 74 The Sixth Reader (3.0) pg. 17.
9. The Phonics Program (language master cards) Level K-6th; RP 85 Set II.
    - RP 95.2 Letters and Syllables pgs. 35, 36
    - RP 96.3 Teacher's Edition for Letters
    - RP 97.3 Tape for Letters
11. The New Phonics We Use (workbooks) Level readiness-6th.
    - RP 127.2 Book C (2nd) pgs. 69-71
    - RP 128.3 Teacher's Edition for C
    - RP 129.2 Book D (3rd) pgs. 58, 59
    - RP 130.3 Teacher's Edition for D
    - RP 131.2 Book E (4th) pgs. 39-41
    - RP 132.3 Teacher's Edition for E
    - RP 133.2 Book F (5th) pgs. 39-41

- **RP 134.3** Teacher's Edition for F
- **RP 135.2** Book G (6th) pgs. 39-41
- **RP 136.3** Teacher's Edition for G

- **RP 155.2** Book A (1st) pgs. 240-245
- **RP 156.3** Teacher's Edition for A
- **RP 157.2** Book B (2nd) pgs. 82-85
- **RP 158.3** Teacher's Edition for B
- **RP 159.2** Book C (3rd) pgs. 35-39
- **RP 160.3** Teacher's Edition for C

13. Learning to Read with Phonics (records & workbooks) Level beginning reading or remedial; **RP 218** pg. 22.
Blends & Diagraphs

1. Individualized Phonics (workbooks) Level 2.1-2.2 lessons 8h-117, 119-136, 114h-117h.

2. Mott Basic Language Skills Program (workbook) Level 1.5-4.5.
   - LAC 3.2 Book 1303 level 2.7
   - LAC 4.2 Book 1304 level 3.5
   - LAC 5.2 Book 1305 level 4.0
   - LAC 6.2 Book 1306 level 4.5

3. Learning Phonics (duplicating masters) Level 2-3; DM 12 Grade 2 part 2.

4. Read and Think (duplicating masters) Level 2-3; DM 43 Grade 2 part 1.


7. Primary Reading Skills Program (duplicating masters) Level 1-3.
   - DM 62 Level I lessons 40-44, 53-62
   - DM 67 Level II lessons 23-30, 38, 39, 54-57
   - DM 73 Level III lesson 3


10. Match and Check (aid) Level pre-school-1st; GA 178 set 5.

11. Phonics We Use Learning Games Kit (game) Level 1-3.
   - GA 29 Blends Race
   - GA 30 Diagraph Whirl
   - GA 31 Diagraph Hopscotch
   - GA 31 Full House
   - GA 36.1 Teacher's Edition for kit

12. See & Say Consonant Game (game) Level 1-3; GA 56.

13. Peg Board Pictures (game) Level-primary; GA 149 Blends & Diagraphs.


16. Animated Key Cards (aid) Level prereading-preprimer; GA 276.

17. Consonant Blends (aid) Level-primary or remedial; GA 289.


   GA 29/ Blends
   GA 295 Diagraphs

20. Ends'n Blends (aid) Level 1-6; GA 382.

21. Ruth Cheves Program (perception material) Level-primary.

   PWD 10 Show You Know-Then Go phonics game
   PWD 12.1 Teacher's Edition


   RP 8.2 Vowels and Variants-Units 2, 5
   RP 9.1 Teacher's Edition for Vowels
   RP 10.2 More Vowels and Variants-Unit 1
   RP 11.1 Teacher's Edition for More
   RP 12.2 Sounds and Syllables-Unit 1
   RP 13.1 Teacher's Edition for Sounds

23. The Landon Phonics Program (tapes, records, worksheets) Level-primary.

   RP 18.1 Tapes/records, lessons 29-54
   RP 20.1 Teacher's Edition for program

24. Primary Phonics (workbook & readers) Level K-1; RP 38.2 Workbook

   Three pgs. 13-30.


   RP 41.2 Skilltext A (Grades 1-2) ch-pgs. 50, 52, 55, 60-62; sh-pgs. 52, 53, 55, 57, 60-63; th-pgs. 54, 55, 59-63; th-pgs. 56, 57, 59, 61,63; wh-pgs. 58-62
   RP 42.3 Teacher's Edition for A
   RP 43.2 Skilltext B (Grades 2-3) pgs. 2, 3, 8, 9,
   13, 18, 27, 35, 49, 62, 20-24, 26, 16, 17, 19, 31,
   33, 37, 40-43, 45, 50, 53
   RP 44.3 Teacher's Edition for B
   RP 45.2 Skilltext C (Grades 3-4) pgs. 4, 9, 10, 14,
   19, 23, 35, 36, 40, 41, 45, 49, 59, 65, 73, 77, 79,
   88, 90
   RP 46.3 Teacher's Edition for C

26. Phonics We Use (workbook) Level 1-4.

   RP 57.2 Book B (1st) pgs. 66-72, 73-78
   RP 58.3 Teacher's Edition for B
   RP 59.2 Book C (2nd) pgs. 25-38, 39-44, 45, 46
   RP 60.3 Teacher's Edition for C
   RP 61.2 Book D (3rd) pgs. 10-16, 17, 18, 21-25, 90
   RP 62.3 Teacher's Edition for D
   RP 63.2 Book E (4th) pgs. 7-17
27. Phonics Is Fun (workbooks) Level-beginning reading-1st.

- RP 79.2 Book 1 pgs. 140-152, 155-160
- RP 80.3 Teacher's Edition for 1
- RP 81.2 Book 2 pgs. 69-76, 80-86
- RP 82.3 Teacher's Edition for 2
- RP 153.2 Book 3 pgs. 38-48, 77-80
- RP 154.3 Teacher's Edition for 3


- RP 51 Record 5
- RP 52 Record 6 side 1
- RP 54.1 Teacher's Edition for program

29. Gillingham Materials (cards, etc) Level-remedial.

- RP 70 Phonics Drill Cards
- RP 71 Phonetic Word Cards 212-216, 451-458, 538-553, 554-565
- RP 65 Manual

30. Reading Helper Books (reading workbooks) Level 2.0-3.5.

- RP 72 The Fourth Reader pg. 11
- RP 74 The Sixth Reader (3.0) pgs. 27, 29, 30
- RP 75 The Seventh Reader (3.5) pg. 9

31. The Hip Reader (reading books) Level-intermediate; RP 76 pgs. 32, 33.

32. Phonics Guide to Basic Reading (teacher's guide) Level 2-6; RP 78 pgs. 11, 37-41.

33. The Phonics Program (language master cards) Level K-6th.

- RP 81 Set I
- RP 85 Set II
- RP 86 Set III

32. Patterns, Sounds and Meanings (workbook & tapes) Level-elementary.

- RP 89.2 Clues to Consonants pgs. 79-89
- RP 90.3 Teacher's Edition for Clues
- RP 91.5 Tapes for Clues
- RP 92.2 Views on Vowels pgs. 8, 44-54, 78-85
- RP 93.3 Teacher's Edition for Views
- RP 94.5 Tapes for Views

33. Target Red (worksheet & tapes) Level-non-graded.

- RP 101.5 Worksheet & tapes, lessons 33-37
- RP 102.1 Teacher's Edition for program
34. Target Yellow (worksheets & tapes) Level-nongraded.
   
   RP 103.5  Worksheets & tapes, lessons #21-30
   RP 104.1  Teacher's Edition for program

35. Learning the Consonant Blends with Amos and His Friends; RP 114.

36. The New Phonics We Use (workbooks) Level readiness-6th.
   
   RP 125.2  Book B (1st) pgs. 30-36, 38-54
   RP 126.3  Teacher's Edition for B
   RP 127.2  Book C (2nd) pgs. 16-21, 25-30
   RP 128.3  Teacher's Edition for C
   RP 129.2  Book D (3rd) pgs. 11-24
   RP 130.3  Teacher's Edition for D
   RP 131.2  Book E (4th) pgs. 4-12
   RP 132.3  Teacher's Edition for E
   RP 133.2  Book F (5th) pgs. 4-12
   RP 134.3  Teacher's Edition for F
   RP 135.2  Book G (6th) pgs. 4-12
   RP 136.3  Teacher's Edition for G

37. Webster Word Wheels (word wheels) Level 3-8.
   
   RP 137
   RP 138

38. Look, Listen and Learn blends & diagraphs (tapes & worksheets)
    Level-nongraded.
   
   RP 141.5  Tape 1
   RP 142.5  Tape 2
   RP 143.5  Tape 3
   RP 144.5  Tape 4
   RP 145.5  Tape 5
   RP 146.1  Teacher's Edition for program

   
   RP 155.2  Book A (1st) pgs. 231-239, 248-256
   RP 156.3  Teacher's Edition for A
   RP 157.2  Book B (2nd) pgs. 70-81, 163-168, 171-175
   RP 158.3  Teacher's Edition for B
   RP 159.2  Book C (3rd) pgs. 44-49, 94-100
   RP 160.3  Teacher's Edition for C

40. Reading Improvement Series (tapes & worksheets) Level-primary.
   
   RP 161.5  Gimpy Green Frog
   RP 162.5  A Fly and A Flea

41. Initial Consonant Blends (tapes & worksheets) Level 2-4.
   
   RP 165.5  Part I
   RP 166.5  Part II
   RP 167.5  Part III
42. Final Consonant Blends (tapes & worksheets) Level 2-4; RP 170.5.

43. Learning to Read with Phonics (records & workbooks) Level—beginning reading & remedial; RP 218 pgs. 10, 23.

44. Reading Kits with Study Scopes (kit) Level—nongraded.

    PR 62  Kit #104-107
    PR 63.1 Teacher's Edition for kit
    PR 64.4 Study Scopes
Diphthongs (Vowel blends oi, oo, etc.)

1. Individualized Phonics (worksheet) Level 2.1-2.2; lessons 148-168.

2. Mott Basic Language Skills Program (workbook) Level 1.5-4.5.
   - LAC 3.2 Book 1303 level 2.7
   - LAC 4.2 Book 1304 level 3.5
   - LAC 5.2 Book 1305 level 4.0
   - LAC 6.2 Book 1306 level 4.5


4. Primary Reading Skills Program (duplicating masters) Level 1-3.
   - DM 67 Level II lessons 31, 32, 40-49, 52, 53
   - DM 73 Level III lessons 1, 2

5. Phonics We Use Learning Games Kit (game) Level 1-3.
   - GA 34 Full House
   - GA 36.1 Teacher's Edition for Kit

6. Picture Word Matching Game (game) Level primary-intermediate; GA 245.

7. Spelling Learning Games Kit D (game) Level-4th.
   - GA 350 7 Up and Down
   - GA 353.1 Teacher's Edition for Kit

   - RP 10.2 More Vowels and Variants-Unit 3
   - RP 11.1 Teacher's Edition for More
   - RP 12.2 Sounds and Syllables-Unit 1, 4
   - RP 13.1 Teacher's Edition for Sounds
   - RP 14.2 More Sounds and Syllables-Unit 2
   - RP 15.1 Teacher's Edition for More
   - RP 16.2 Working with Words-Unit 1
   - RP 17.1 Teacher's Edition for Working

9. The Land on Phonics Program (tapes, records, worksheets) Level-primary.
   - RP 18.4 Tapes & records, lessons 67-74
   - RP 20.1 Teacher's Edition for program

    - RP 32.2 Workbook Two pgs. 38-54
    - RP 35 The Bee
    - RP 36 The Goat
    - RP 37 The Fire

12. Phonics We Use (workbooks) Level 1-4.
   RP 59.2 Book C (2nd) pgs. 81-89, 96
   RP 60.3 Teacher's Edition for C
   RP 61.2 Book D (3rd) pgs. 111-145, 58, 59, 92, 60, 61
   RP 62.3 Teacher's Edition for D
   RP 63.2 Book E (4th) pgs. 50-57, 75, 77, 80-82
   RP 64.3 Teacher's Edition for E

13. Phonics Is Fun (workbook) Level beginning reading-1st.
   RP 81.2 Book 2 pgs. 122-140
   RP 82.3 Teacher's Edition for 2
   RP 83.2 Book 3 pgs. 61-76
   RP 84.3 Teacher's Edition for 3

   RP 67 Introduction to Dipthongs
   RP 65 Manual
   RP 70 Phonetic Drill Cards (Level-orange #8-33)

15. Reading Helper Books (reading books) Level 2.0-3.5; RP 74 The Sixth Reader (3.0) pg. 21.


17. Phonics Program (language master cards) Level K-6th.
   RP 84 Set I
   RP 85 Set II
   RP 86 Set III

   RP 92.2 Views on Vowels pgs. 68-77
   RP 93.3 Teacher's Edition for Views
   RP 94.5 Tape for Views
   RP 95.2 Letters and Syllables pgs. 37-50, 63-65, 70-73
   RP 96.3 Teacher's Edition for Letters
   RP 97.5 Tape for Letters
   RP 98.2 Syllables and Words pgs. 11-13, 28, 29
   RP 99.3 Teacher's Edition for syllables
   RP 100.5 Tape for Syllable

   RP 101.5 Worksheets & tapes, lesson 38
   RP 102.1 Teacher's Edition for program
20. Target Yellow (worksheets & tapes) Level-nongraded.
   RP 103.5  Worksheets & tapes, lessons #31-38
   RP 104.1  Teacher's Edition for program
21. Wenkart Phonics Readers (reading books) Level 1-2; RP 105 At A Zoo.
22. The New Phonics We Use (workbooks) Level readiness-6th.
   RP 127.2  Book C (2nd) pgs. 61-68
   RP 128.3  Teacher's Edition for C
   RP 129.2  Book D (3rd) pgs. 35-40, 47-57, 60-63
   RP 130.3  Teacher's Edition for D
   RP 131.2  Book E (4th) pgs. 15, 17, 18, 20, 34-38, 42-48
   RP 132.3  Teacher's Edition for E
   RP 133.2  Book F (5th) pgs. 15, 17, 18, 20, 34-38, 42-51
   RP 134.3  Teacher's Edition for F
   RP 135.2  Book G (6th) pgs. 15, 17, 18, 20, 34-38, 42-51
   RP 136.3  Teacher's Edition for G
23. Phonics Workbook (workbook) Level 1-3.
   RP 157.2  Book B (2nd) pgs. 131-162
   RP 158.3  Teacher's Edition for B
   RP 159.2  Book C (3rd) pgs. 78-88
   RP 160.3  Teacher's Edition for C
24. Learning to Read with Phonics (records & workbooks) Level-beginning reading or remedial; RP 218 pgs. 16-18, 22.
25. Reading Kits with Study Scopes (Kit) Level-nongraded.
   PR 62  Kit #410
   PR 63.1  Teacher's Edition for kit
   PR 64.4  Study Scopes
Hard & Soft Sounds of "c"

1. Individualized Phonics (worksheets) Level 2.1-2.2; Units 140-143.

2. Mott Basic Language Skills Program (workbooks) Level 1.5-4.5; IAC 6.2
   Book 1306 level 4.5.


4. Phonics (duplicating masters) Level 4.1-4.2; DM 59 level 4-1.

5. Primary Reading Skills Program (duplicating masters) Level 1-3; DM 62
   level 1 lesson #35.

6. Phonics We Use Learning Games Kit (game) Level 1-3.
   GA 33 Spin Hard, Spin Soft
   GA 36.1 Teacher's Edition for kit

   RP 12.2 Sounds and Syllables-Unit 3
   RP 13.1 Teacher's Edition for Sounds
   RP 11.1 More Sounds and Syllables - Unit 1
   RP 15.1 Teacher's Edition for More.

8. The Road to Reading (tapes & worksheets) Level-beginning reading &
   remedial; RP 1 lesson #5.

9. The Landon Phonics Program (tapes, records, worksheets) Level-primary.
   RP 18.4 Tapes/records, lesson 5, 15
   RP 20.1 Teacher's Edition for program

    RP 41.2 Skilltext A (Grades 1-2)
    RP 42.3 Teacher's Edition for Skilltext A
    RP 43.2 Skilltext B (Grades 2-3) pgs. 6, 15, 17, 21
     25, 26
    RP 44.3 Teacher's Edition for B

11. Phonics We Use (workbooks) Level 1-4.
    RP 57.2 Book B (1st) pgs. 24, 28-31
    RP 58.3 Teacher's Edition for B
    RP 59.2 Book C (2nd) pgs. 4, 5
    RP 60.3 Teacher's Edition for C
    RP 61.2 Book D (3rd) pgs. 48, 49, 93
    RP 62.3 Teacher's Edition for D
    RP 63.2 Book E (4th) pgs. 20, 21
    RP 64.3 Teacher's Edition for E

12. Phonics Is Fun (workbook) Level beginning reading-1st.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RP</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79.2</td>
<td>Book 1 pgs. 49, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80.3</td>
<td>Teacher's Edition for 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81.2</td>
<td>Book 2 pgs. 87, 88, 91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82.3</td>
<td>Teacher's Edition for 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>153.2</td>
<td>Book 3 pgs. 51, 53, 54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>154.3</td>
<td>Teacher's Edition for 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RP</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>Phonetic Drill Cards, card #2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>Phonetic Word Cards 319, 320, 323-326, 328, 330-333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>Manual</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

15. Reading Helper Books (reading workbook) Level 2.0-3.5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RP</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>The Fourth Reader (2.0) pgs. 43, 47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>The Sixth Reader (3.0) pgs. 23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


17. Phonics Program (language master cards) Level K-6th; RP 86 Set III.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RP</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>89.2</td>
<td>Clues to Consonants pgs. 61, 62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90.3</td>
<td>Teacher's Edition for Clues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91.5</td>
<td>Tape for Clues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95.2</td>
<td>Letters and Syllables pgs. 31, 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96.3</td>
<td>Teacher's Edition for Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97.5</td>
<td>Tape for Letters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

19. The New Phonics We Use (workbook) Level readiness-6th.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RP</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>127.2</td>
<td>Book C (2nd) pgs. 13, 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128.3</td>
<td>Teacher's Edition for C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>129.2</td>
<td>Book D (3rd) pgs. 6, 7, 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130.3</td>
<td>Teacher's Edition for D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131.2</td>
<td>Book E (4th) pg. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132.3</td>
<td>Teacher's Edition for E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133.2</td>
<td>Book F (5th) pg. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134.3</td>
<td>Teacher's Edition for F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>135.2</td>
<td>Book G (6th) pg. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136.3</td>
<td>Teacher's Edition for G</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

20. Phonics Workbook (workbook) Level 1-3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RP</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>157.2</td>
<td>Book B (2nd) pgs. 65, 66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>158.3</td>
<td>Teacher's Edition for B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RP 159.2 Book C (3rd) pgs. 11, 12, 14
RP 160.3 Teacher's Edition for C


22. Reading Kits with Study Scopes (kit) Level-nongraded.

PR 62 Kit #405
PR 63.1 Teacher's Edition for Kit
PR 64.4 Study Scopes
Hard & Soft Sounds of "g"

1. Individualized Phonics (worksheet) Level 2.1-2.2; Units 140-143.

2. Learning Phonics (duplicating masters) Level 2-3; DM 11 Level 2 part 1.

3. Phonics (duplicating masters) Level 4-1, 4-2; DM 59 Level 4-1.

4. Primary Reading Skills Program (duplicating masters) Level 1-3; DM 62
   Level I lesson #36.

5. Phonics We Use Learning Games Kit (game) Level 1-3.

   GA 33 Spin Hard, Spin Soft
   GA 36.1 Teacher's Edition for kit


   RP 12.2 Sounds and Syllables-Unit 3
   RP 13.1 Teacher's Edition for Sounds
   RP 14.3 More Sounds and Syllables-Unit 1
   RP 15.1 Teacher's Edition for More

7. The Road to Reading (tapes & worksheets) Level beginning reading-
   remedial: RP 1 lessons #10, 11.

8. The Landon Phonics Program (tapes, records, worksheet) Level-primary.

   RP 18.1 Tapes/records, lessons 12, 18
   RP 20.1 Teacher's Edition for program


   RP 41.2 Skilltext A (Grades 1-2)
   RP 42.3 Teacher's Edition for A
   RP 43.2 Skilltext B (Grades 2-3) pgs. 14, 17, 25, 26
   RP 44.3 Teacher's Edition for B

10. Phonics We Use (workbook) Level 1-4.

    RP 57.2 Book B (1st) pgs. 17, 20-23, 48-50
    RP 58.3 Teacher's Edition for B
    RP 59.2 Book C (2nd) pgs. 4, 5, 13, 14
    RP 60.3 Teacher's Edition for C
    RP 61.2 Book D (3rd) pgs. 50, 51, 93
    RP 62.3 Teacher's Edition for D
    RP 63.2 Book E (4th) pgs. 22, 23
    RP 64.3 Teacher's Edition for E

11. Phonics We Use (workbook) Level beginning reading-1st.

    RP 79.2 Book 1 pgs. 37, 38
    RP 80.3 Teacher's Edition for 1
    RP 81.2 Book 2 pgs 89-91
    RP 82.3 Teacher's Edition for 2

   RP 49 Record 3 side 2
   RP 54.1 Teacher's Edition for program


   RP 70 Phonic Drill Cards-card #5
   RP 71 Phonetic Word Cards, 314-318, 321, 322, 327, 329, 332, 333


   RP 72 The Fourth Reader (2.0) pgs. 45, 47
   RP 74 The Sixth Reader (3.0) pg. 23


16. Phonics Guide to Basic Reading (teacher's guide) Level 2-6; RP 78 pgs. 13, 63, 64.

17. Phonics Program (language master cards) Level K-6; RP 86 Set III.

18. Patterns, Sounds and Meanings (workbook & tapes) Level 1-6.

   RP 89.2 Clues to Consonants pgs. 24-27
   RP 90.3 Teacher's Edition for Clues
   RP 91.5 Tape for Clues
   RP 95.2 Letters and Syllables
   RP 96.3 Teacher's Edition for Letters
   RP 97.5 Tape for Letters

19. The New Phonics We Use (workbook) Level readiness-6th.

   RP 127.2 Book C (2nd) pgs. 11, 15
   RP 128.3 Teacher's Edition for C
   RP 129.2 Book D (3rd) pgs. 8-10
   RP 130.3 Teacher's Edition for D
   RP 131.2 Book E (4th) pg. 3
   RP 132.3 Teacher's Edition for E
   RP 133.2 Book F (5th) pg. 3
   RP 134.3 Teacher's Edition for F
   RP 135.2 Book G (6th) pg. 3
   RP 136.3 Teacher's Edition for G

20. Phonics Workbook (workbook) Level 1-3.

   RP 157.2 Book B (2nd) pgs. 67-69
   RP 158.3 Teacher's Edition for B
   RP 159.2 Book C (3rd) pgs. 11, 13, 14
   RP 160.3 Teacher's Edition for C

22. Reading Kits with Study Scopes (kit) Level-nongraded.

PR 62 Kit #105
PR 63.1 Teacher's Edition for kit
PR 64.4 Study Scope
1. Individualized Phonics (work sheets) Level 2.1-2.2; Units 171-173.

2. Mott Basic Language Skills Program (workbook) Level 1.5-1.5; LAC 5.2 Book 1305 level 4.0.

3. Learning Phonics (duplicating masters) Level 2-3; DM 12 level 2 part II.

4. The Landon Phonics Program for Reluctant Readers (records & work sheets) Level-remedial.

   RP 52 Record 6
   RP 54.1 Teacher's Edition for program

5. Gillingham Materials (card, etc) Level-remedial.

   RP 71 Phonetic Word Cards #247-271
   RP 65 Manual

6. Reading Helper Books (reading books) Level 2.0-3.5; RP 73 The Fifth Reader pg. 33.

7. Patterns, Sounds and Meanings (workbook & tape) Level 1-6.

   RP 92.2 Views on Vowels pgs. 56-61
   RP 93.3 Teacher's Edition for Views
   RP 94.5 Tape for Views


1. "r" Controlled Vowels
Consonant Blends of "r" Controlled Vowels (duplicating masters) Level 3-6; DM 53 lessons #7, 8.

2. Learning Phonics (duplicating masters) Level 2.1-3.2; DM 12 level 2 part 2.

3. Primary Reading Skills Program (duplicating masters) Level 1-3.
   DM 67 Level II lessons 33, 50, 51
   DM 73 Level III lesson 5

   RP 12.2 Sounds and Syllables-Unit 2
   RP 13.1 Teacher's Edition for Sounds
   RP 14.2 More Sounds and Syllables-Unit 1
   RP 15.1 Teacher's Edition for More

   RP 16.2 Skilltext B (Grades 2-3) pgs. 48, 51, 59, 60, 61
   RP 14.3 Teacher's Edition for B
   RP 15.2 Skilltext C (Grades 3-4) pgs. 13, 34
   RP 16.3 Teacher's Edition for C

   RP 81.2 Book 2 pgs. 92-99
   RP 82.3 Teacher's Edition for 2
   RP 153.2 Book 3 pgs. 55-60
   RP 154.3 Teacher's Edition for 3

7. Gillingham Materials (cards, etc) Level-remedial.
   RP 70 Phonetic Drill Cards (orange #34-38)
   RP 65 Manual
   RP 71 Phonetic Word Cards #404-450

8. Reading Helper Books (reading books) Level 2.0-3.5.
   RP 73 The Fifth Reader pgs. 37, 39, 41
   RP 74 The Sixth Reader (3.0) pgs. 33, 39, 41


    RP 85 Set II
    RP 86 Set III

### 12. The New Phonics We Use (workbook) Level readiness-6th.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RP 127.2</td>
<td>Book C (2nd)</td>
<td>53-60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP 128.3</td>
<td>Teacher's Edition for C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP 129.2</td>
<td>Book D (3rd)</td>
<td>41-46, 64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP 130.3</td>
<td>Teacher's Edition for D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP 131.1</td>
<td>Book E (4th)</td>
<td>29-33, 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP 132.3</td>
<td>Teacher's Edition for E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP 133.2</td>
<td>Book F (5th)</td>
<td>29-33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP 134.3</td>
<td>Teacher's Edition for F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP 135.2</td>
<td>Book G (6th)</td>
<td>29-33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP 136.3</td>
<td>Teacher's Edition for G</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 13. Phonics Workbook (workbook) Level 1-3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RP 157.2</td>
<td>Book B (2nd)</td>
<td>86-95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP 158.3</td>
<td>Teacher's Edition for B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP 159.2</td>
<td>Book C (3rd)</td>
<td>50-53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP 160.3</td>
<td>Teacher's Edition for C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 14. Reading Kits with Study Scopes (kit) Level-non-graded.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PR 62</td>
<td>Kit # 410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR 63.1</td>
<td>Teacher's Edition for Kit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR 64.4</td>
<td>Study Scopes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Phonic Rules

1. Individualized Phonics (worksheets) Level 2.1-2.2; Units 174-186.
2. Hip Reader (reading materials) Level-intermediate; RP 76.
3. Group Sounding Games (game) Level 3-8; GA 270.
4. Syllable Game (game) Level-intermediate; GA 271.
5. Grab (game) Level preschool-5th.
   - GA 329 Jr. preprimer-1st
   - GA 330 Sr. 2nd-3rd
   - GA 331 Advanced 4th-5th
   - GA 352 Cross Country
   - GA 353.1 Teacher's Edition for kit
7. The Hott Basic Language Skills Program (workbooks) Level 1.5-4.5.
   - LAC 1.2 Level 1.5
   - LAC 2.2 Level 2.0
   - LAC 3.2 Level 2.7
   - LAC 4.2 Level 3.5
   - LAC 5.2 Level 4.0
   - LAC 6.2 Level 4.5
   - LAC 7.3 Teacher's Edition workbook
8. Peabody Rebus Reading Program (reading books & workbooks) Level K-1.
   - ENAC 63 Introducing Reading-Book III
   - ENAC 65 Can You See a Flea?
9. Phonics Is Fun (workbook) Level beginning reading-1st.
   - RP 81.2 Book 2 pgs. 158-160
   - RP 82.3 Teacher's Edition for 2
10. Phonics In Action (workbook) Level-intermediate & upper; RP 163.2-164.3.
WORD ANALYSIS
Compound Words

1. Individualised Phonics (worksheets) Level 2.1-2.2; Unit 118.

2. Reading-Thinking Skills (duplicating masters) Level primer-5.2.
   DM 15 First Reader Level 2 Lessons 9,10
   DM 20 Level 3.2 Lesson 5
   DM 21 Level 4.1 Lesson 11

3. Read and Think (duplicating masters) Level 2-3; DM 43 Level 2 part1.

4. Learning Phonics (duplicating masters) Level 2.1-3.2; DM 13.

5. Primary Reading Skills Program (duplicating masters) Level 1-3.
   DM 63 Level I lesson 1
   DM 68 Level II lesson 61
   DM 74 Level III lesson 74

6. Match and Check (aid) Level preschool - 1; GA 178.

7. Growing With Language Program (books & workbooks) Level 1-3.
   ENAC 12.2 Words: Their Structure
   ENAC 13.3 Teacher's Edition

8. Ginn Word Enrichment Program (workbook) Level primary.
   RP 12.2 Sounds and Syllables Unit 6
   RP 13.1 Teacher's Edition


    RP 41.2 Skilltext A (1-2) pg. 13,15,17,23,53,64
    RP 42.3 Teacher's Edition
    RP 43.2 Skilltext B (2-3) pg. 3,12,15,21,27,45,63
    RP 44.3 Teacher's Edition
    RP 45.2 Skilltext C (3-4) pg. 3,11,31,33,39,42,54,63,65,67,79,90
    RP 46.3 Teacher's Edition

11. Phonics We Use (workbook) Level 1-4.
    RP 59.2 Book C (2nd) pg. 47,48
    RP 60.3 Teacher's Edition

    RP 81.2 Book 2 pg. 44,45,55-58
    RP 82.3 Teacher's Edition
    RP 153.2 Book 3 pg. 28,37
    RP 154.3 Teacher's Edition
13. The Reading Helper Books (reading books) Level 2.0-3.5.
   RP 72 The Fourth Reader (2.0) pg. 41
   RP 73 The Fifth Reader (2.5) pg. 7
   RP 74 The Sixth Reader (3.0) pg. 15


   RP 92.2 Views on Vowels pg. 85-86
   RP 93.3 Teacher's Edition
   RP 94.5 Tapes
   RP 95.2 Letters and Syllables pg. 66-69
   RP 95.3 Teacher's Edition
   RP 97.5 Tapes

16. Target Blue (worksheets & tapes) Level non-graded.
   RP 110.5 worksheets & tapes Lessons 5, 6, 36
   RP 111.1 Teacher's Edition

17. The New Phonics We Use (workbook) Level readiness-6.
   RP 127.2 Book C (2nd) pg. 72-75
   RP 128.3 Teacher's Edition
   RP 129.2 Book D (3rd) pg. 56, 57
   RP 130.3 Teacher's Edition
   RP 131.2 Book E (4th) pg. 25, 26
   RP 132.3 Teacher's Edition
   RP 133.2 Book F (5th) pg. 25, 26
   RP 134.3 Teacher's Edition
   RP 135.2 Book G (6th) pg. 25, 26
   RP 136.3 Teacher's Edition

18. Phonics Workbook (workbook) Level 1-3.
   RP 157.2 Book B (2nd) pg. 62-64
   RP 158.3 Teacher's Edition

19. Syllabication (tape & worksheets) Level primary; RP 213.5 Lesson 1.

20. Reading Kits With Study Scopes (kits) Level non-graded.
   PR 62 Kit
   PR 63.1 Teacher's Edition
   PR 64.4 Study Scopes
Word Endings

1. Read and Think (duplicating masters) Level 2-3.
   DM 43 Level 2 part 1
   DM 44 Level 2 part 2

2. Primary Reading Skills Program (duplicating masters) Level 1-3.
   DM 63 Level I Lesson 93,94,95,97
   DM 68 Level II Lesson 50,58,59,70


4. Phonic Rummy (game) level primary-intermediate.
   GA 371 Set 1
   GA 372 Set 2
   GA 373 Set 3
   GA 374 Set 4
   GA 375 Set 5

5. Ends 'n' Blends (games) Level 1-5; GA 382.

   ENAC 1.2 Laboratory Manual 1
   ENAC 2.2 Laboratory Manual 2

7. Peabody Rhebus Program (books & workbooks) Level K-1; ENAC 62.

8. Ginn Word Enrichment Program (workbooks) Level primary.
   RP 6.2 Consonant Sounds and Symbols Unit 6
   RP 7.1 Teacher's Edition
   RP 8.2 Vowels and Variants Unit 6
   RP 9.1 Teacher's Edition
   RP 10.2 More Vowels and Variants Unit 1,4
   RP 11.1 Teacher's Edition
   RP 12.2 Sounds and Syllables Unit 5
   RP 13.1 Teacher's Edition

   RP 41.2 Skilltext A (1-2) pg. 19,25,27,29,33,35,39,47,49,
   59,61,31,37,9,11,15,21,43,45,51,
   RP 42.3 Teacher's Edition
   RP 43.2 Skilltext B (3-4) pg. 11,35,39,45,51,21,25,27,23,
   41,57,51,37,43,49,47,50,59
   RP 44.3 Teacher's Edition

10. Phonics We Use (workbooks) Level 1-4.
    RP 59.2 Book C (2nd) pg. 21-24
    RP 50.3 Teacher's Edition
    RP 61.2 Book D (3rd) pg. 19,20,52,53,62,63,77,94
    RP 62.3 Teacher's Edition
11. Phonics Is Fun (workbook) Level beginning reading - 1.

   RP 79.2 Book 1 pg. 135-139
   RP 80.3 Teacher's Edition

12. Gillingham Materials (cards, etc.) Level remedial.

   RP 65 Manual for program
   RP 70 Phonics Drill Cards
   RP 71 Phonetic Word Cards

13. Reading Helper Books (reading books) Level 2.0-3.5.

   RP 72 The Fourth Reader pg. 13
   RP 73 The Fifth Reader pg. 9, 35


15. Patterns, Sounds and Meaning (workbooks & tapes) Level 1-6.

   RP 92.2 Views on Vowels pg. 9-15, 39-44, 52-67
   RP 93.3 Teacher's Edition
   RP 94.5 Tapes
   RP 95.2 Letters and Syllables pg. 15-17, 55-62
   RP 95.3 Teacher's Edition
   RP 97.5 Tapes
   RP 98.2 Syllables and Words pg. 8, 9
   RP 99.3 Teacher's Edition
   RP 100.5 Tapes


   RP 110.5 worksheets & tapes Lessons 11, 12, 23
   RP 111.1 Teacher's Edition

17. The New Phonics We Use (workbooks) Level readiness-6.

   RP 127.2 Book C (2nd) pg. 80-83
   RP 128.3 Teacher's Edition
   RP 129.2 Book D (3rd) pg. 25, 26, 70-72
   RP 130.3 Teacher's Edition
   RP 131.2 Book E (4th) pg. 72-80
   RP 132.3 Teacher's Edition
   RP 133.2 Book F (5th) pg. 76-79
   RP 134.3 Teacher's Edition
   RP 135.2 Book G (6th) pg. 76-79
   RP 136.3 Teacher's Edition

18. Webster Word Wheels (aid) Level 3-6; RP 139.


   RP 155.2 Book A (1st) pg. 245, 247
   RP 156.3 Teacher's Edition
   RP 157.2 Book B (2nd) pg. 169, 170
   RP 158.3 Teacher's Edition
Syllabication


   DM 13 Level 3 part 1
   DM 14 Level 3 part 2

2. Phonics (duplicating masters) level 4.1-4.2; DM 59.

3. Primary Reading Skills Program (duplicating masters) Level 1-3.

   DM 68 Level II Lesson 53,59,77,78
   DM 74 Level III Lesson 13-22

4. Syllable Rule and Accent Clue (duplicating masters) Level intermediate; DM 86.

5. Phonics We Use Learning Games Kit (game) Level 1-3.

   GA 35 Syllable Count
   GA 35.1 Teacher's Edition

6. Syllable Game (game) Level intermediate; GA 271.

7. Growing With Language Program (books & workbooks) Level 1-3.

   ENAC 2.2 Laboratory Manual 2
   ENAC 5.2 Laboratory Manual 6
   ENAC 7.2 Laboratory Manual 7
   ENAC 9.2 Laboratory Manual 9
   ENAC 11.3 Teacher's manual for 1-10
   ENAC 12.2 Words: Their Structure
   ENAC 13.3 Teacher's Edition
   ENAC 14.2 Reference: Reading To Find Out
   ENAC 15.3 Teacher's Edition

8. Ginn Word Enrichment Program (workbook) Level primary.

   RP 12.2 Sounds and Syllables Unit 8,9
   RP 13.1 Teacher's Edition
   RP 14.2 More Sounds and Syllables Unit 5
   RP 15.1 Teacher's Edition
   RP 15.2 Working With Words Unit 1,3
   RP 17.1 Teacher's Edition


   RP 43.2 Skilltext B (2-3) pg. 37,39,43,46,49,64
   RP 44.3 Teacher's Edition
   RP 45.2 Skilltext C (3-4) pg. 5,12,37,39,42,44,47,48,49,51,
   53,54,55,57-61,53,55,56,70-72,77,79,86,89,90
   RP 45.3 Teacher's Edition

10. Phonics We Use (workbook) Level 1-4.

    RP 61.2 Book D (3rd) pg. 67-80,82,85,95,96
    RP 62.3 Teacher's Edition

   RP 53 Record 7 side 1
   RP 54.1 Teacher's Guide

12. Gillingham Materials (cards, etc.) Level remedial.

   RP 65 Manual for program
   RP 69 Syllable Count
   RP 71 Phonetic Word Cards

13. Reading Helper Books (reading books) Level 2.0-3.5; RP 75 pg. 27,29,31,33.


   RP 85 Set II
   RP 86 Set III

15. Patterns, Sounds and Meanings (worksheets & tapes) Level 1-6.

   RP 95.2 Letters and Syllables pg. 74-92
   RP 95.3 Teacher's Edition
   RP 97.5 Tapes
   RP 98.2 Syllables and Words pg. 3-7,32-43
   RP 99.3 Teacher's Edition
   RP 100.5 Tapes

16. Target Blue (worksheets & tapes) Level non-graded.

   RP 110.5 worksheets & tapes Lesson 28,33-38
   RP 111.1 Teacher's Edition

17. The New Phonics We Use (workbooks) Level readiness-6.

   RP 127.2 Book C (2nd) pg. 86-96
   RP 128.3 Teacher's Edition
   RP 129.2 Book D (3rd) pg. 80-96
   RP 130.3 Teacher's Edition
   RP 131.2 Book E (4th) pg. 52,53,91-105
   RP 132.3 Teacher's Edition
   RP 133.2 Book F (5th) pg. 52,53,91-105
   RP 134.3 Teacher's Edition
   RP 135.2 Book G (6th) pg. 52,53,91-105
   RP 135.3 Teacher's Edition

18. Phonics Is Fun (workbooks) Level beginning reading - 1.

   RP 153.2 Book 3 pg. 83-88,97,98,103-117
   RP 154.3 Teacher's Edition

20. Functional Phonics Lab II Set III (tapes & worksheets) Level 2-5.
   RP 158.5 tapes
   RP 159.1 Teacher's Edition

21. Let's Find Syllables In Words (tapes & worksheets) Level 3-5; RP 171.5.

22. Syllabication (tapes & worksheets) Level primary; RP 213.5.

23. Reading Kits with Study Scopes (kits) Level non-graded.
   PR 62 Kit
   PR 63.1 Teacher's Edition
   PR 64.1 Study Scopes
Prefixes - Suffixes

   
   DM 12 Level 2 part 2  
   DM 14 Level 3 part 2

2. Phonics (duplicating masters) Level 4-1-4-2.
   
   DM 59 Level 4-1  
   DM 50 Level 4-2

3. Primary Reading Skills Program (duplicating masters) Level 1-3.
   
   DM 58 Level II pg. 79  
   DM 74 Level III pg. 23-25

4. Word Prefixes (aid) Level primary-intermediate; GA 274.


   
   ENAC 2-2 Laboratory Manual 2  
   ENAC 3-2 Laboratory Manual 3  
   ENAC 4-2 Laboratory Manual 4  
   ENAC 5-2 Laboratory Manual 5  
   ENAC 7-2 Laboratory Manual 7  
   ENAC 10-2 Laboratory Manual 10  
   ENAC 11-3 Teacher's Edition for Manuals 1-10  
   ENAC 12-2 Words: Their Structure  
   ENAC 13-3 Teacher's Edition

7. The Reading Series (reading books) Level primary-intermediate.
   
   RL 76-2 Book 2  
   RL 80-3 Teacher's Edition

8. Ginn Word Enrichment Program (workbook) Level primary.
   
   RP 14-2 More Sounds and Syllables Unit 3,4  
   RP 15-1 Teacher's Edition  
   RP 15-2 Working With Words Unit 1,2  
   RP 17-1 Teacher's Edition

   
   PP 45-2 Skilltext C (3-4) pg. 15,16,23,28,35,42,44,45,47,49,  
   51,53-57,61,63-65,71-74,76,77,79,89,90,91  
   RP 66-3 Teacher's Edition

10. Phonics We Use (workbook) Level 1-4.
   
   RP 61-2 Book D (3rd) pg. 54,94  
   RP 52-3 Teacher's Edition  
   RP 81.2 Book 2 pg. 100-115, 117-150
   RP 82.3 Teacher's Edition
   RP 153.2 Book 3 pg. 89-96, 99-102, 118-120
   RP 154.3 Teacher's Edition

12. The Reading Helper Books (reading books) Level 2.0-3.5; RP 75 pg. 35, 37, 39, 41, 43.

13. The Phonics Program (language master cards) Level K-3; RP 85 Set III.

   RP 98.2 Syllables and Words pg. 14-27, 59, 84
   RP 99.3 Teacher's Edition
   RP 100.5 Tapes

15. Target Blue (worksheets & tapes) Level non-graded.
   RP 110.5 Worksheets & tapes Lessons 3, 4, 13-22, 36
   RP 111.1 Teacher's Edition

   RP 114.0 Prefixes
   RP 139 Word Endings, Suffixes

17. The New Phonics We Use (workbooks) Level readiness-6.
   RP 129.2 Book D (3rd) pg. 73-77
   RP 130.3 Teacher's Edition
   RP 131.2 Book E (4th) pg. 81-90
   RP 132.3 Teacher's Edition
   RP 133.2 Book F (5th) pg. 81-90
   RP 134.3 Teacher's Edition
   RP 135.2 Book G (6th) pg. 81-90
   RP 136.3 Teacher's Edition

18. Phonics Workbook (workbook) Level 1-3.
   RP 157.2 Book B (2nd) pg. 96-122, 175-181
   RP 158.3 Teacher's Edition
   RP 159.2 Book C (3rd) pg. 59-74, 105-111
   RP 160.3 Teacher's Edition

19. Syllabication (tapes & worksheets) Level primary; RP 213.5.

    RP 215.5 prefixes
    RP 216.5 suffixes
    RP 217.5 roots, prefixes, suffixes
21. Reading Kits With Study Scopes (kit) Level non-graded.

PR 62 Kit
PR 53.1 Teacher's Edition
PR 64.4 Study Scopes
Contraction

1. Read and Think (duplicating masters) Level 2-3.

   DM 43 Level 2 part 1
   DM 44 Level 2 part 2

2. Phonics (duplicating masters) Level 4.1-4.2; DM 59 Level 4.1.

3. Primary Reading Skills Program (duplicating masters) Level 1-3.

   DM 53 Level I Lesson 96
   DM 58 Level II Lesson 62
   DM 74 Level III Lesson 45


5. Match and Check (aid) Level preschool-1; GA 178.


   ENAC 12.2 Words; Their Structure
   ENAC 13.3 Teacher's Edition

7. The Reading Series (reading books) Level primary-intermediate.

   RL 76.2 Book 2
   RL 80.3 Teacher's Edition

8. Ginn Word Enrichment Program (workbook) Level primary.

   RP 10.2 More Vowels and Variants Unit 5
   RP 11.1 Teacher's Edition
   RP 12.2 Sounds and Syllables Unit 1
   RP 13.1 Teacher's Edition


   RP 63.2 Skilltext B (2-3) pg. 33,39,41,53,61,63
   RP 64.3 Teacher's Edition
   RP 65.2 Skilltext C (3-4) pg. 3,11,17,21,27,29,45,47,54,56,
   61,71,76,89
   RP 66.3 Teacher's Edition


    RP 81.2 Book 2 pg. 117-121
    RP 82.3 Teacher's Edition
    RP 153.2 Book 3 pg. 121,122
    RP 154.3 Teacher's Edition

11. Reading Helper Books (reading books) Level 2.0-3.5.

    RP 73 The Fifth Reader pg. 43,45,47
    RP 74 The Sixth Reader pg. 19
   FP 92.2 Views on Vowels pg. 89-92
   RP 93.3 Teacher's Edition
   RP 94.5 Tapes

   RP 110.5 worksheets & tapes Lesson 27,29,30
   RP 111.1 Teacher's Edition

14. The New Phonics We Use (workbooks) Level readiness-6.
   RP 127.2 Book C (2nd) pg. 75-79
   RP 128.3 Teacher's Edition
   RP 129.2 Book D (3rd) pg. 68-69
   RP 130.3 Teacher's Edition
   RP 131.2 Book E (4th) pg. 27,28
   RP 132.3 Teacher's Edition
   RP 133.2 Book F (5th) pg. 27,28
   RP 134.3 Teacher's Edition
   RP 135.2 Book G (6th) pg. 27,28
   RP 136.3 Teacher's Edition

15. Phonics Workbook (workbook) Level 1-3.
   RP 157.2 Book B (2nd) pg. 123-130
   RP 158.3 Teacher's Edition
   RP 159.2 Book C (3rd) pg. 147-150
   RP 160.3 Teacher's Edition

16. Reading Kits With Study Scopes (kit) Level non-graded.
   PR 52 Kits
   PR 63.1 Teacher's Edition
   PR 64.1 Study Scopes
Rhyming Words

1. Auditory Discrimination: Rhyming Words (duplicating masters) Level preschool-K; DM 95.

2. Primary Reading Skills Program (duplicating masters) Level 1-3; DM 61-79.1.

3. Language Activity Cards (aids) Level primary-intermediate; GA 21.

4. Rhyming Puzzles (game) Level primary; GA 141.

5. Rhyming Zig-Zag (games) Level 2-4; GA 335.

   
   **GA 377** Box 1 (2-4)
   **GA 378** Box 2 (3-4)

7. Learning to Move and Moving to Learn; Insects (book) Level primary, remedial; PM 60.

8. Growing With Language Program (books & workbook) Level 1-3; ENAC 3.2.

   
   **RP 4.2** Look and Listen Unit 3, 6, 8, 9, 10
   **RP 5.1** Teacher's Edition

10. Target Red (worksheets & tapes) Level non-graded.

   **RP 101.5** tapes & worksheets Lessons 3, 4
   **RP 102.1** Teacher's Edition


   **RP 41.2** Skilltext A (1-2) pg. 5, 7, 15, 17, 21, 23, 25, 27, 29, 31, 33, 39, 42, 45, 47, 52, 55, 59, 61, 63
   **RP 42.3** Teacher's Edition
   **RP 43.2** Skilltext B (2-3) pg. 13, 15, 25, 28, 29, 41, 52, 57, 59, 60
   **RP 44.3** Teacher's Edition
   **RP 45.2** Skilltext C (3-4) pg. 11, 23, 28, 30, 32, 33, 47, 50, 73, 85
   **RP 46.3** Teacher's Edition

12. Reading Helper Books (reading books) Level 2.0-3.5.

   **RP 72** The Fourth Reader pg. 17, 33, 35, 37
   **RP 73** The Fifth Reader pg. 5, 15, 13, 15
   **RP 74** The Sixth Reader pg. 7
   **RP 75** The Seventh Reader pg. 25


   **RP 81** Set I
   **RP 85** Set II
   **RP 86** Set III

   RP 89.1 Clues to Consonants pg. 1-4
   RP 90.1 Teacher's Edition
   RP 91.5 Tapes

15. The New Phonics We Use (workbooks) Level readiness-6.

   RP 121.2 Readiness pg. 9, 13, 18, 28, 39, 52, 63
   RP 122.3 Teacher's Edition
   RP 123.2 Book A pg. 6, 8, 18, 53, 78, 90, 93
   RP 124.3 Teacher's Edition
   RP 125.2 Book B pg. 7, 8, 23, 34, 53
   RP 126.3 Teacher's Edition

16. Reading Kits With Study Scopes (kits) Level non-graded.

   PR 52 Kits
   PR 53.1 Teacher's Edition
   PR 54.1 Study Scopes
Singular-Flurals

1. Match and Check (aid) Level preschool-1; GA 177.
2. Growing with Language Program (books & workbooks) Level 1-3.
   ENAC 1.2 Laboratory Manual 1
   ENAC 5.2 Laboratory Manual 5
   ENAC 10.2 Laboratory Manual 10
   ENAC 11.3 Teacher's Edition for Manuals 1-10
   ENAC 12.2 Words; Their Structure
   ENAC 13.3 Teacher's Edition

3. The Reading Series (reading books) Level primary, remedial.
   RL 76.2 Book 2
   RL 80.3 Teacher's Edition

   RP 41.2 Skilltext A (1-2) pg. 5,7,9,15,21,27,41,45,49,51,64
   RP 42.3 Teacher's Edition
   RP 43.2 Skilltext B (2-3) pg. 2,12,17,19,23,27,45,49,50,63
   RP 44.2 Teacher's Edition
   RP 45.2 Skilltext C (3-4) pg. 11,15,23,28,31,37,41,42,51,69,89
   RP 46.2 Teacher's Edition

5. Phonics We Use (workbooks) Level 1-4.
   RP 61.2 Book D (3rd) pg. 8,9
   RP 62.3 Teacher's Edition
   RP 63.2 Book E (4th) pg. 78,79
   RP 64.3 Teacher's Edition

6. Reading Helper Books (reading books) Level 2.0-3.5; RP 74 pg. 43,45.

7. Patterns Sounds and Meanings (workbooks & tapes) Level 1-6.
   RP 80.2 Clues to Consonants pg. 90-92
   RP 91.5 Tapes
   RP 90.3 Teacher's Edition
   RP 92.2 Syllables and Words pg. 77,78
   RP 99.3 Teacher's Edition
   RP 100.5 Tapes

8. Target Blue (workbooks & tapes) Level non-graded.
   RP 110.5 worksheets & tapes Lessons 7-10
   RP 111.1 Teacher's Edition

   RP 125.2 Book B (1st) pg. 27-29,55-57
   RP 123.3 Teacher's Edition
   RP 127.2 Book C (2nd) pg. 50-52
   RP 128.3 Teacher's Edition
   RP 132.2 Book F (5th) pg. 72-75
10. Reading Kits With Study Scopes (kits) Level non-graded.

PR 53.2 Kits
PR 53.1 Teacher's Edition
PR 54.1 Study Scopes
Abbreviations

1. Phonics (duplicating masters) Level 1.1-1.2; DM 59.

2. Primary Reading Skills Program (duplicating masters) Level 1-3.

   DM 69 Level II Lesson 94
   DM 75 Level III Lesson 62

3. The Reading Series (reading books) Level primary, remedial.

   RL 75.2 Book 2
   RL 80.3 Teacher's Edition

4. Reading Helper Books (reading books) Level 2.0-3.5, RP 75 pg.11.
READING READINESS
Reading Readiness


2. Thinking Skills (duplicating masters) Level K-1.
   - DM 34 Level A, level Kindergarten
   - DM 35 Level B, level Kindergarten
   - DM 36 Level C, level 1

3. Visual Discrimination (duplicating masters) Level K-1, Special Education.
   - DM 56 Level A
   - DM 57 Level B
   - DM 58 Level C


5. Auditory Discrimination (duplicating masters) Level preschool-Kindergarten; DM 95 Beginning Sounds.

6. Auditory Discrimination (duplicating masters) Level preschool-Kindergarten; DM 96 Rhyming Words.

7. Motor and Eye-Hand Coordination (duplicating masters) Level preschool-Kindergarten; DM 97 left to right.

8. Following Directions and Sequence (duplicating masters) Level preschool-Kindergarten; DM 98.

   - GA 1 Broken Letters
   - GA 2 Silly Sentences
   - GA 3 Stop Dot
   - GA 4 Pick a Fit
   - GA 5 Picture Words
   - GA 6 Dominoes
   - GA 7 Animal Race
   - GA 8 Teacher's Edition for set


11. Let's Learn Sequence (game) Level-primary; GA 208.

    - GA 57 The World About Us
    - GA 63 A B C Lotto


    - CA 159 Manuscript-Upper Case
15. String Across (aid) Level-primary; GA 201.
   GA 162.1 Tutorgram machine
   GA 163 Language art cards k-1st
   GA 247 Parts of the body
   GA 248 Clothing
   GA 249 Means of Transportation
   GA 250 Household Items
   GA 251 Dishes & Utensils
20. Animated Key Cards (aid) Level prereading-preprimer; GA 276.
21. Motivators (aid) Level-primary; CA 296 follow the dots-alphabet.
22. Picture Word Builder (aid) Level-primary; CA 303.
23. Ruth Cheves Program I (perception material) Level-primary.
   PMD 1 Association Cards
   PMD 5 Fruit & Animal Puzzles
   PMD 6 Geometric Shapes in Color
   PMD 7 Large Form Puzzles
   PMD 9 See & Say Puzzle Cards
   PMD 11 Small Form Puzzles
   PMD 12.1 Teacher's Edition for program
   PMD 98 Form Puzzles
25. Fitzhugh Plus Program (workbooks) Level primary-remedial; PMD 86.2 Alphabet and Common Nouns.
   PMD 101 Kit
   PMD 102.1 Methods & Techniques
   PMD 103.1 Teacher's Edition for kit
27. Alphabet Motor Activities (books & tapes) Level-primary; PMD 108.
28. Vanguard School Program (perception material) Level readiness-primary.
   PMD 153.1 Body Awareness-Teacher's Edition
   PMD 154.2 Body Awareness-Student workbook
30. Phonics We Use (workbook) Level 1-4.
   RP 55.2 Book A level 1st
   RP 56.3 Teacher's Edition for A
31. Target Red (worksheet & tapes) Level-nongraded.
   RP 101.5 Worksheet & tapes, lessons #1-38
   RP 102.1 Teacher's Edition for program
32. Alphabet Mastery Program (language master cards) Level K-1st pre-
    reading; RP 113.
33. Intersensory Reading Program (multi-media) Level K-1; RP 77.
34. Phonics Workbook (workbook) Level 1-3.
   RP 155.2 Book A (1st) pgs. 1-13
   RP 156.3 Teacher's Edition for A
   RP 157.2 Book B (2nd) pgs. 1-2
   RP 158.3 Teacher's Edition for B
   RP 159.2 Book C (3rd) pgs. 1-3
   RP 160.3 Teacher's Edition for C
35. Reading Kits with Study Scopes (kit) Level-nongraded.
   PR 62 Kit #401
   PR 63.1 Teacher's Edition
   PR 64.1 Study Scopes
36. Developing Learning Readiness (kit) Level-primary; PMD 31.4-37.4,
    56.1, 62.4, 66.1.
BEGINNING READING

2. Primary Reading Skills Program (duplicating master) Level 1-3; DM 61 Level I.

   - GA 1 Broken Letters
   - GA 2 Silly Sentences
   - GA 3 Stop Dot
   - GA 4 Pick a Fit
   - GA 5 Picture Words
   - GA 6 Dominoes
   - GA 7 Sentence Train
   - GA 8 Animal Race
   - GA 9 Teacher's Edition for set

4. Consonant Raceboard Game (game) Level K-3; GA 129.

5. Let's Learn Sequence (aid) Level-primary; GA 208.

   - GA 57 The World About Us
   - GA 63 ABC Lotto

7. Match-ettes (game) Level-primary; GA 94 objects and animals.

8. Match and Check (aid) Level preschool-1st.
   - GA 176 Set 3
   - GA 177 Set 4
   - GA 178 Set 5

   - GA 113 Book I
   - GA 114 Book II

10. Phonics We Use Learning Games Kit (game) Level 1-3.
    - GA 26 Old Itch
    - GA 27 Spin-A-Sound
    - GA 28 Bingobang
    - GA 29 Blends Race
    - GA 30 Diagraph Whirl
    - GA 31 Diagraph Hopscotch
    - GA 32 Vowel Dominoes
    - GA 33 Spin Hard, Spin Soft
    - GA 34 Full House
    - GA 35 Syllable Count
    - GA 36 Teacher's Edition for kit

   CA 110 Set 1 - 1st
   CA 111 Set 2 - 2nd

12. Sight Phrase Cards (game) Level-primary; GA 61.


   GA 162.1 Tutorogram machine
   GA 163 Language Art Cards K-1st
   GA 164 Language Art Cards 1st
   GA 165 Language Art Cards 2nd

15. You Can Read (flash cards) Level-primary; GA 142.


   GA 224.5 Long a
   GA 225.5 Long e
   GA 226.5 Long i
   GA 227.5 Long o
   GA 228.5 Long u
   GA 229.5 Short a
   GA 230.5 Short e
   GA 231.5 Short i
   GA 232.5 Short o
   GA 233.5 Short u

17. Popper words (aid) Level 1-2; GA 241 set I level 1st.

18. Picture Word Cards (aid) Level 1-2; GA 243.


   GA 247 Parts of the body
   GA 248 Clothing
   GA 249 Means of Transportation
   GA 250 Household Items
   GA 251 Dishes and Utensils

20. Flash-X (aid) Level 1-3.

   GA 264 Flash-X device
   GA 265 Sight vocabulary level 1
   GA 266 Sight vocabulary level 2
   GA 267 Sight vocabulary level 3
   GA 268 Sight vocabulary level 3


   GA 291 Final consonants
23. Picture Word Builder (aid) Level-primary; GA 303.
25. Rhyming Zig-Zag (aid) Level 2-4; GA 335.
26. Treasure Spell (game) Level-primer; GA 381.
27. Beginning to Read, Write and Listen (cassettes & books) Level-readiness.
   Bgr 1.3 Teacher's Edition for Kit
   Bgr 2.5 Tapes 1-13
   Bgr 3.5 Tapes 14-24
   Bgr 4.2 Letterbooks
   Bgr 5.1 Alphabet Cards
28. Try This (kit) Level-1st; Bgr 6-13.
   Bgr 6 Kit
   Bgr 7.1 Teacher's manual
30. Fitzhugh Pluss Program (workbooks) Level-primary & remedial; PMD 86.2
    Alphabet and Common Nouns.
31. Macmillian Reading Program (reading books) Level readiness-6th.
   RB 1.2 We Begin (readiness)
   RB 1.3 We Begin (readiness) Teacher's Edition
   RB 2.2 How We Read (readiness level II)
   RB 2.3 How We Read (readiness level II) Teacher's Edition
   RB 3 Opening Books (preprimer I)
   RB 4 Magic Box (preprimer II)
   RB 5 Things You See (preprimer III)
   RB 6.1 Teacher's Edition I, II, III
   RB 7.1 Finding Cut-discovery book (preprimer)
    Teacher's Edition
   RB 8.1 Worlds of Wonder (primer) Teacher's Edition
   RB 9.3 Worlds of Wonder discovery book (primer)
    Teacher's Edition
32. Reading Caravan (reading book) Level primer, 6th; RB 118 Peppermint Fence (primer).
33. Palo Alto Reading Program (reading book) Level 1-3.
   RB 125 Book 1 level 1
   RB 126.2 workpad Book 1

RB 171.2 Up and Away (Grade 1)
RB 172.3 Teacher's Edition for Up & Away (Grade 1)

35. Chandler Reading Program (reading books) Level-preprimer.

RB 179 Swings (1st pp)
RB 180 Slides (2nd pp)
RB 181 Trucks & Cars to Ride (3rd pp)
RB 182 Bikes (4th pp)
RB 183 Supermarkets (5th pp)
RB 184 Let's Go (pp review)

36. Structural Reading Program (reading books) Level 1-2.

RB 185.1 We Discover Reading Teacher's Edition (Grade 1)
RB 186.1 We Read & Write Teacher's Edition (Grade 1)
RB 187 Is It So? (Grade 1)
RB 188 Six and Six (Grade 1)

37. Knowledge Aid Library (read-along books) Level - primary & preschool.

ENAC 48 An Ant is an Ant
ENAC 49 A Cat is a Cat
ENAC 50 A Penguin is a Penguin
ENAC 51 A Seal is a Seal
ENAC 52 A Bowerbird is a Bowerbird
ENAC 53 A Rat is a Rat
ENAC 54 A Bat is a Bat
ENAC 55 A Beaver is a Beaver
ENAC 56 A Gorilla is a Gorilla
ENAC 57 A Platypus is a Platypus

38. Ready Steady Rhythm Readers (books) Level readiness-1.

ENAC 66 Eggs
ENAC 67 Fish
ENAC 68 Bells
ENAC 69 Sky
ENAC 70 Humpty's Fall
ENAC 71 One, Two, Three, Four, Five
ENAC 72  Ding Dong
ENAC 73  Twinkle, Twinkle
ENAC 74  A Sort of Thing
ENAC 75  The Things Escape
ENAC 76  The Things in Space
ENAC 77  The Things at the Circus

39. Easy-To-Read Sequence (reading books) Level K-1.

ENAC 78.1 Teacher's Edition for program
ENAC 79  Worksheet masters
ENAC 80  Readers

40. KA/I.T.A. Bridging Program (spelling cards) Level 1-2; ENAC 81.

41. Greater Cleveland Reading Program (reading books) Level K-2.

ENAC 32  Readiness for Reading
ENAC 33.1 Teacher's Edition for Readiness
ENAC 34  Beginning Sound Symbols
ENAC 35.1 Teacher's Edition for Beginning
ENAC 36  Reading for Little Ones
ENAC 37.1 Teacher's Edition for Reading
ENAC 38  My Five Senses
ENAC 39.1 Reading for Little Ones, filmstrips
ENAC 40  Half an Apple
ENAC 41.1 Teacher's Edition for Half
ENAC 42  Half an "A"
ENAC 43.1 Teacher's Edition for "A"
ENAC 44  Review Sound Symbols
ENAC 45.1 Transition Word-Spelling Charts
ENAC 46.2 Early Reading Tests
ENAC 47.6 Teacher's Edition for Early Reading

42. Peabody Rebus Reading (reading books & workbooks) Level K-1.

ENAC 58  Kit of Materials
ENAC 59.1 Teacher's Edition for Rebus Program
ENAC 60.1 Teacher's Edition for Readiness & Transition Levels
ENAC 61  Introducing Reading-Book I
ENAC 62  Introducing Reading-Book II
ENAC 63  Introducing Reading-Book III
ENAC 64  Red & Blue are on Me
ENAC 65  Can You See a Flea?

43. The Road to Reading (tapes & worksheets) Level-beginning reading & remedial; RP 1.

44. First Experiences with Vowels (multi-media) Level readiness-primary; RP 3.

45. First Experiences with Consonants (multi-media) Level readiness-primary; RP 2.
46. Ginn Word Enrichment Program (workbooks) Level-primary.
   RP 4.2 Look and Listen
   RP 5.1 Teacher's Edition for Look
   RP 6.2 Consonant Sounds and Symbols
   RP 7.1 Teacher's Edition for Consonant
   RP 8.2 Vowels and Variants
   RP 9.1 Teacher's Edition for Vowels

47. Blend Talk (charts) Level-primary; RP 39.

   RP 41.2 Skilltext A (Grades 1-2)
   RP 42.3 Teacher's Edition for A

49. Gillingham Materials (cards, etc.) Level-remedial; RP 67.

50. Phonics Workbook (workbook) Level 1-3.
   RP 155.2 Book A (1st)
   RP 156.3 Teacher's Edition for A
   RP 157.2 Book B (2nd) pg. 3
   RP 158.3 Teacher's Edition for B

51. Learning to Read with Phonics (workbook) Level-beginning reading or remedial; RP 218.

52. Reading Kits with Study Scopes (kits) Level-nongraded.
   RP 62 Kits #101-#05
   RP 63.1 Teacher's Edition for kit
   RP 64.1 Study Scopes

53. Directional Phonics (tapes & worksheets) Level 1-2, remedial; RP 172.5-212.1.
READING BASAL
1. MacMillan Reading Program (reading books) Level readiness - 5.

RB 1.2 We Begin (readiness)
RB 1.3 Teacher's Edition
RB 2.2 How We Read (readiness II)
RB 2.3 Teacher's Edition
RB 3 Opening Books (preprimer I)
RB 4 Magic Box (preprimer II)
RB 5 Things You See (preprimer III)
RB 3.1 Teacher's Edition for I,II,III
RB 7.3 Finding Out Workbook Teacher's Edition (preprimer)
RB 8.1 Worlds of Wonder Teacher's Edition (primer)
RB 9.3 Discovery Workbook Teacher's Edition (primer)
RB 10.1 Lands of Pleasure Teacher's Edition (1st)
RB 11.3 Discovery Workbook Teacher's Edition (1st)
RB 12.1 Enchanted Gates Teacher's Edition (2.1)
RB 13.3 Discovery Workbook Teacher's Edition (2.1)
RB 14.1 Shining Bridges Teacher's Edition (2.2)
RB 15.3 Discovery Workbook Teacher's Edition (2.2)
RB 15.1 Better Than Gold Teacher's Edition (3.1)
RB 17.1 More Than Words Teacher's Edition (3.2)
RB 18.1 The Magic Word Teacher's Edition (4th)
RB 19.3 Discovery Workbook Teacher's Edition (4th)
RB 20.1 Bold Journeys Teacher's Edition (5th)
RB 21.3 Discovery Workbook Teacher's Edition (5th)
RB 22.1 Into New Worlds Teacher's Edition (5th)
RB 23.3 Discovery Workbook Teacher's Edition (6th)

2. Reading Caravan (reading books) Level primer-6.

RB 118 Peppermint Fence (primer)
RB 119 Sky Blue (1st)
RB 120 Star Bright (2nd)
RB 121 Meadow Green (3rd)
RB 122 Peacock Lane (4th)
RB 123 Silver Web (5th)
RB 124 Treasure Gold (6th)

3. Palo Alto Reading Program (reading books) Level 1-3.

RB 125 Book I
RB 125.2 Workpad for Book I
RB 127 Book 2
RB 128.2 Workpad for Book 2
RB 129 Book 3
RB 130.2 Workpad for Book 3
RB 131 Book 4
RB 132.2 Workpad for Book 4
RB 133 Book 5
RB 134.2 Workpad for Book 5
RB 135 Book 6
RB 136.2 Workpad for Book 6
RB 137 Book 7
RB 138.2 Workpad for Book 7

- RB 171.2 Up and Away (1)
- RB 172.3 Teacher's Edition
- RB 173.2 Animal Parade (2)
- RB 174.3 Teacher's Edition
- RB 175.2 Picnic Basket (3)
- RB 175.3 Teacher's Edition
- RB 177.2 Blazing New Trails (4)
- RB 178.3 Teacher's Edition

5. Chandler Reading Program (reading books) Level preprimer.

- RB 179 Swings (1st pp)
- RB 180 Slides (2nd pp)
- RB 181 Trucks (3rd pp)
- RB 182 Bikes (4th pp)
- RB 183 Supermarkets (5th pp)
- RB 184 Let's Go (pp review)


- RB 185.1 We Discover Reading Teacher's Edition (1)
RB 186,1 We Read and Write Teacher's Edition (1)
RB 187 Is It So?
RB 188 Six and Six
RB 189,1 More and More Stories Teacher's Edition (2)
RB 190,1 More and More Books Teacher's Edition (2)
RB 191 Hide and Seek
RB 192 Just Think How Much
HIGH INTEREST EASY VOCABULARY
High Interest-Easy Vocabulary


   HV 1 Blue Dog (primer)
   HV 2 The Flying Squirrel (1)
   HV 3.1 The Almost Ghost Teacher's Edition (2.5)
   HV 4.1 The Earking Cat Teacher's Edition (3.0)
   HV 5.1 Better Than Gold Teacher's Edition (3.5)
   HV 6.1 Three Green Men (4.1)

2. Deep Sea Adventure Series (reading books) Level 1.8-5.0.

   HV 12 Treasure Under the Sea (2.1)
   HV 13 Submarine Rescue (2.4)
   HV 14 The Pearl Divers (2.8)
   HV 17 Frogmen In Action (3.1)
   HV 18 Danger Below (4.4)
   HV 19 Whale Hunt (4.7)
   HV 20 Rocket Divers (5.0)
   HV 21.1 Teacher's Edition

3. Morgan Bay Mysteries (reading books) Level 2.3-4.0.

   HV 4.0 The Mystery of Morgan Castle (2.3)
   HV 7 The Mystery of the Marble Angel (2.6)
   HV 8 The Mystery of the Midnight Visitor (3.2)
   HV 9 The Mystery of the Missing Marlin (3.5)
   HV 10 The Mystery of the Musical Ghost (3.5)
   HV 11 The Mystery of the Konk's Island (3.7)
   HV 11.1 The Mystery of the Maurader's Gold (3.9)
   HV 12.1 The Mystery of the Myrmidon's Journey (4.1)
   HV 12.2 Teacher's Edition

4. Reading Incentive Series (reading books) Level 3.0-4.5.

   HV 22 Mystery In The Sky (3.0-3.5)
   HV 23 Swamp March (3.5-4.5)
   HV 24.1 Teacher's Edition

5. The Jim Forest Readers (reading books) Level 1.7-3.0.

   HV 25 Jim Forest and Ranger Don (1.7)
   HV 26 Jim Forest and the Trapper (1.7)
   HV 27 Jim Forest and the Ghost Town (1.8)
   HV 28 Jim Forest and the Bandits (1.9)
   HV 29 Jim Forest and the Mystery Hunter (2.2)
   HV 30 Jim Forest and the Plane Crash (2.4)
   HV 31 Jim Forest and Dead Man's Peak (2.5)
   HV 33 Jim Forest and the Flood (2.6)
   HV 34 Jim Forest and Lone Wolf Gulch (3.1)
   HV 35.1 Teacher's Manual

6. The Checkered Flag Series (reading books) Level 2.4-2.6.

   HV 36 Wheels (2.4)
7. Reading Action Lab (kit) Level 3-5, upper remedial.

   GA 77  Color
   GA 78  Air and Water
   GA 79  Game of Numbers
   GA 80  Game of Words
   GA 81  Magnifying Glass
   GA 82  Mirrors
   GA 83  Shapes with Tubes
   GA 84  Pi-O
   GA 85  Flat Shapes
   GA 86  Science Puzzle Pictures

8. Auto-Phonics (aid) Level remedial.

   GA 361  Set I
   GA 362  Set II
LINGUISTIC READING
Linguistic Readers

1. Merrill Linguistic Readers (reading books) Level primary.
   RL 1 My Alphabet Book
   RL 2 Reader I
   RL 3.1 Teacher's Edition for Reader I
   RL 4.2 Reader I workbook
   RL 5 Reader II
   RL 6.1 Teacher's Edition for Reader II
   RL 7.2 Reader II workbook
   RL 8 Reader III
   RL 9.1 Teacher's Edition for Reader III
   RL 10.2 Reader III workbook
   RL 11.2 Reader IV workbook
   RL 12 Reader V
   RL 13.1 Teacher's Edition for Reader V
   RL 14.2 Reader V workbook
   RL 15 Reader VI
   RL 15.1 Teacher's Edition for Reader VI
   RL 17.2 Reader VI workbook


   EGC 1 Book 1
   EGC 2.1 Teacher's Edition
   EGC 3 Book 2
   EGC 4.1 Teacher's Edition

4. Lingo (game) Level 1-2, remedial 3-4; GA 353.

5. Growing With Language Program (books & workbooks) Level 1-3.
   ENAC 22 Good Days-Bad Days
   ENAC 23 Myths and Magic
   ENAC 24 Poems and Prose
   ENAC 25 Catch the Sun
   ENAC 25 Fantastic Tales-Fantastic People
   ENAC 27 Troubles
   ENAC 28 Alone and Together
   ENAC 29 I Want! I Need!
   ENAC 30 Winds of Change
   ENAC 31 Bats, Bears, Sloths and Squids

6. Greater Cleveland Reading Program (books & workbooks) Level readiness-2.
   ENAC 32 Readiness for Reading
   ENAC 33.1 Teacher's Edition
   ENAC 34 Beginning Sound Symbols
   ENAC 35.1 Teacher's Edition
   ENAC 35 Reading for Little Ones
   ENAC 37.1 Teacher's Edition
   ENAC 38 My Five Senses
   ENAC 39.1 Reading for Little Ones - filmsrtips
ENAC 40 Half An Apple
ENAC 41.1 Teacher's Edition
ENAC 42 Half An A
ENAC 43.1 Teacher's Edition
ENAC 44 Review Sound-Symbol
ENAC 45.1 Transition Charts
ENAC 45.2 Early Reading Tests
ENAC 47.5 Teacher's Edition

7. Peabody Rhebus Reading Program (reading books & workbooks) Level K-1.

ENAC 58 Kit of materials
ENAC 59.1 Teacher's Edition for program
ENAC 60.1 Teacher's Edition for readiness & transition
ENAC 51 Introducing Reading Book I
ENAC 52 Introducing Reading Book II
ENAC 53 Introducing Reading Book III
ENAC 54 Red & Blue On Me
ENAC 65 Can You See A Flea?

8. Easy To Read (reading books & workbooks) Level K-1.

ENAC 78.1 Teacher's Edition for Program
ENAC 79 worksheet masters
ENAC 80 Readers


RL 21 Classroom Kit
RL 22 Biff and Tiff
RL 23.2 Seatwork for Biff and Tiff
RL 24.1 Teacher's Edition
RL 25 Kid Kit and the Catfish
RL 25.2 Seatwork for Kid Kit
RL 27.1 Teacher's Edition
RL 28 Hat the Rat
RL 29.2 Seatwork for Nat
RL 30.1 Teacher's Edition
RL 31 Tug Duck and Buzz Bug
RL 32 The Sack Hut
RL 33.2 Seatwork for Tug Duck and Sack Hut
RL 34.1 Teacher's Edition
RL 35 On the Rock in the Pond
RL 35.2 Seatwork for On the Rock
RL 37.1 Teacher's Edition
RL 38 The Picnic Ship
RL 39.2 Seatwork for Picnic
RL 40.1 Teacher's Edition
RL 41 Hot Corn Yuffins
PL 42 The Camping Trip
RL 43.2 Seatwork for Hot Corn and Camping
RL 44.1 Teacher's Edition
PL 45 The Magic Box
RL 45.2 Seatwork for Magic Box
PL 47.1 Teacher's Edition
RL 48 Charg's Shell

 RL 75.2 Book 1
 RL 75.2 Book 2
 RL 77.2 Book 3
 RL 78.2 Book 4
 RL 79.2 Book 5
 RL 80.3 Teacher's Edition
INDIVIDUALIZED AND PROGARED READING
Individualized and Programed Reading

1. Mott Basic Language Skills Program (workbook) Level 1.5-4.5.
   - LAC 1.2 Book 1301 Level 1.5
   - LAC 2.2 Book 1302 Level 2.0
   - LAC 3.2 Book 1303 Level 2.7
   - LAC 4.2 Book 1304 Level 3.5
   - LAC 5.2 Book 1305 Level 4.0
   - LAC 6.2 Book 1306 Level 4.5
   - LAC 7.3 Teacher's Manual

   - PR 1.2 Book 1
   - PR 2.2 Book 2
   - PR 3.2 Book 3
   - PR 4.2 Book 4
   - PR 5.2 Book 5
   - PR 6.2 Book 6
   - PR 7.2 Book 7
   - PR 8.3 Teacher's Edition for Books for 1-7
   - PR 9.3 Test Booklets for 1-7
   - PR 10.1 Teacher's Edition for Test Booklets
   - PR 11.2 Book 8
   - PR 12.2 Book 9
   - PR 13.2 Book 10
   - PR 14.2 Book 11
   - PR 15.2 Book 12
   - PR 16.2 Book 13
   - PR 17.2 Book 14
   - PR 18.3 Test Booklet for Books 8-14
   - PR 19.1 Teacher's Edition for Test Booklet
   - PR 20.2 Teacher's Edition for Series II
   - PR 21.2 Teacher's Edition for Series III
   - PR 22.2 Primer

   - PR 23 Paws and Paws
   - PR 24 Red and Red
   - PR 25 Dan's Hat
   - PR 26 The Bag In The Sand
   - PR 27 The Sandman
   - PR 28 Ben and Pal
   - PR 29 The Red Kitten
   - PR 30 The Milkman
   - PR 31 The Land In The West
   - PR 32 The Witch and The Bat
   - PR 33 That Kitten
   - PR 34 Ned's Pet
   - PR 35 Pick A Pet
   - PR 36 Sam's Band
   - PR 37 The King's Helper
   - PR 38 Jars and Jars of Jam
   - PR 39 Things I Think Of
4. Filmsstrip to accompany Programmed Reading (filmsstrip) Level 1-4.

PR 58.5 filmsstrip for books 1-7
PR 59.1 Teacher's Edition
PR 60.5 filmsstrip for books 8-14
PR 61.1 Teacher's Edition


PR 65 100-0 to 100-09 (primary)
PR 66 101-0 to 101-09 (primary)
PR 67 102-0 to 102-09 (primary)
PR 68 103-0 to 103-09 (primary)
PR 69 104-0 to 104-09 (primary)
PR 70 105-0 to 105-09 (primary)
PR 71 101-3 (3rd level)
PR 72 101-4 (4th level)
PR 73 100-5 (5th)
PR 80 100-3 (3rd)

6. Read and Check (aid) Level 3.1-3.2.

PR 73 plastic box
PR 74 Level 9
PR 75 Level 10
PR 76 Level 11
PR 77 Level 12

7. Reading Action Lab (games) Level 3-4, remedial.

GA 77 Color
GA 78 Air and Water
GA 79 Game of Numbers
GA 80 Game of Words
GA 81 Magnifying Glass
GA 82 Mirrors
GA 83 Shapes With Tubes
8. Reading Round Table (reading books) Level 1-6.

   IR 1 Sad Clyde the Cowboy (1st)
   IR 2 The Little Red Hen and The Gingerbread Boy (1st)
   IR 3 The Elephant's Funny Way (1st)
   IR 4 Pets and Places (1st)
   IR 5 Who Was the Strongest? and The Monkey and The Alligator
   IR 6 Seven Sleepers (2nd)
   IR 7 Ham and the Astrochimp (2nd)
   IR 8 A House for Mrs. Hooper and The Cat Who Wanted to Go
       Home (3rd)
   IR 9 Big Enough and The Do Without Box (3rd)
   IR 10 The Golden Pheasant and The Chop Club (3rd)

9. Cards for Reading Response (cards) Level primary, IR 22.
STUDY SKILLS
Context Clues

1. Reading-Thinking Skills (duplicating masters) Level primer-5.2.
   DM 15 First Reader Level 1 Lessons 4-6, 10-12
   DM 16 First Reader Level 2 Lessons 4-9, 11-12
   DM 17 Level 2.1 Lessons 3-7
   DM 18 Level 2.2 Lessons 5-8
   DM 19 Level 3.1 Lesson 21
   DM 20 Level 3.2 Lesson 21
   DM 21 Level 4.1 Lessons 21-24
   DM 22 Level 4.2 Lessons 20-24
   DM 29 Level 5.1 Lessons 5,9
   DM 100 Level 5.2 Lessons 5,9

2. Read and Think (duplicating masters) Level 2-3; DM 46.


4. Primary Reading Skills Program (duplicating masters) Level 1-3.
   DM 65 Level 1 Lessons 120-122
   DM 70 Level 2 Lessons 104-107
   DM 75 Level 3 Lessons 78

5. Get Set (game) Level Kdg.
   GA 2 Silly Sentences
   GA 4 Pick a Fit
   GA 5 Picture Words
   GA 9.1 Teacher's Edition for Set

   GA 3L2 Set 1
   GA 3L3 Set 2
   GA 3L4 Set 3

   ENAC 59.1 Teacher's Edition for Program
   ENAC 50.2 Teacher's Edition for Readiness & Transition
   ENAC 51 Introducing Reading Book 1

8. Ginn Word Enrichment Program (workbook) Level primary.
   RP 15.2 Working With Words Unit 5,6
   RP 17.1 Teacher's Edition

   RP 41.2 Skilltext A (1-2) Lessons 15,21,27,31,37,39,41,43,
   47,51,55,57,59,61
   RP 42.3 Teacher's edition for A
   RP 43.2 Skilltext B (2-3) Lessons 3,10,12,15,19,27,29,38,
   53,55,57,61
10. Phonics We Use (workbook) Level 1-4.

- RP 55.2 Book A (1st) pg. 80
- RP 56.3 Teacher’s Edition for A
- RP 57.2 Book B (1st) pg. 5, 14, 22, 27, 30, 32-35, 38, 42, 43, 47, 49, 52, 54, 57, 74, 76
- RP 58.3 Teacher’s Edition for B
- RP 59.2 Book C (2nd) pg. 20-24, 47, 48, 66, 67, 69-74, 76-78, 81-83, 87, 90, 91, 93, 95, 96
- RP 60.3 Teacher’s Edition for C

11. The New Phonics We Use (workbook) Level readiness-5.

- RP 129.2 Book D (3rd) pg. 32
- RP 130.3 Teacher’s Edition for D
- RP 131.2 Book E (4th) pg. 70, 71
- RP 132.3 Teacher’s Edition for E
- RP 133.2 Book F (5th) pg. 70
- RP 134.3 Teacher’s Edition for F
- RP 135.2 Book G (6th) pg. 70
- RP 136.3 Teacher’s Edition for G

12. Read and Check (study aid) Level 3-1, 3-2.

- PR 73 practice box
- PR 75 Level 10
- PR 76 Level 11
- PR 77 Level 12
Comprehension Skills

1. Merrill Linguistic Readers (readers) Level primary; FL 1-17.2.

2. Reading-Thinking Skills (duplicating masters) Level primer-5.2.
   - DM 15 First Reader Level 1 Lessons 7-9, 22-24
   - DM 15 First Reader Level 2 Lessons 2, 3, 7, 8, 21-24
   - DM 17 Level 2.1 Lessons 1, 2, 8-11, 14, 20
   - DM 18 Level 2.2 Lessons 3-5, 9-22
   - DM 19 Level 3.1 Lessons 3, 4, 7-11, 17, 20
   - DM 20 Level 3.2 Lessons 2, 3, 15-21
   - DM 21 Level 4.1 Lessons 1, 2, 4, 8, 9, 16, 20
   - DM 22 Level 4.2 Lessons 1, 2, 5, 9, 13-19
   - DM 99 Level 5.1 Lessons 1-4, 6-8, 13-16, 22-24
   - DM 100 Level 5.2 Lessons 1-4, 12-15, 22-24

3. Read and Think (duplicating masters) Level 2-3.
   - DM 45 Level 3 part 1
   - DM 45 Level 3 part 2

4. Reading For Comprehension (duplicating masters) Level 4-5.
   - DM 54 Level 4
   - DM 55 Level 5


6. Primary Reading Skills Program (duplicating masters) Level 1-3.
   - DM 65 Level I Lessons 11-115, 123-118
   - DM 70 Level II Lessons 95-103, 107-110
   - DM 75 Level III Lessons 79-124

   - GA 215 Animals (2-3)
   - GA 215 Animals (3-4)

8. Crossword Puzzle Book (aid) Level 1-2; GA 214.


10. Let's Learn Sequence (aid) Level primary; GA 208.

11. See-Ques (aids) Level primary; GA 23.

12. The Jim Forest Readers (reading books) Level 1.7-3.0.
   - HV 25 Level 1.7
   - HV 25 Level 1.7
   - HV 27 Level 1.8
   - HV 28 Level 1.9
   - HV 29 Level 1.9
   - HV 30 Level 2.2
   
   HV 31 Level 2.4  
   HV 32 Level 2.6  
   HV 33 Level 2.8  
   HV 34 Level 3.1  
   **HV 35.1** Teacher's Edition for Series

14. Peabody Rebus Program (books & workbooks) Level K-1; **ENAC 63**.

15. The Reading Series (reading books) Level primary, remedial.
   
   RL 78.2 Book 4  
   **RL 80.3** Teacher's Edition for Series

   
   **RP 16.2** Working With Words  
   **RP 17.1** Teacher's Edition

17. The Landon Phonics Program for Reluctant Readers (records & worksheets) Level remedial.
   
   **RP 53** Record 7 side 1,2  
   **RP 54.1** Teacher's Edition

18. The New Phonics We Use (workbooks) Level readiness-6.
   
   **RP 129.2** Book D (3rd) pg. 32  
   **RP 130.3** Teacher's Edition

   
   **RP 157.2** Book B (2nd) pg. 189-191  
   **RP 158.3** Teacher's Edition
Alphabetizing

1. Individualized Phonics (worksheets) level 2.1-2.2 Unit 83,187.
2. Read and Think (duplicating masters) Level 2-3.
   - DM 45 Level 3 part 1
   - DM 46 Level 3 part 2
3. Phonics (duplicating masters) Level 4.1-4.2; DM 60.
4. Primary Reading Skills Program (duplicating masters) Level 1-3.
   - DM 65 Level I Lesson 1149
   - DM 71 Level II Lesson 1145
   - DM 77 Level III Lesson 129,130
5. Language Activity Cards (aid) Level primary-intermediate; GA 22.
6. Choose and Check (aid) Level 2.
   - GA 338 Level 5
   - GA 339 Level 6
7. Growing With Language Program (books & workbooks) Level 1-3.
   - ENAC 14.2 Reference: Reading to Find Out
   - ENAC 15.3 Teacher's Edition
8. Ginn Word Enrichment Program (workbooks) Level primary.
   - RP 6.2 Consonant Sounds and Symbols Unit 2
   - RP 7.1 Teacher's Edition
   - RP 45.2 Skilltext C (3-4) pg. 2,5,19,21,23,25,27,28,33,39,
     41,43,47,53,57,81,83,87,90,91
   - RP 46.3 Teacher's Edition
10. Phonics We Use (workbook) Level 1-4.
    - PP 63.2 Book E (4th) pg. 69,70
    - PP 64.3 Teacher's Edition
12. Reading Helper Books (reading books) Level 2.0-3.5.
    - RP 74 The Sixth Reader (3.0) pg. 5
    - RP 75 The Seventh Reader (3.5) pg. 5
    - RP 98.2 Syllables and Words pg. 44-52
    - RP 99.3 Teacher's Edition
RP 100.4 tapes

14. New Phonics We Use (workbooks) Level readiness-5.

RP 129.2 Book D (3rd) pg. 1
RP 130.3 Teacher's Edition for D
RP 131.2 Book E (4th) pg. 52-64
RP 132.3 Teacher's Edition for E
RP 133.2 Book F (5th) pg. 52-64
RP 134.3 Teacher's Edition for F
RP 135.2 Book G (6th) pg. 52-64
RP 136.3 Teacher's Edition for G

15. Read and Check (study aid) Level 3.1-3.2

PR 73 practice box
PR 74 Level 9
Synonyms

1. Reading Thinking Skills (duplicating masters) Level primer-5.2.
   DM 20 Level 3.2 Lesson 4
   DM 21 Level 4.1 Lesson 3

2. Phonics (duplicating masters) Level 4.1-4.2; DM 59.

3. Primary Reading Skills Program (duplicating masters) Level 1-3.
   DM 70 Level II Lesson 14.1
   DM 76 Level III Lesson 73

4. Language Activity Cards (aids) level primary-intermediate; GA 21.

5. Growing With Language Program (books & workbooks) Level 1-3; ENAC 6.2.

6. The Reading Series (reading books) Level primary-intermediate.
   RL 77.2 Book 3
   RL 80.3 Teacher's Edition for series

7. Ginn Word Enrichment Program (workbook) Level primary.
   RP 14.2 More Sounds and Syllables Unit 7
   RP 15.1 Teacher's Edition
   RP 16.2 Working With Sounds Unit 1,6
   RP 17.1 Teacher's Edition

   RP 45.2 Skilltext C (3-4) pg. 58, 59, 60, 63, 64, 76, 79, 89
   RP 46.3 Teacher's Edition

9. Phonics We Use (workbooks) Level 1-4.
   RP 63.2 Book E (4th) pg. 112
   RP 64.3 Teacher's Edition

    RP 81.2 Book 2 pg. 151, 152
    RP 82.3 Teacher's Edition
    RP 153.2 Book 3 pg. 123, 125, 127, 128
    RP 154.3 Teacher's Edition

11. Reading Helper Books (reading books) Level 2.0-3.5; RP 75 pg. 13.

    RP 98.2 Syllables and Words pg. 79, 80
    RP 99.3 Teacher's Edition
    RP 100.5 tapes

13. The New Phonics We Use (workbooks) Level readiness-6.

- RP 131.2 Fock E (4th) pg. 108,109,112
- RP 132.3 Teacher's Edition
- RP 133.2 Fock F (5th) pg. 108,109,112
- RP 134.3 Teacher's Edition
- RP 135.2 Fock G (6th) pg. 108,109,112
- RP 136.3 Teacher's Edition

15. Reading Kits with Study Scopes (kit) Level non-graded.

- PR 62 kits
- PR 63.1 Teacher's Edition
- PR 64.1 Study Scopes
Antonyms

1. Reading-Thinking Skills (duplicating masters) Level primer-5.2; DM 15 Lessons 13,14.
2. Phonics (duplicating masters) Level 4.1-4.2; DM 59.
3. Primary Reading Skills Program (duplicating masters) Level 1-3.
   - DM 70 Level II Lesson 142
   - DM 75 Level III Lesson 73
4. Language Activity Cards (aids) Level primary-intermediate; GA 21.
5. Match and Check (aid) Level pre-1.
   - GA 177 Set 4
   - GA 178 Set 5
6. Opposites (flannelboard aids) Level primary; GA 155.
7. The Reading Series (reading books) Level primary-intermediate.
   - RL 77.2 Book 3
   - RL 80.3 Teacher's Edition
8. Ginn Word Enrichment Program (workbook) Level Primary.
   - RP 14.2 More Sounds and Syllable Unit 7
   - RP 15.1 Teacher's Edition
   - RP 16.2 Working With Words Unit 1
   - RP 17.1 Teacher's Edition
   - RP 43.2 Skilltext B (2-3) pg. 19,21,27,31,63
   - RP 44.3 Teacher's Edition
   - RP 45.2 Skilltext C (3-4) pg. 3,11,45,47,49,51,53,64,67,76,79,89
   - RP 46.3 Teacher's Edition
10. Phonics We Use (workbook) Level 1-4.
    - PP 63.2 Book E (4th) pg.112
    - PP 64.3 Teacher's Edition
11. Phonics Is Fun (workbook) Level beginning reading-1.
    - RP 81.2 Book 2 pg. 153,154
    - RP 82.3 Teacher's Edition
    - RP 153.2 Book 3 pg.124,125,127,128
    - RP 154.3 Teacher's Edition
12. Reading Helper Series (reading books) Level 2.0-3.5; RP 75 pg.13.
11. The New Phonics We Use (workbooks) Level Readiness-6.

- RP 131.2 Book E (4th) pg. 110-112
- RP 132.3 Teacher's Edition
- RP 133.2 Book F (5th) pg. 110-112
- RP 134.3 Teacher's Edition
- RP 135.2 Book G (6th) pg. 110-112
- RP 136.3 Teacher's Edition

15. Phonics Workbook (workbook) Level 1-3.

- RP 157.2 Book B (2nd) pg. 183-185
- RP 158.3 Teacher's Edition
- RP 159.2 Book C (3rd) pg. 153, 154, 158, 159
- RP 150.3 Teacher's Edition

16. Reading Kits with Study Scopes (kits) Level non-graded.

- PR 62 kits
- PR 63.1 Teacher's Edition
- PR 34.4 Study Scopes
Homonyms

1. Read and Think (duplicating masters) Level 2-3.
   DM L3 Grade 2 part 1
   DM L4 Grade 2 part 2

2. Phonics (duplicating masters) Level 4.1-4.2; DM 59.

3. Primary Reading Skills Program (duplicating masters) Level 1-3.
   DM 70 Level II Lesson 14.3
   DM 76 Level III Lesson 74,75

4. Language Activity Cards (aids) Level primary-intermediate; GA 21.

5. Growing with Language Program (books & workbooks) Level 1-3.
   ENAC L4.2 Reference: Reading to Find Out
   ENAC L5.3 Teacher's Edition

6. The Reading Helper (reading books) Level primary-intermediate.
   RL 77.2 Book 3
   RL 80.3 Teacher's Edition

   RP 45.2 Skilltext C (3-4) pg. 33,38,42,43,47,49,57,61,63,
   64,71,85,87,89,90
   RP 46.3 Teacher's Edition

8. Phonics We Use (workbook) Level 1-4.
   RP 61.2 Book D (3rd) pg. 87,88
   RP 62.3 Teacher's Edition
   RP 63.2 Book E (4th) pg. 68
   RP 64.3 Teacher's Edition

   RP 81.2 Book 2 pg. 155-517
   RP 82.3 Teacher's Edition
   RP 153.2 Book 3 pg. 126-128
   RP 154.3 Teacher's Edition

10. Reading Helper Books (reading books) Level 2.0-3.5; RP 75 pg. 17,19.


12. The New Phonics We Use (workbooks) Level readiness-6.
   RP 131.2 Book E (4th) pg. 106,107
   RP 132.3 Teacher's Edition
   RP 135.2 Book F (5th) pg. 105,107,112
   RP 134.3 Teacher's Edition

- RP 135.2 Book G (6th) pg. 105, 107, 112
- RP 136.3 Teacher's Edition

14. Reading Kits With Study Scopes (kit) Level non-graded.

- PR 62 Kits
- PR 63.1 Teacher's Edition
- PR 64.4 Study Scopes
Using Reference Materials

1. Reference Tools and Study Skills (duplicating masters) Level 4-8; DM 51.

2. Phonics (duplicating masters) Level 4.1-4.2; DM 60.

3. Reading-Thinking Skills (duplicating masters) Level 1-6.
   
   DM 15 Level 1.1 Lesson 1
   DM 15 Level 1.2 Lesson 2
   DM 99 Level 5.1 Lesson 20, 21
   DM 100 Level 5.2 Lesson 20, 21

4. Primary Reading Skills (duplicating masters) Level 1-3.
   
   DM 55 Level I Lesson 150
   DM 71 Level II Lesson 144
   DM 77 Level III Lesson 125-128, 131-137

5. Choose and Check (aid) Level 2.
   
   GA 340 Level 7
   GA 341 Level 8

   
   GA 352 Cross Country
   GA 353.1 Teacher's Edition for kit

7. Growing With Language Program (books & workbooks) Level 1-3.
   
   ENAC 2.2 Laboratory Manual 2
   ENAC 3.2 Laboratory Manual 3
   ENAC 4.2 Laboratory Manual 4
   ENAC 5.2 Laboratory Manual 5
   ENAC 6.2 Laboratory Manual 6
   ENAC 7.2 Laboratory Manual 7
   ENAC 8.2 Laboratory Manual 8
   ENAC 9.2 Laboratory Manual 9
   ENAC 10.2 Laboratory Manual 10
   ENAC 11.3 Teacher's Edition for Manuals 1-10
   ENAC 11.4.2 Reference: Reading to Find Out
   ENAC 15.3 Teacher's Edition for Reference
   ENAC 18.2 Writing and Perception
   ENAC 19.3 Teacher's Edition for Writing

8. The Reading Helper (reading books) Level primary-intermediate.
   
   RL 78.2 Book 4
   RL 80.3 Teacher's Edition

   
   RP 14.2 More Sounds and Syllables Unit 6
   RP 15.1 Teacher's Edition
   RP 15.2 Working With Words Unit 1.4
   RP 17.1 Teacher's Edition
   RP 45.2 Skilltext C (3-4) 19, 29, 31, 33, 35, 37, 39, 43, 45-53, 55, 57-59, 71-77, 81, 83, 84, 85-88, 90, 91
   RP 46.3 Teacher's Edition

11. Phonics We Use (workbook) Level 1-4.
   RP 63.2 Book E (4th) pg. 71-74
   RP 64.3 Teacher's Edition

12. Gillingham Materials (cards, etc.) Level remedial; RP 66.

   RP 98.2 Syllables and Words pg. 53-58, 62-76
   RP 99.3 Teacher's Edition
   RP 100.5 tapes

14. The New Phonics We Use (workbooks) Level readiness-3.
   RP 131.2 Book E (4th) pg. 60, 61, 65-69
   RP 132.3 Teacher's Edition
   RP 133.2 Book F (5th) pg. 60, 61, 65-69, 71
   RP 134.3 Teacher's Edition
   RP 135.2 Book G (6th) pg. 60, 61, 65-69, 71
   RP 136.3 Teacher's Edition

15. Read and Check (study aid) Level 3.1-3.2.
   FR 73 practice book
   FR 74 Level 9
   FR 75 Level 10
   FR 76 Level 11
CREATIVITY
Creativity


   LAC 10 Introductory Book level 7 yrs.
   LAC 11 Book I level 8 yrs.
   LAC 12 Book II level 9 yrs.

3. Composition Skills (duplicating masters) Level 5-8; DM 49.

   GA 49 Puppets (people)
   GA 50 Puppets (animals)
   GA 51 Stage

   MUS 1.1 Teacher's Edition Grade 1
   MUS 2.1 Teacher's Edition Grade 2
   MUS 3.1 Teacher's Edition Grade 3
   MUS 4.1 Teacher's Edition Grade 4
   MUS 5.1 Teacher's Edition Grade 5
   MUS 6.1 Teacher's Edition Grade 6

   MUS 7 6-8 years
   MUS 8 7-8 years
   MUS 9 9-12 years

7. The Reading Series (reading books) Level primary-remedial.
   RL 79.2 Book 5
   RL 80.3 Teacher's Edition for series
SENSORY-MOTOR
Directionality

Directional orientation of left and right, up and down, forward and backward, etc.

1. Motor and Eye-Hand Coordination - left to right (duplicating masters) Primary Source; DM 97.


3. Primary Reading Skills Program (duplicating masters) Secondary Source; DM 61.

4. Beaded Alphabet (aid) Primary Source; GA 11.

5. Twister (game) Primary Source; GA 12.

6. Get Set (game) Primary Source; GA 3.

7. Beaded Alphabet (aid) Primary Source.

   GA 88 Manuscript Capital
   GA 89 Manuscript Lowercase
   GA 90 Cursive Capital
   GA 91 Cursive Lowercase

8. Beaded Numbers (aid) Primary Source; GA 92.


   GA 217 Manuscript Capital
   GA 218 Manuscript Lowercase
   GA 219 Cursive Capital
   GA 220 Cursive Lowercase
   GA 221 Numbers 0-9


   GA 57 Manuscript Upper Case
   GA 58 Manuscript Lower Case
   GA 69 Numerals 1-10

13. Ruth Cheves Program I (kit) Primary Source.

   PMD 8 Ordinal Placement Board
   PMD 12.1 Teacher's Edition

14. Fairbanks Robinson Program (kit) Primary Source.

   PMD 13.4 Level I Section A
   PMD 14.4 Level 2 Section A

15. Dubnoff Program (kit) Primary Source.
15. PMD 15 Level I
16. PMD 15 Level II
17. PMD 122.1 Level III Teacher's Edition
18. PMD 123.2 Level III workbook

16. Erie Program I (kit) Primary Source.

19. PMD 17.4 Visual Perception Exercises
20. PMD 18.4 Perceptual Bingo
21. PMD 19.4 Visual-Motor Templates Frames
22. PMD 20.4 Perceptual Cards and Dominoe Games
23. PMD 21.1 Teacher's Edition

17. Detect-Tactile (kit) Primary Source.

24. PMD 22 Kit
25. PMD 23.1 Teacher's Edition

18. Sequential Picture Cards II (cards) Secondary Source; PMD 43.

19. Sequential Picture Cards III (cards) Secondary Source; PMD 44.


23. Pegboards and Designs (aid) Primary Source.

24. PMD 53 Level I
25. PMD 54 Level II
26. PMD 55 Level III

27. Shape Stencils (stencils) Secondary Source; PMD 81.

28. Building Bead Patterns (pattern cards) Primary Source; PMD 85.


27. Perceptual Development Cards (laminated cards) Secondary Source.

30. PMD 80 Large Parquetry
31. PMD 97 Design Cards


29. Vanguard School Program (kit) Primary Source.

31. Easy-To-Read Sequence (reading books) Primary Source.

    ENAC 80 Readers
    ENAC 78.1 Teacher's Edition

32. Greater Cleveland Reading Program (reading books) Primary Source.

    ENAC 32 Readiness for Reading
    ENAC 33.1 Teacher's Edition
Laterality

The inner awareness of two separate sides of the body. Developing the ability to use either side independently of the other.

1. Learning to Move and Moving to Learn: Insects (books) Primary Source; FMD 60.
2. Greater Cleveland Reading Program (reading books) Secondary Source.
   
   **ENAC 32 Readiness for Reading**
   **ENAC 33.1 Teacher’s Edition**

   
   **PMD 31.1 Novable Melvin**
   **PMD 32.1 Novable Melvin Teacher's Set**
   **PMD 56.1 Teacher's Edition**

4. Twister Game (game) Primary Source; GA 12.

Those items listed as a primary source under Directionality may be used in this area also.
Time Structure

The ability to judge lapses in time and to be aware of time concepts.

1. Ruth Cheves Program I (kit) Primary Source.

   PMD 2 Concept Clocks in color
   PMD 12.1 Teacher's Edition

2. Fitzhugh Plus Program (kit) Primary Source; PMD 59.2.


   DM 34 Level A
   DM 35 Level B
   DM 36 Level C

4. Time (duplicating masters) Primary Source; DM 31.

5. Following Directions and Sequence (duplicating masters) Secondary Source, DM 98.

6. See-Ques (story boards) Primary Source.

   GA 96 Building A House
   GA 97 Trip to the Zoo
   GA 98 Story of Milk

7. Let's Learn Sequence (aid) Primary Source; GA 208.

8. Sequential Picture Cards I (aid) Primary Source; PMD 73.

9. Sequential Picture Cards II (aid) Primary Source; PMD 143.

10. Sequential Picture Cards III (aid) Primary Source; PMD 144.

11. Sequential Picture Cards IV (aid) Primary Source; PMD 109.


Body Awareness

The ability to locate parts of one's body, to identify one's self and the body parts of other's.

1. Twister (game) Primary Source; GA 12.

2. Picture/Word Concept Series (aid) Primary Source; GA 247.

3. Developing Learning Readiness (aid) Primary Source.
   - PMD 31.4 Movable Melvin (classroom set)
   - PMD 32.4 Movable Kelvin (teacher's set)
   - PMD 53.1 Teacher's Edition

4. People Puzzles (puzzles) Primary Source; PMD 38.

5. Animal Puzzles (puzzles) Primary Source; PMD 39.

6. Learning to Move and Moving to Learn (books) Primary Source; PMD 60.


8. Vanguard School Program (kit) Primary Source.
   - PMD 153.1 Body Awareness Teacher's Edition
   - PMD 154.2 Student Workbook

9. Easy-To-Read Sequence (reading books) Primary Source.
   - ENAC 80 Readers
   - ENAC 78.1 Teacher's Edition

10. Greater Cleveland Reading Program (reading books) Primary Source.
    - ENAC 32 Readiness for Reading
    - ENAC 33.1 Teacher's Edition
Tactile-Kinesthetic

The ability to identify and internalize objects thru touch.

1. Beaded Alphabet (aid) Primary Source.
   
   GA 11 Manuscript
   GA 8 Manuscript Capital
   GA 89 Manuscript Lowercase
   GA 90 Cursive Capital
   GA 91 Cursive Lowercase

2. Beaded Numbers (aid) Primary Source; GA 92.

   
   GA 217 Manuscript Capital
   GA 218 Manuscript Lowercase
   GA 219 Cursive Capital
   GA 220 Cursive Lowercase
   GA 221 Numbers 0-9

4. Detect-Tactile (kit) Primary Source.
   
   PMD 22 Kit
   PMD 23.1 Teacher's Edition

5. Fitzhugh Plus Program (kit) Primary Source; PMD 58.2.

   
   PMD 63 Level I
   PMD 64 Level II
   PMD 65 Level III

   
   PMD 76 Pegboards
   PMD 77 Pegboard Designs
   PMD 78 Pegs


9. Vanguard School Program (kit) Primary Source.
   
   PMD 155.1 Visual Motor Integration Teacher's Edition
   PMD 155.2 Student Workbook

10. Intersensory Reading Program (multimedia) Primary Source; RP 77.

MOTOR CONTROL
Gross Motor

The development and awareness of large muscle activity.

1. Twister (game) Primary Source; GA 12.

2. Clown Bean Bag Toss (game) Primary Source; GA 99.

3. Stepping Stones (game) Primary Source.

   GA 159 Manuscript Uppercase
   GA 150 Manuscript Lowercase


5. Faribanks-Robinson Program (kit) Primary Source.

   PMD 13.4 Level I Section G
   PMD 14.4 Level II Section G


7. Alphabet Motor Activities (books & tape) Primary Source; PMD 108.


   PMD 153.1 Body Awareness Teacher's Edition
   PMD 154.2 Student Workbook
   PMD 155.1 Visual Motor Integration Teacher's Edition
   PMD 155.2 Student Workbook
Fine Motor

The ability to coordinate fine muscles that are required for eye-hand tasks.

1. Motor and Eye-Hand Coordination- Left to right (duplicating masters) Primary Source; DM 97.

2. Beaded Alphabet (aid) Primary Source; GA 11.

   GA 88 Manuscript Capital
   GA 89 Manuscript Lowercase
   GA 90 Cursive Capital
   GA 91 Cursive Lowercase

4. Beaded Numbers (aid) Primary Source; GA 92.

5. Groovy Letters (aid) Primary Source.
   GA 217 Manuscript Capital
   GA 218 Manuscript Lowercase
   GA 219 Cursive Capital
   GA 220 Cursive Lowercase
   GA 221 Number 0-9

   GA 49 puppets (people)
   GA 50 puppets (animals)
   GA 51 Stage

7. Lincoln Logs (games) Primary Source; GA 56.

8. String Across (game) Primary Source; GA 201.

9. Tinker Toys (game) Primary Source; GA 64.

10. Motivators (aid) Primary Source; GA 295.

11. Fairbanks-Robinson Program (kit) Primary Source.
    PMD 13.4 Level I Section A,B,C
    PMD 14.4 Level II Section A,B,C

12. Dubnoff Program (kit) Primary Source.
    PMD 15 Level I
    PMD 16 Level II
    PMD 122.1 Level III teacher's edition
    PMD 122.2 Level III workbooks

13. Erie Program I (kit) Primary Source.
    PMD 17.4 Visual Perception Exercises
    PMD 18.4 Perceptual Bingo
   PMD 22 Kit
   PMD 23.1 Teacher's Edition

15. Motor Expression Language Picture Cards I (aid) Secondary Source; PMD 47.


17. Clip and Stick Map (aid) Primary Source; PMD 55.

18. Pegboards and Designs (aid) Primary Source.
   PMD 76 Pegboards
   PMD 77 Pegboard Designs
   PMD 78 Pegs

19. Shape Stencils (stencils) Primary Source; PMD 81.

20. Multivariant Sequence Beads and Patterns (beads & cards) Primary Source.
   PMD 125 Beads
   PMD 126 Bead Patterns

   PMD 155.1 Visual-Motor Integration Teacher's Edition
   PMD 156.2 Student Workbook
Ocular Pursuits

The ability to follow and focus on objects with coordinated eye movements.

1. Motor and Eye-Hand Coordination (duplicating masters) Primary Source; PMD 57.2.

2. Fitzhugh Plus Program (kit) Primary Source; PMD 57.2.

3. Greater Cleveland Reading Program for Reading (reading books) Secondary Source.

   ENAC 32 Readiness for Reading
   ENAC 33.1 Teacher's Edition

4. Developing Learning Readiness (kit) Primary Source; PMD 34.4,35.4,37.4.

Manual Expression

The ability to express ideas in meaningful gestures.

1. Motor Expressive Language Picture Cards I (cards) Primary Source; PMD 47.

2. Motor Expressive Language Picture Cards II (cards) Primary Source; PMD 48.
MEMORY
Short Term Auditory Memory

1. Following Directions and Sequence (duplicating masters) Primary Source; DM 98.
2. Auditory Training Tapes (tapes) Primary Source; PMD 52.5.
3. Buzzer Board and Pattern Cards (boards & cards) Primary Source.
   PMD 53 Buzzer Board
   PMD 54 Buzzer Board Pattern Cards
4. Auditory Discrimination in Depth (kit) Primary Source.
   PMD 101 Kit
   PMD 102.1 Methods and Techniques
   PMD 103.1 Teacher's Edition
5. Auditory Perception Training (tapes & worksheets) Primary Source.
   PMD 115.5 Memory
   PMD 115.1 Teacher's Edition
6. Auditory Perception Skills (tapes & worksheets) Primary Source; PMD 145.5
   PMD 159.1 Spatial Relationships Teacher's Edition
   PMD 150.2 Student Workbook

Long Term Auditory Memory

1. Following Directions and Sequence (duplicating masters) Primary Source; DM 98.
2. Auditory Training (tapes) Primary Source; PMD 51.5.
Short Term Visual Memory

2. Colored Inch Cubes (aid) Primary Source; GA 158.
3. Cubical Counting Blocks (aid) Primary Source; GA 104.
4. Memory Game (aid) Primary Source; GA 379.
5. Visual Memory Cards (cards) Primary Source; PMD 42.
6. Buzzer Board and Pattern Cards (aid) Primary Source.
   PMD 53 Buzzer Board
   PMD 51 Pattern Cards
7. Fitzhugh Plus Program (kit) Primary Source; PMD 59.2.
   PMD 63 Level I
   PMD 64 Level II
   PMD 55 Level III
   PMD 75 Pegboards
   PMD 77 Designs
   PMD 78 Pegs
10. Visual Memory Cards III & IV (picture cards) Primary Source.
    PMD 83 Level III
    PMD 84 Level IV
11. Building Bead Patterns (pattern cards) Primary Source; PMD 85.
13. Perceptual Skills Match-Up Wheel (aid) Primary Source; PMD 151.
14. Perception Task Cards (games) Primary Source; PMD 104-105.

Long Term Visual Memory

   GA 159 Uppercase
   GA 160 Lowercase
   PMD 85.2 Alphabet and Common Nouns
PMD 87.2 Action Verbs

3. Perception Task Cards (games) Primary Source; PMD 104-105.
VISUAL
Visual Motor

The ability to correlate motor movements with visual stimuli.

1. Ruth Cheves Program I (kit) Primary Source.

   PMD 1 Association Cards
   PMD 2 Concept Cards
   PMD 3 Configuration Cards
   PMD 4 Flip and Build
   PMD 5 Fruit and Animal Puzzles
   PMD 6 Geometric Shapes
   PMD 7 Large Form Puzzles
   PMD 8 Ordinal Placement Board
   PMD 9 See & Say Cards
   PMD 10 Show You Know - Then Go
   PMD 11 Small Form Puzzles
   PMD 12.1 Teacher's Edition for Program
   PMD 98 Farm Puzzles
   PMD 99 Phonics Puzzles and Games

2. Fairbanks-Robinson Programs (kit) Primary Source.

   PMD 13.4 Program I
   PMD 14.4 Program II

3. Dubnoff Program I (kit) Primary Source.

   PMD 15 Level I
   PMD 15 Level II
   PMD 122.1 Level III Teacher's Edition
   PMD 123.2 Level III Workbook

4. Erie Program I (kit) Primary Source.

   PMD 17.4 Visual Perception Exercises
   PMD 18.4 Perceptual Bingo
   PMD 19.4 Visual Motor Templates Forms
   PMD 20.4 Perceptual Cards and Dominoes Games
   PMD 21.1 Teacher's Edition

5. Detect-Tactile (kit) Primary Source.

   PMD 22 Kit
   PMD 23.1 Teacher's Edition


   PMD 24 Beginning Level
   PMD 25.1 Teacher's Edition
   PMD 26 Intermediate Level
   PMD 27.1 Teacher's Edition
   PMD 28 Advanced Level
   PMD 29.1 Teacher's Edition
   PMD 30.1 Teacher's Edition for Entire Program
7. People Puzzles (puzzles) Primary Source; PMD 38.
9. Shape Puzzles (puzzles) Primary Source; PMD 40.
10. Visual Memory Cards I & II (cards) Secondary Source; PMD 42.
11. Sequential Picture Cards II (cards) Secondary Source; PMD 43.
12. Sequential Picture Cards III (cards) Secondary Source; PMD 44.
13. Motor Expressive Language Picture Cards (cards) Secondary Source; PMD 47.
15. Small Parquetry (aid) Primary Source; PMD 49.
17. Buzzer Boards and Patterns (cards) Primary Source.
   PMD 53 Buzzer Board
   PMD 54 Pattern Cards
18. Clip 'n' Stick Map (aid) Primary Source; PMD 55.
   PMD 53 Level I
   PMD 54 Level II
   PMD 55 Level III
20. Sequential Picture Cards I (cards) Primary Source; PMD 73.
   PMD 75 Pegboards
   PMD 77 Pegboard Designs
   PMD 78 Pegs
22. Large Parquetry Blocks and Designs Cards (aid) Primary Source.
   PMD 80 Large Parquetry Blocks
   PMD 97 Design Cards
23. Shape Stencils (stencils) Primary Source; PMD 81.
24. Building Bead Patterns (pattern cards) Primary Source; PMD 85.
26. Sequential Picture Cards (cards) Secondary Source; PMD 110.
PMD 112 Matching Cards I
PMD 113 Matching Cards II
PMD 114 Matching Cards III

28. Multivariant Sequencing Beads and Patterns (beads & cards) Primary Source.

PMD 125 Beads
PMD 125 Bead Patterns

29. Petal Parquetry (manipulative) Primary Source; PMD 147.


PMD 148 Pattern Board Exercises
PMD 149 Pattern Board
PMD 150.1 Teacher’s Edition

31. Vanguard School Program (kit) Primary Source.

PMD 155.1 Visual Motor Integration Teacher’s Edition
PMD 155.2 Student Workbook


RP 4.2 Look and Listen Unit 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10
RP 5.1 Teacher’s Edition
RP 6.2 Consonant Sounds and Symbols Unit 1
RP 7.1 Teacher’s Edition

33. The New Phonics We Use (workbook) Secondary Source.

RP 121.2 Readiness pg. 1, 4, 7
RP 122.3 Teacher’s Edition
RP 123.2 Book A pg. 2
RP 124.3 Teacher’s Edition

34. Motor Coordination Paddle (paddle & ball) Primary Source; PMD 152.


Visual Association

The ability to relate visual symbols to a spoken word or sound.


2. Ruth Cheves Program I (kit) Primary Source.
   - PMD 9 See and Say Puzzle Cards
   - PMD 10 Show You Know-Then Go Game
   - PMD 99 Phonics Puzzle Games
   - PMD 12-1 Teacher's Edition

3. Word-Picture Dominoes (cards) Primary Source; PMD 74.


5. Ginn Word Enrichment Program (workbook) Primary Source.
   - RP 6.2 Consonant Sounds and Symbols Unit 3,4
   - RP 7.1 Teacher's Edition


7. Phonics Is Fun (workbook) Primary Source.
   - RP 79.2 Book 1
   - RP 80.3 Teacher's Edition

   - RP 70 Phonic Drill Cards
   - RP 65 Manual

   - RP 89.2 Clues to Consolants pg. 17-92
   - RP 90.3 Teacher's Edition
   - RP 91.2 Tape

10. The New Phonics We Use (workbook) Primary Source.
    - RP 121.2 Readiness pg. 10-12,14-17,19-22,24-27,29-31,35-37,
      40-42,45,47-49,53-55,59,60,62
    - RP 122.3 Teacher's Edition
    - RP 123.2 Book A (1st) pg. 13-95
    - RP 124.3 Teacher's Edition

    - RP 157.2 Book B (2nd) pg. 5-14
    - RP 158.3 Teacher's Edition
    - PP 159.2 Book C (3rd) pg. 5-9
    - RP 160.3 Teacher's Edition

12. Read and Check (study aid) Secondary Source; PR 73-77.
Visual Sequencing

The ability to recall a series of visual stimuli in their proper sequence.

1. Colored Inch Cubes (aid) Primary Source; GA 168.
2. Cubical Counting Blocks (aid) Primary Source; GA 104.
   GA 95 Building a House
   GA 97 Trip to the Zoo
   GA 98 Story of Milk
   GA 159 Uppercase
   GA 150 Lowercase
5. Cubical Counting Blocks (aid) Primary Source; GA 301.
6. Ruth Cheves Program I (kit) Primary Source.
   PMD 8 Ordinal Placement Board
   PMD 12.1 Teacher's Edition
7. Fairbanks-Robinson Program (kit) Primary Source.
   PMD 13.4 Level I section H
   PMD 11.4 Level II section H
8. Sequential Picture Cards II (cards) Secondary Source; PMD 4.3.
10. Visual Memory Cards I & II (cards) Primary Source; PMD 4.2.
12. Sequential Picture Cards I (cards) Secondary Source; PMD 7.3.
13. Building Bead Patterns (pattern cards) Primary Source; PMD 8.5.
   PMD 8.3 Level III
   PMD 8.4 Level IV
15. Building Bead Patterns (pattern cards) Primary Source; PMD 8.5.
17. Sequential Picture Cards (picture cards) Secondary Source; PMD 11.0.
Visual Closure

The ability to perceive objects in foreground and background and to separate them meaningfully.

1. Tanagrams and Puzzles (aid) Primary Source; GA 290.

2. Colored Inch Cube Designs (aid) Primary Source; GA 325.

3. Ruth Cheves Program I (kit) Primary Source.

   PMD 3 Configuration cards
   PMD 7 Large Form Puzzles
   PMD 11 Small Form Puzzles
   PMD 98 Form Puzzles
   PMD 12.1 Teacher's Edition

4. Fairbanks-Robinson Program (kit) Primary Source.

   PMD 13.4 Level I Section F, I, J, K
   PMD 14.1 Level I Section F, I, J, K

5. Dubnoff Programs (kit) Primary Source.

   PMD 15 Level I
   PMD 16 Level II
   PMD 122.1 Level III Teacher's Edition
   PMD 123.1 Level III Workbook

6. Erie Program I (kit) Primary Source; PMD 17.4-21.4.


   PMD 24 Beginning Level
   PMD 25.1 Teacher's Edition
   PMD 26 Intermediate Level
   PMD 27.1 Teacher's Edition
   PMD 28 Advanced Level
   PMD 29.1 Teacher's Edition
   PMD 30.1 Teacher's Edition for Program


10. Shape Puzzles (puzzles) Secondary Source; PMD 40.

11. Small Parquetry (aid) Primary Source; PMD 42.

12. Fitzhugh Plus Program (kit) Primary Source.

   PMD 58.2 Shape Completion
   PMD 59.2 Shape Analysis & Sequencing

PMD 63 Level I
PMD 64 Level II
PMD 65 Level III

14. Large Parquetry Designs and Blocks (cards & blocks) Primary Source.
   PMD 80 Large Parquetry
   PMD 97 Design Cards


16. Building Bead Patterns (cards) Secondary Source; PMD 85.

17. Kaleidoscope Puzzles (puzzles) Primary Source; PMD 124.

18. Directional-Spatial Pattern Board Exercises (cards) Primary Source.
   PMD 118 Pattern Board Exercises
   PMD 119 Pattern Board
   PMD 150.1 Teacher's Edition

   PMD 157.1 Discrimination & Classification Teacher's Edition
   PMD 158.2 Student Workbook

   RP 155.2 Book A (1st) pg. 7
   RP 155.3 Teacher's Edition

21. Space Lines (game) Primary Source; GA 345.

22. Perception Task Cards (game) Primary Source; PMD 106.

23. Erie Programs I (kit) Secondary Source; PMD 17.4-21.4.
Visual Reception (Form Constancy)

The ability to recognize two and three dimensional forms as belonging to certain categories of shapes.


   DM 55 Level A
   DM 57 Level B
   DM 58 Level C

2. Visual Discrimination Skills (duplicating masters) Primary Source; DM 94.


   GA 285 Set 1 (preprimer)
   GA 287 Set 2 (preprimer)
   GA 288 Set 3 (preprimer)

5. Ruth Cheves Program I (kit) Primary Source.

   PMD 1 Association Cards
   PMD 5 Fruit and Animals Cards
   PMD 5 Geometric Shapes In Color
   PMD 12.1 Teacher's Edition


   PMD 24 Beginning Level
   PMD 25.1 Teacher's Edition
   PMD 26 Intermediate
   PMD 27.1 Teacher's Edition
   PMD 28 Advanced Level
   PMD 29.1 Teacher's Edition
   PMD 30.1 Teacher's Edition for Program


8. Fitzhugh Plus Program (kit) Primary Source.

   PMD 57.2 Shape Matching
   PMD 59.2 Shape Analysis and Sequencing

9. Association Picture Cards (cards) Primary Source; PMD 72.


    PMD 157.1 Discrimination & Classification teacher's edition
    PMD 158.2 Student Workbook


    ENAC 32 Readiness for Reading
    ENAC 33.1 Teacher's Edition
12. Target Red (worksheets & tapes) Primary Source.

RP 101.5 worksheets and tapes Lessons 14,19,20,23
RP 102.1 Teacher's Edition for Program


RP 121.2 Readiness pp. 15,17,21,22,26,32,33,38,43,44,50,51,
55,57,51
RP 122.3 Teacher's Edition


RP 159.2 Book C (3rd) pg.4
RP 150.3 Teacher's Edition
Spatial Orientation

The ability to perceive the position of up, down, behind, before, etc.


   DM 8 Measures
   DM 10 Geometric Shapes

2. Lincoln Logs (game) Primary Source; GA 66.

3. Tinker Toys (game) Primary Source; GA 54.

4. Tanagrams and Puzzles (aid) Primary Source; GA 290.

5. Cubical Counting Blocks (aid) Primary Source; GA 301.

6. Colored Inch Cubes and Designs (aid) Primary Source; GA 325.

7. Ruth Cheves Program I (kit) Primary Source.

   PMD 1 Association Cards
   PMD 2 Concept Clocks in Color
   PMD 3 Configuration Cards
   PMD 4 Fruit and Animals Puzzles
   PMD 5 Geometric Shapes in Color
   PMD 7 Large Form Puzzles
   PMD 11 Small Form Puzzles
   PMD 12,1 Teacher's Edition for Program
   PMD 98 Form Puzzles

8. Fairbanks-Robinson Program (kit) Primary Source.

   PMD 13,4 Level I Section D,F,G
   PMD 14,4 Level II Section D,F,G

9. Dubnoff Programs (kit) Primary Source.

   PMD 15 Level I
   PMD 15 Level II
   PMD 122,1 Level III Teacher's Edition
   PMD 123,2 Level III workbook

10. Detect-Tactile (kit) Primary Source.

    PMD 22 Kit
    PMD 23,1 Teacher's Edition


    PMD 24 Beginning Level
    PMD 25,1 Teacher's Edition
    PMD 25 Intermediate Level
    PMD 27,1 Teacher's Edition
    PMD 28 Advanced Level
    PMD 29,1 Teacher's Edition
    PMD 30,1 Teacher's Edition for Program
12. Small Parquetry (aid) Primary Source; PMD 49.
13. Spatial Relationships Picture Cards (cards) Primary Source; PMD 50.
15. Small Parquetry Designs (cards) Primary Source.

PMD 63 Level I
PMD 64 Level II
PMD 65 Level III


PMD 76 Pegboards
PMD 77 Pegboard Designs
PMD 78 Pegs

17. Large Parquetry and Design (aid) Primary Source.

PMD 80 Parquetry
PMD 97 Design Cards

18. Multi-Ethnic Children Puzzles (puzzles) Primary Source; PMD 82.
19. Shapes Stencils (stencils) Primary Source; PMD 81.
20. Building Bead Patterns (aid) Primary Source; PMD 85.
22. Directional-Spatial Pattern Board (kit) Primary Source.

PMD 118 Pattern Board Exercises
PMD 119 Pattern Board
PMD 150.1 Teacher's Edition

23. Vanguard School Program (kit) Primary Source.

PMD 159.1 Spatial Relationships Teacher's Edition
PMD 150.2 Student Workbook

24. Perceptual Skills Match-Up Wheel (aid) Primary Source; PMD 151.
25. Greater Cleveland Reading Program (reading books) Secondary Source.

ENAC 32 Readiness for Reading
ENAC 33.1 Teacher's Edition

26. Perceptive Spatial Orientation Exercises (kit) Primary Source; PMD 151.
Visual Discrimination

The ability to visually differentiate the forms and symbols in one's environment.


2. Visual Discrimination (duplicating masters) Primary Source.

   - DM 56 Level A
   - DM 57 Level B
   - DM 58 Level C

3. Visual Discrimination (duplicating masters) Primary Source; DM 94.

4. Individualized Phonics (worksheets) Secondary Source; no call number.


6. Primary Reading Skills Program (duplicating masters) Secondary Source.

   - DM 61 Level I
   - DM 82 Level II
   - DM 63 Level III
   - DM 79.1 Teacher's Edition

7. Colored Inch Cubes (games) Primary Source; GA 168.

8. Cubical Counting Blocks (aid) Primary Source; GA 104.

9. Large Wooden Dominoes (aid) Primary Source; GA 52.

10. Tanagrams and Puzzles (game) Primary Source; GA 290.

11. Ruth Cheves Program I (kit) Primary Source.

   - PMD 1 Association Cards
   - PMD 3 Configuration Cards
   - PMD 5 Fruit and Animal Puzzles
   - PMD 6 Geometric Shapes in Color
   - PMD 12.1 Teacher's Edition

12. Faribanks-Robinson Program (kit) Primary Source.

   - PMD 13.4 Level I Section D,E
   - PMD 14.4 Level II Section D,E

13. Detect-Tactile (kit) Primary Source.

   - PMD 22 Kit
   - PMD 23.1 Teacher's Edition

14. Sequential Picture Cards II (cards) Primary Source; PMD 43.

15. Sequential Picture Cards III (cards) Primary Source; PMD 44.

17. Association Picture Cards III (cards) Secondary Source; PMD 45.
18. Motor Expressive Language Cards I (cards) Secondary Source; PMD 47.
20. Small Parquetry (aid) Primary Source; PMD 49.
   - PMD 53 Buzzer Board
   - PMD 54 Patterns

22. Fitzhugh Plus Program (kit) Primary Source.
   - PMD 57.2 Shape Matching Book 101
   - PMD 59.2 Shape Analysis & Sequencing Book 104
   - PMD 65.2 Alphabet and Common Nouns
   - PMD 67.2 Action Verbs

   - PMD 63 Level I
   - PMD 64 Level II
   - PMD 65 Level III

24. Same or Different Cards (cards) Primary Source.
   - PMD 67 Word Cards
   - PMD 68 Design Cards
   - PMD 69 Color Cards
   - PMD 70 Size Cards

25. Association Picture Cards (cards) Primary Source; PMD 72.
26. Sequential Picture Cards I (cards) Primary Source; PMD 73.
   - PMD 74 Phonics
   - PMD 75 Sight Words

28. Pegboards and Designs (cards) Primary Source.
   - PMD 76 Pegboards
   - PMD 77 Designs
   - PMD 78 Pegs

29. Large Parquetry and Designs (cards) Primary Source.
   - PMD 80 Blocks
   - PMD 97 Designs Cards

30. Visual Memory Cards III & IV (picture cards) Primary Source.
   - PMD 83 Level III
   - PMD 84 Level IV
31. Multi-Ethnic Children Puzzles (puzzles) Primary Source; PMD 82.
32. Building Bead Patterns (cards) Primary Source; PMD 85.
33. Alphabet Motor Activities (book & Tapes) Primary Source; PMD 108.
35. Same or Different - Proportion (picture cards) Primary Source; PMD 111.
   PMD 112 Matching Cards I
   PMD 113 Matching Cards II
   PMD 114 Matching Cards III
   PMD 120 Set I
   PMD 121 Set II
39. Directional-Spatial Pattern Board (aid) Primary Source.
   PMD 148 Pattern Board Exercises
   PMD 149 Pattern Board
   PMD 150.1 Teacher's Edition
40. Ginn Word Enrichment Program (workbooks) Primary Source.
   RP 4.2 Look and Listen Units 1,2,3,9,10
   RP 5.1 Teacher's Edition
   RP 5.2 Consonant Sounds and Symbols Unit 1,2
   RP 7.1 Teacher's Edition
41. Perceptual Skills Match-Up Wheel (aid) Primary Source; PMD 161.
42. Vanguard School Program (kit) Primary Source.
   PMD 157.1 Discrimination & Classification Teacher's Edition
   PMD 158.2 Student Workbook
43. Greater Cleveland Reading Program (reading books) Primary Source.
   ENAC 32 Readiness for Reading
   ENAC 33.1 Teacher's Edition
44. First Experience With Consonants (multi-media) Secondary Source; RP 2.
46. Phonics We Use (workbooks) Primary Source.
   RP 55.2 Book A (1st) pg. 12-80
   RP 55.3 Teacher's Edition
47. Phonics Is Fun (workbook) Primary Source.

RP 79.2 Book 1 pg. 1-69
RP 80.3 Teacher's Edition


RP 18.4 tapes/records
RP 20.1 Teacher's Edition


RP 89.2 Clues to Consonants pg. 5-11
RP 90.3 Teacher's Edition
RP 91.5 tape

50. Target Red (worksheet & tape) Primary Source.

RP 101.5 worksheet & tape Lesson 13-38
RP 102.1 Teacher's Edition

51. The New Phonics We Use (workbook) Primary Source.

RP 121.2 Readiness pg. 2,3,5,8
RP 122.3 Teacher's Edition
RP 123.2 Book A pg. 3-5
RP 124.3 Teacher's Edition

52. Phonics Workbook (workbook) Primary Source.

RP 155.2 Book A (1st) pg. 1-96
RP 156.3 Teacher's Edition
RP 159.2 Book C (3rd) pg. 4
RP 150.3 Teacher's Edition

53. Reading Kit With Study Scopes (kit) Primary Source.

PR 62 Kit# 401,402,403
PR 63.1 Teacher's Edition
PR 64.4 Study Scopes


55. Flip Chex Perceptual Development Kit (puzzles) Secondary Source.

PMD 127,128,130-132 Matching
PMD 133-135 Discrimination
AUDITORY
Auditory Closure

The ability to hear sounds and sort them meaningfully into essential & non-essential noise.

1. Buzzer Board and Pattern Cards (perception material) Primary Source.
   
   PMD 53 Buzzer Board
   PMD 54 Pattern Cards

2. Sound-Order Sense (auditory perception) Primary Source.
   
   PMD 91 Level I kit
   PMD 92.2 Level I Book 1
   PMD 93.2 Level I Book 2
   PMD 94 Level II kit
   PMD 95.2 Level II Book 3
   PMD 96.2 Level II Book 4

3. Auditory Perception Training (tapes & duplicating masters) Primary Source.
   
   PMD 117.5 Figure-Ground
   PMD 118.1 Teacher's Edition for Figure-Ground
**Auditory Sequencing**

The ability to recall in correct sequence and detail prior auditory information.

1. Following Directions and Sequence (duplicating masters) Primary Source; **DM 98**.

2. Buzzer Board and Pattern Cards (perception material) Primary Source.
   
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PMD 53</th>
<th>Buzzer Board</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PMD 54</td>
<td>Buzzer Board Patterns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

   
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PMD 91</th>
<th>Level I kit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PMD 92.2</td>
<td>Level I Book 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMD 93.2</td>
<td>Level I Book 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMD 94</td>
<td>Level II kit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMD 95.2</td>
<td>Level II Book 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMD 95.2</td>
<td>Level II Book 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Auditory Discrimination in Depth (auditory perception) Primary Source.
   
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PMD 101</th>
<th>Kit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PMD 102.1</td>
<td>Methods &amp; Techniques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMD 103.1</td>
<td>Teacher's Edition for kit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Auditory Perception Training (tapes & duplicating masters) Primary Source.
   
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PMD 115.5</th>
<th>Memory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PMD 116.1</td>
<td>Teacher's Edition for Memory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Auditory Perception Skills (tapes & worksheets) Primary Source; **PMD 116.5**.
Auditory Reception

The ability to respond to similarities in auditory stimuli and to derive meaning from verbally presented materials.

1. Following Directions and Sequence (duplicating masters) Primary Source; DK 98.

2. Reading-Thinking Skills (duplicating masters) Secondary Source.
   - DM 17 Level 2.1 Lesson 21, 22
   - DM 18 Level 2.2 Lesson 23, 24

3. Auditory Training (tapes) Primary Source; PMD 51.5.

4. Sound Order Sense (kit) Primary Source.
   - PMD 91 Level I kit
   - PMD 92.2 Level I Book 1
   - PMD 93.2 Level I Book 2
   - PMD 94 Level II kit
   - PMD 95.2 Level II Book 3
   - PMD 96.2 Level II Book 4

5. Auditory Perception Skills (tapes & worksheets) Primary Source; PKD 145.5.

6. Vanguard School Program (perception material) Primary Source.
   - PMD 159.1 Spatial Relationships-Teacher's Edition
   - PMD 150.2 Spatial Relationships-Student Workbook

7. Greater Cleveland Reading Program (reading books) Secondary Source.
   - ENAC 32 Readiness for reading
   - ENAC 33.1 Teacher's Edition for readiness
Auditory Discrimination (sound blending)

The ability to receive and differentiate the auditory stimuli in one’s environment.

1. Hip Reader (reading material) Secondary Source; RP 76.
3. Auditory Discrimination: Rhyming Words (duplicating masters) Primary Source; DM 96.
4. Individualized Phonics (worksheets) Secondary Source; No call number on file at Center.
5. Primary Reading Skills Program (duplicating masters) Secondary Source.
   DM 61 Level I-lessons 1-14
   DM 67 Level II-lessons 31-34, 38, 39
   GA 13 Consonants
   GA 14 Blends & Diagraphs
7. Get Set (game) Primary Source.
   GA 1 Broken Letters
   GA 8 Animal Race
8. Initial Consonant Cassette & Response cards (aids) Primary Source.
   GA 117.5 B, J
   GA 118.5 D, H
   GA 119.5 F, M
   GA 120.5 G, N
   GA 121.5 K, S
   GA 122.5 L, W
   GA 123.5 R, V
   GA 124.5 R, Y
   GA 125.5 T, Z
   GA 131.1 Teacher’s Edition for lessons
10. Vowel Sounds Learning Module (cassette & aids) Primary Source.
    GA 224.5 Long A
    GA 225.5 Long E
    GA 226.5 Long I
    GA 227.5 Long O
    GA 228.5 Long U
    GA 229.5 Short A
    GA 230.5 Short E
    GA 231.5 Short I
11. Group Sounding Game (game) Level 3-8; CA 270.

12. Space Flight Game (game) Level primary-intermediate; CA 283.

13. Ruth Cheves Program I (perception material) Primary Source.
   PMD 9  See and Say Puzzle Cards
   PMD 99 Phonics Puzzles & Games
   PMD 12.1 Teacher's Edition

   PMD 51.5 Familiar Sounds
   PMD 52.5 With Use of Rhythm Band Instruments

15. Buzzer Board & Pattern Cards (perception material) Primary Source.
   PMD 53  Buzzer Board
   PMD 54  Buzzer Board Cards

   PMD 91  Level I kit
   PMD 92.2 Level I Book 1
   PMD 93.2 Level I Book 2
   PMD 94  Level II kit
   PMD 95.2 Level II Book 3
   PMD 96.2 Level II Book 4

17. Auditory Discrimination in Depth (auditory perception) Primary Source.
   PMD 101  Kit
   PMD 102.1 Methods & Techniques
   PMD 103.1 Teacher's Edition for kit

18. Alphabet Motor Activities (books & tapes) Primary Source; PMD 108.


20. Greater Cleveland Reading Program (reading books) Primary Source.
   ENAC 32  Readiness for Reading
   ENAC 33.1 Teacher's Edition for Readiness

   RP 4.2 Look and Listen-Unit 3, 4, 6-10
   RP 5.1 Teacher's Edition for Look
   RP 6.2 Consonant Sounds and Symbols-Unit 1
   RP 7.1 Teacher's Edition for Consonant


   - RP 18.4 Tapes/records
   - RP 20.1 Teacher's Edition for program

25. Phonics We Use (workbook) Secondary Source.
   - RP 55.2 Book A (1st) pgs. 1-80
   - RP 56.3 Teacher's Edition for A

26. Phonics Is Fun (workbook) Primary Source.
   - RP 79.2 Book 1
   - RP 80.3 Teacher's Edition for 1

27. Target Red (worksheet & tape) Primary Source.
   - RP 101.5 Tapes & worksheet, lessons 1, 2, 4-12
   - RP 102.1 Teacher's Edition for program

   - RP 47 Record 1 side 1-M, F side 2-P, T
   - RP 48 Record 2 side 1-B, S side 2-K, R
   - RP 49 Record 3 side 1-C, K, D side 2-G, L
   - RP 50 Record 4 side 1-A, E side 2-I, Q
   - RP 51 Record 5 side 1-U, R blends; side 2-1 blends, ch, th
   - RP 52 Record 6 side 1-sh, wh families side 2-silent e
   - RP 53 Record 7 side 1 syllables, comprehension
   - RP 54.1 Teacher's Edition for program

   - RP 157.2 Book B (2nd) pgs. 5-14
   - RP 158.3 Teacher's Edition for B
Auditory Association

The ability to relate concepts presented orally by producing a word orally which is association in a meaningful way with a stimulus word.

1. Reading-Thinking Skills (duplicating masters) Secondary Source.
   
   DM 17 Level 2.1 lessons #1-2  
   DM 18 Level 2.2 lessons #1-2  
   DM 19 Level 3.1 lessons #1-2, 5, 6, 12-13  
   DM 20 Level 3.2 lessons #1, 9, 7  
   DM 21 Level 4.1 lessons #5, 9, 10  
   DM 22 Level 4.2 lessons #5, 9, 10  
   DM 99 Level 5.1 lessons #10, 11, 17-19  
   DM 100 Level 5.2 lessons #10, 11, 17-19

2. Ruth Cheves Program I (perception material) Primary Source.
   
   PMD 9 See and Say Puzzle Cards  
   PMD 12.1 Teacher's Edition  
   PMD 99 Phonics Puzzles & Games

3. Auditory Training (cassettes) Primary Source.
   
   PMD 51.5 Familiar Sounds  
   PMD 52.5 With Use of Rhythm Band Instruments

4. Buzzer Board and Pattern Cards (perception material) Primary Source.
   
   PMD 53 Buzzer Board  
   PMD 54 Buzzer Board Patterns

5. Sound-Order Sense (auditory perception) Primary Source.
   
   PMD 91 Level I Kit  
   PMD 92.2 Level I Book 1  
   PMD 93.2 Level I Book 2  
   PMD 94 Level II Kit  
   PMD 95.2 Level II Book 3  
   PMD 95.2 Level II Book 4

6. Auditory Discrimination in Depth (auditory perception) Primary Source.
   
   PMD 101 Kit  
   PMD 102.1 Methods & Techniques  
   PMD 103.1 Teacher's Edition for kit

7. Greater Cleveland Reading Program (reading books) Secondary Source.
   
   ENAC 32 Readiness for Reading  
   ENAC 33.1 Teacher's Edition for Readiness
WRITE UPS
(no call number) Individualized Phonics (worksheets) Level 2-1, 2-2; Teacher's Publishing Company.

Reinforce child's ability to recognize consonant and vowel sounds. Helps to develop auditory and visual discrimination of initial consonant blends as well as in medial and final position and for other special sounds and letter combinations. Also promotes better articulation and aid in applying phonetic knowledge in contextual form.

**High Interest - Low Vocabulary**

**HV 1-6.1**


High interest - low vocabulary readers. Contains units of similar stories and suggested related activities but has no exercises or tests related to reading material.

**HV 7-11,40-42**

The Morgan Bay Mysteries (reading books) Level 2.3 - 4.1; Harr Wagner Publishing Company.

Supplemental readers with a mystery theme. Each book has eight chapters and at the end of each is a one to two page exercise to complete the chapter. Teacher's edition available. Also contains sections on evaluation of pupil's needs and suggested uses and answers to exercises.

**HV 12-14, 17-21.1**


Designed for remedial reading students achieving below 4th grade in reading ability. Teacher's edition available with suggested supplemental or enrichment activities.

**HV 22-24.1**

Reading Incentive Series (reading books) Level 3.0-4.5; McGraw Hill Book Company.

Series of controlled readers designed for students whose reading level is below their interest level. No questions or exercises to accompany stories.

**HV 25-35**

The Jim Forest Readers (reading books) Level 1.7-3.0; Field Publishing Company.

Supplemental readers, provides extension of word recognition, vocabulary development and comprehension skills. Teacher's edition is available with suggested introduction for each book and related activities and discussion question.

**HV 36-39**

The Checkered Flag Series (reading books) Level 2.4-2.5; Field Publications.

Study exercises and discussion questions assist students in increasing their ability in reading. Also aids teachers in diagnosing and evaluating individual performance.
Classroom Resources and Professional Literature

CR 1-5

Each book contains skills for one grade level with suggested enrichment activities for teachers to reinforce skill areas that have been introduced. The approach is toward a working understanding of math concepts rather than memorization of definitions.

CR 6

Gives an overview of the I.T.A. program with basic rules for reading and spelling in I.T.A. Explains how to introduce the program to the student as well as grouping, pacing, transition, extending and developing skills.

CR 7
Children Make Music (resource books) Level primary; Holmes-XcDougall.

Book and accompanying record contain many examples of children's works. Stresses that music is not difficult. Shows ways in which a child can become involved with music at an early age. Offers many suggestions for teacher and pupil.
Correlated Reading Language Arts

**LAC 1.2-7.3**

The *Mott Basic Language Skills Program* (workbooks)
Level 1.5-4.5; Allied Educational Council.

Individualized instruction program is self-paced with immediate feedback and reinforced behavioral objectives. Before moving to the next lesson the student reads aloud. Each lesson is self-correcting. Books 1301-1305 teach cursive writing, beginning comprehension and all word attack skills.

**LAC 8-9**

*Worlds in Words* (textbooks) Level 2-6; Holmes-McDougal.

All types of activities built around each story theme. Follow up work is organized in a series of assignments integrated into each. Also includes class activity, group work or individual study.

**LAC 10-12**

*Tell it in Writing* (English books) Level 7-9 yrs; Holmes-McDougal.

Purpose is to establish a feeling for language thru experiment and observation. Progresses from oral language expression and choosing more exciting kinds of words. Variety of sentence structure is stressed.
Duplicating Masters

**DM 1-10**

*Arithmetic Steps by Step (duplicating masters) Level K-4; Continental Press.*

A developmental program for remedial or individualized programs. Lessons are programmed in small steps and sequence for introducing new materials. Practice is provided for reinforcing each new material as well as planned reviews. Contains ten units (counting, sets, addition, subtraction, relations, money, time, measures, calendar and geometric shapes). Each unit is divided into three levels with a short pretest for each unit to determine at which level to begin. Includes a teacher's guide. Is highly recommended for Special Education.

**DM 11-14**

*Learning Phonics (duplicating masters) Level 2-3; Milliken Publishing Company.*

Consists of two levels and each level is divided into two parts. Reviews such areas as consonant sounds; long and short vowels; hard and soft sounds of C, G, QU, X; spelling patterns; word endings; compound words; syllabication; prefixes and suffixes; and r controlled vowels.

**DM 15-22**

*Reading Thinking Skills (duplicating masters) Level primer 4.2; Continental Press.*

Ideal for special education or individualized programming. The lessons are divided into ten units. A testing program is included for diagnosing difficulties and evaluating progress. Teacher's guide gives detailed procedure and work-page guidance for each activity.

**DM 29-31**

*Time (duplicating masters) Level preschool - intermediate; Continental Press.*

This program is designed to provide on three levels of difficulty, instructional material for EMH students or those who do not have reading or writing skills.

**DM 32-33**

*Primary Experiments (duplicating masters) Level 1-3; The Instructor Publications.*

Contains enough experiments to last most of the year. Experiments are complete on one page. Lists the problem, materials needed and procedure to follow. Also includes suggestions for observations, conclusions and correlation with other materials. Specific directions for teacher and tests for the end of each study section.

**DM 34-36**

*Thinking Skills (duplicating masters) Level K-1; Continental Press.*

Includes three levels A, B, C from readiness to first grade. Sequential steps from concrete to more complex non-reading activities. Covers such areas as classifying, opposites,
and gives training in development of skills needed for reading.

Modern Arithmetic (duplicating masters) Level 2-4; Milliken Publishing Company.

Provides exercises for the application and practice of basic skills in modern math. The worksheets can be completed with minimal teacher guidance. Each book contains 30 sheets and teacher's answer sheet.

Read and Think (duplicating masters) Level 2-3; Milliken Publishing Company.

Independent reinforcement activities for students. Simple directions enable the students to complete pages without supervision. Each book contains 30 masters and a teacher's guide.

Decimal Exercises (duplicating masters) Level 4-6; Milliken Publishing Company.

An effective means of reinforcing and reviewing decimals. Is designed as independent activities with minimal supervision. Contains teacher's answer sheet. Some of the skills covered: changing decimals from fractions; changing decimals to fractions; add, subtract, multiply, divide with decimals; rounding off numbers and finding percents.

Comprehension Skills (duplicating masters) Level 3-4; Visual Materials, Inc.

Includes teacher's transparency for each duplicated worksheet. Some activities included are: finding the meaning of words thru context clues, identifying picture words, identifying words that show how, similarities and differences, order of events, finding the main idea, drawing conclusions and identifying idioms.

Composition Skills (duplicating masters) Level 5-8; Visual Materials, Inc.

Teacher's transparency for each worksheet. Activities include: identifying the topic sentence, writing a concluding sentence for a paragraph, converting a question to a statement, placing phrases in chronological order of events, substituting descriptive terms for general ones, developing a character by details and descriptive terms, writing a simile, personification and use of alliteration.

Modern Math (duplicating masters) Level 5-8; Teacher's Publishing Corporation.

A set of 35 masters covers areas of fractions and decimals progresses from simplest to complex. Instructions included plus answer sheet.
Reference Tools and Study Skills (duplicating masters) Level 4-8; Milliken Publishing Company.

Skills covered are: understanding the purpose of and using the dictionary, thesaurus, biographical dictionary, geographical dictionary, atlas, almanac, encyclopedia; surveying an assignment; grasping the main idea; reading for details; taking notes; making and outline; proofreading; writing a report.

Speech Blends and Digraphs (duplicating masters) Level 3-6; Milliken Publishing Company.

Skills covered are: presenting and reinforcing wh, ch, sh, th and ow, au, aw, oi, oy, oo.

Consonant Blends and "R" Controlled Vowels (duplicating masters) Level 3-5; Milliken Publishing Company.

Skills covered are: presenting and reinforcing initial consonant blends bl, br, cl, cr, fl, fr, gl, gr, pl, pr, sk, sl, sm, sn, sp, st, sw, tr, tw, and "r" controlled vowels ar, er, ir, or, and ur.

Reading for Comprehension (duplicating masters) Level 4-5; Continental Press.

High interest reading material for practice reading and developing comprehension skills. Sixteen stories with planned questions to develop various aspects of comprehension. A few of the areas covered are recall of factual information, employing context clues, recognizing untrue statements, identifying topics of paragraphs, distinguishing fact and opinion, complete an analogy, making inferences, and discover the main idea.


Non-reading activities to strengthen ability to distinguish forms. Level A contains discriminating simple objects. Level B contains discriminating designs beginning simply and increasing in difficulty. Level C contains discriminating letter forms and word forms. Lessons begin identifying gross differences and progresses to fine distinctions.

Phonics (duplicating masters) Level 1-1, 4-2; Hays School Publishing Company.

This program consists of two levels. The first level deals with phonetic skills and the second with dictionary and word study skills.

Primary Reading Skills Program (duplicating master) Level 1-3; McGormick - Mathers Publishers.

Designed as a reinforcement to any reading program in three
Levels. In level one, areas covered are auditory discrimination, phonetic and structural analysis, word recognition comprehension, and study skills. Level two covers the same areas as level one and adds enrichment. Level three is the same as level two but more difficult material. Teacher's guide is available.

**Mathimagetion** (duplicating masters) Level 4-9; Creative Publishers.

Worksheets are designed to provide practice in basic math skills. The practice is highly motivating thru the use of puzzles, decoding, limericks, jokes and riddles, and hidden messages. Areas covered are beginning multiplication, division, operations with whole numbers, number theory, sets, number bases, fractions, decimal, percents, and geometry and measurement.

**DM 86**

Syllable Rule and Accent Clue (duplicating masters) Level intermediate; Ideal Publishing Company.

Lessons include hearing syllables in words, matching vowel sounds with one syllable words, two syllable words and dividing words and recognizing accented syllables.

**DM 87-88**

**Aftermath** (duplicating masters) Level 5-9; Creative Publishers.

Enrichment program suitable for all ability levels. Answers included in back of duplicating book.

**DM 89-90**

**Cross Number Operations** (duplicating masters) Level 4-9; Creative Publishers.

An enrichment program in basic computational skills.

**DM 91-93**


Designed to provide instructional materials on three levels. Each more difficult than the last. Can be used by non-reading children. Deals with money equivalents, writing amounts of money, making change, adding and subtracting money, using and saving money.

**DM 94**

**Visual Discrimination** (duplicating masters) Level preschool-K; Milliken Publishing Company.

Aid to developing perceptual skills for preschool and kindergarten children. Must make judgements about color, size, shape, weight, and arrangement of details.

**DM 95**

**Auditory Discrimination: Beginning Sounds** (duplicating masters) Level preschool-K; Milliken Publishing Company.

Aid to increasing auditory awareness. Promotes effect listening habits. Helps to recognize initial consonant sounds
Auditory Discrimination: Rhyming Words (duplacting masters)
Level preschool-K; Milliken Publishing Company.

Uses nursery rhymes to recognize rhyming sounds with proficiency. Practice in hearing likenesses and differences in sounds and hearing unlike sounds in words. Readiness to establish rhyming sounds with letter patterns.

Motor and Eye-Hand Coordination (duplacting masters)
Level preschool-K; Milliken Publishing Company.

Aid to developing large and small control and coordination through coloring, tracing, cutting, pasting, and writing. Increases the ability to keep eyes focused on a page, develops left to right eye movements and coordination between eyes and hands.

Following Directions and Sequence (duplacting masters)
Level preschool-K; Milliken Publishing Company.

Focuses on listening and understanding, following directions in sequence, understanding specific directional terms, remembering what was read, retelling events in proper order and arranging pictures in sequential order.

Color Math (duplacting masters) Level 1-5; Paul S. Amidon Publishers.

An enrichment aid to increase the speed of recall of basic facts. Papers can be checked with ease by checking design.

Fun With Math (duplacting masters) Level 1-2; Paul S. Amidon Publishers.

Ten exercises for teacher directed drill in addition. Can be used for entire class, small groups or by individual pupils.
EGC 1-1.h

English As a Second Language (linguistic workbook)
Level primary; D.C. Heath and Company.

Provides language practice for pupils learning English as a second language. Provides oral practice in oral reading dialogue and practical application.
Developing Understanding of Self and Others (multi media kit)
Level K-4; American Guidance Service, Inc.

Strong emphasis on human relations and group interaction helps children talk about and become more aware of feelings, goals and behavior.
Handwriting

H 1.3-5.3
You Can Write (handwriting books) Level 1-6; Allyn & Bacon.

Developes manuscript writing in book one and two, and cursive in book three and four, maintenance and review in books five and six. The carefully structured program includes evaluation sheets in each book to help the child evaluate his own work.

H 7-15.2
Kittle's Penmanship (handwriting books) Level 1-6; American Book Company.

Helps develop manuscript and cursive writing. Teacher's plan book for books 1 & 2 to aid in following the program.

H 16

A teacher's refresher course covering the teaching of manuscript writing, transition to cursive, and cursive forms.

H 17-18
Alphabet Antics (handwriting books) Level upper primary; Zaner-Bloser, Company.

A comprehensive study of letters and how to create imaginative creatures from them. One manuscript set and one cursive. The child learns to make good letters before the animals, etc. can be made correctly.
Mathematics

M 1.1-8.3
Essential Modern Mathematics (workbooks) Level 3-6; Ginn & Co.

Presents math problem solving in relevant material for low achievers. Aims for mastery of essential skills used in everyday situations.

M 9.3-24.3
New Laidlaw Mathematics Program (books & workbooks) Level 1-6;

Provides concept development through an inductive plan. Pupils are guided in developing understanding before practicing.

M 25.2-35.1

Modern math content such as sets, number bases, equations, and inequalities.

M 36-39.3
Individualized Math (books & workbook) Level 3-4; Singer/Random House.

Kits allow students to work individually at own rate of speed and on their own ability level. Each kit covers addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, fractions, decimals.

M 40-41.1
Arithmetic Fact Kit (workbooks) Level 3 & up; SRA.

Speed and accuracy are emphasized in the basic operations of addition, subtraction, division and multiplication. Pretest for proper placement start in the kit. Mastery test evaluates progress. Ideal for individual work.

M 42-43.1,54
Cross Number Puzzles (kit) Level 4-8; SRA.

Whole number drill kit. Child works independently and records progress in a student book. Cross number puzzles are self-checking.

M 47-53
Making Sure of Maths (student books) Level 1-6; Holmes McDougall.

British approach to primary and intermediate math. Geometry and Tangram books introduces child to understanding space and shape by manipulation of tanagram pieces.

M 56.2-58.2
Spectrum Mathematics Series (workbooks) Level 4-6; Laidlaw Brothers.

Nongraded series for students needing aid in basic concepts and skills of computation and reasoning. Emphasis is on skill development.
Learning Systems Minisystems (cassettes) Level 1-3; Kansas City Audio Visual.

Cassettes lessons with activity sheets, can be individual or group lesson.

Multimedia Learning Laboratory (kit) Level primary; School Specialty Supply.

Varied approaches to introducing the kit. Lessons planned on how to introduce the kit. Includes overhead visuals, manipulatives, programmed charts and individual tests.

Modern Practice Book in Arithmetic (workbooks) Level 1-4; Steck-Vaugh.

Workbooks and sheets may be duplicated. Includes review unit tests after each unit in the workbook to test student's progress.

Arithmetic Concept Plaque (aids & workbooks) Level primary-intermediate; McGraw-Hill.

Kinesthetic approach to basic addition and subtraction facts. Two sets of plaques, ideal for students with learning problems.

Learning Skills Series-Arithmetic (workbooks) Level intermediate; McGraw-Hill.

Written for children with learning difficulties. Is highly individualized. Diagnostic tests to aid in placement of the child in the program.

Math Workshop (workbooks) Level primary; Encyclopedia Britannica.


Supplementary Activities (worksheets & guide) Level primary; Encyclopedia Britannica.

To be used with Math Workshop series M 80.3-85.2.

Drilltapes (worksheet tapes) Level 1-6; SRA.

Comprehensive series of tapes for practice in basic arithmetic skills. Covers addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, sets, fractions. Organized by skill area rather than by grade level. Pre and post tests to aid in correct placement and progress in the program.
Developing Number Experiences (kit) Level K-2; Holt, Rinehart & Winston.

Set of manipulative materials and game cards for individual and group work. Experiences in classifying, structuring, and ordering sets of objects. Includes plastic cards, activity cards, spinner cards and teacher's manual.

Seeing Thru Arithmetic (magnetic board & objects) Level K-1; Scott Foresman.

A display board and 195 objects that children see and touch display objects thru playing games, answering riddles and become involved in math ideas.

Arithmetic Readiness Cards (cards & aids) Level K-1; Scott Foresman.

Picture cards and sentences cards provide a quick way to improve computation skills and base ten.

Individualized Mathematics Skills Program (tapes & worksheets) Level 2-5; Harcourt, Brace Jovanovich.

Easy to use, self administered, paced drill. The program consists of 2 series of tests and drills. Pupils take pre-test, self correct, study problems missed, and repeat test.

Exploring Elementary Mathematics (workbook) Level K-1; Holt, Rinehart, & Winston.

Workbooks with very little vocabulary for the poor reading student. Terms are introduced only when necessary. Models show step by step procedures. Excellent for ungraded classes.

Mathematics Involvement Program (kit) Level K-6; SRA.

Program develops concepts and skills thru problem solving. 250 activity cards are in seven levels of difficulty in major areas such as numbers, geometry and measurement.

Teaching Learning Kit (display objects & board) Level K-6; Houghton-Mifflin.

Display objects can be placed on the board to aid in developing math concepts. Objects include numerals, symbols, placeholders, geometric shapes, number rods, clock hands. Teacher's manual included in kit.

Sets and Numbers (workbook) Level 1-2; Singer.

Program stresses concepts, structure and logic. Each concept developed for student understanding. Throughout the series the set concept is used.
**Math Skills Kit (kit) Level 3-5; McCormick Mathers.**

Gives additional in depth practice in math. Ideal for individual use. Each kit gives work in fundamental processes as well as special areas. Teacher's guide, achievement tests, and student record cards included in kit.

**Metric System (filmstrip) Level 6; Holt, Rhinehart & Winston.**

Filmstrip is self explanatory. Teacher's guide is included. May be used for group or individual work.

**Minisystems (tape & worksheet) Level 2-5; D.C. Heath.**

Taped lessons and worksheets to be used individually or in groups. Can be used with basic math texts or as a remedial program.

**Arithmetic Skill Cards (aids & cards) Level 3-8; Addison-Wesley.**

A box of cards designed to allow students to independently review basic arithmetic skills. Answers to the problems are on the back of the card.

**Number Recognition (filmstrip) Level primary; S.V.E.**

Filmstrips dealing with place value and how to read one to five digit numbers.

**Beginning Math Concepts Group 2 (tapes & filmstrips) Level pre-primary; S.V.E.**

Basic concepts of number and space. Addition and subtraction facts through 18 and fractions to eighths.

**Chip Trading Math Lab Kit (kit) Level non-graded; Scott Scientific.**

Non-graded activities that can be used at any level. Program is designed to provide an approach for teaching basic concepts and skill. Can be used to teach place value regrouping addition and subtraction as well as multiplication and division. Also introduce number systems other than base ten.

**Cuisenaire Rods (activity cards) Level K-6; Cuisenaire Co.**

Activities in ten topic areas to supplement exercises in present math program. Little reading skill required to use activity cards. Use to reinforce understanding of addition, subtraction, multiplication, etc.

**Think Metric Work Cards (aids & cards) Level primary; Mind/matter Corporation.**

A set of task cards for use with metric measurement materials.
**M 166-158**  
*Skill Bank* (cards) Level 3-5; Silver Burdett.  
Laminated skill development cards for levels 3-5, convenient boxes each with teacher's manual.

**M 175.5-177.1**  
*Intermediate Math Program* (tapes) Level 4-6, remedial; Imperial International Learning.  
Forty tapes and response booklets for each tape. Each lesson lasts between twenty and forty-five minutes. Skills developed are addition, subtraction, multiplication, problem solving, numeration, geometry, sets, probability, division, fractions, decimals, percent, averages, graphs, place value, renaming and measurement.

**M 178**  
*Moving Up in Numbers* (kit) Level primary, remedial; Developmental Learning Materials.  
Quick practice in basic processes of addition, subtraction, multiplication, division. Divided into seven color units with certificate for completing each level.

**M 179-218.1**  
*Gaining Math Skills* (kit) Level primary; McCormick-Mathers.  
Work progresses thru three levels of each skill. Enables child to discover mathematic concepts on an individual basis. May be used with any basic math program. Each lesson card is coded red, green or blue.

**M 219**  
*Chip Trading Starter Set* (multi-media) Level non-graded; Scott Scientific.  
Gives non-graded activities that can be started at any age level. Program is designed to provide an approach for teaching basic math concepts and skills. Can be used to teach number systems other than base ten.

**M 220.5-221.5**  
*Minisystems* (tapes) Level 1-2; D.C. Heath.  
Cassette lessons and activity sheets, individualized or group lessons on recognizing and using money.

**M 222.4-224.4**  
*Lab Cards* (card kit) Level 1-3; Silver Burdett.  
Laminated cards with graphic instructions to help children use the math-kit to best advantage. Teacher's manual included.

**M 225.5**  
*What Time Is It?* (tapes) Level 4-6; Media Materials, Inc.  
Tape lesson with activity sheets. Helps pupil to tell time to the quarter hour and nearest five minutes.

**M 225.4**  
*Scholastic Dimension: Going Metric* (teaching units) Level 1-5; Scholastic Magazines, Inc.  
Everyday life situations with metric system. Games to moti-
vate them to use metric system efficiently. Explores volume, linear measurement, weight and centigrade temperature.

It's A Tanagram World (duplicating sheets) Level non-graded; Educ. Science Consultant.

Aids in understanding of part-whole relationships. Are applicable for children at all levels of elementary school.
Programmed Math

PM 1-3, 12-14.1
Self-Teaching Arithmetic (books) Level 1-5; Scholastic Book Services.

Self-teaching, testing, checking program aids in focusing on individual problems and progress. Study pages have concrete examples followed by practice pages and answers with immediate feedback.

PM 4-5.4
Primary Mathematics (kit) Level primary; Benefic Press.

Curriculum oriented and designed to supplement other math materials in the classroom. Kits numbered 201-208 in order of increasing difficulty from First to Third Grade. Can be effectively used as drill at any level.

PM 7-8.4
Math Facts (kit) Level primary to intermediate; Benefic Press.

Drill in basic math facts. Each sheet contains 60 questions and answer frames arranged in order of difficulty. Purpose is to reduce a minimum amount of time necessary for acquiring basic number facts. No teacher's guide necessary.

PM 9-11, 15-21
Systems 80 Learning Number Facts (kits) Level K-5; Borge-Warner.

Individualized program. Child follows own lesson plan at own rate. Good reinforcement to ongoing curriculum.
Music

MUS 1.1-6.1  Making Music Your Own (music kits) Level 1-6; Silver Burdett.

Kits. Stereo records allow pupils to hear voices, instruments and accompaniments. All in molded containers for storage.

MUS 7-9  Music Series (music books) Level 6-12 yrs.; Holmes McDougall.

Music book series. Beautiful format, relates music to movement, drama, writing.

Pictures-Transparencies-Study Prints

PTS 4  Transparencies for Readiness and Preprimers (transparencies) Level k-1; MacMillan.

Bound in a spiral book along with teaching suggestions. Follows MacMillan reading series: We Begin, How We Read, Opening Books, Magic Box, Things You See.
Beginning Reading

BgR 1.3-5.4

Beginning to Read-Write-and-Hsten (tapes & books)
Level readiness; Lippincott.

Multisensory approach to reading and writing. 24 consumable
letterbooks for each child. Designed to provide a founda-
tion for existing pre-primers.

BgR 6-7.1

Super Books (book collection) Level primary; Lippincott.

A library of 200 books (5 copies each of 40 books),
duplicating masters to duplicate and color books to take
home. Teacher's manual with suggested lesson plans.

BgR 8-13

Try This (kit) Level 1; Harcourt Brace.

Self-directing activity cards stresses decoding and com-
prehension exercises. Color coded for level of competency.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GA 1 - 9</th>
<th>Get Set (Game) Prereading-Preprimer; Houghton-Mifflin.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eight games offer meaningful practice with basic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>skills as using content, beginning consonant sounds,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>letter-sound associations and recognizing high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>frequency words. Each kit includes general directions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and may be used individually or as a group.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA 11</td>
<td>Beaded Alphabet (Aid) Level - Primary; Constructive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Playthings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Each level is coated with a polished head; creating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a raised surface; Manuscript - lower and upper case.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA 12</td>
<td>Twister (Game) All Ages; Milton Bradley.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aid to discriminating color and body identification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>parts and large muscle coordination.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA 13 - 14</td>
<td>Sound Hunt (Game) All Ages; American Teaching Aids.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Card game - 60 cards per deck; aids in development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>by sound - letter, letter - sound relationships,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>word attack and auditory perception skills.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Column mounted with numbers printed from 1-20; Pegs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>may be easily inserted into the column; adoptive to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>use with many types of mathematical processes such</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>as addition, subtraction and multiplication.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vinyl number lines are able to attach to frame.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pierced with holes in which red and black plastic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pegs can be inserted to indicate sets or number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>relationships.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA 17</td>
<td>Tell Time Quizmo (Game) Level - Primary; Milton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bradley.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Played like Bingo, reinforces telling time; large</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>clock for instructor's use; small clocks &amp; answer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cards for students.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA 18</td>
<td>Place Value Charts (Aid) Level - Primary; Ideal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Three charts and 500 cards for teaching (ones, tens,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hundreds) place value; with directions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA 19</td>
<td>Math Activity Cards (Aid) Level - Primary; R.H. Stone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reusable wipe-off cards; numerals 1-9; add/subtract;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>number lines; sets; eight different cards.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GA 20 - 22  Language Activity Cards (Aid) Level - Primary - Intermediate; R.H. Stone.
Oval mats with wipe-off surface; choose words to fill in sentences.

GA 24, 25, 195  Visualizing Elementary Math (Aid) Level - Primary; Singer/Random House.
Felt shapes and transparencies may be used to enrich basic elementary math programs.

GA 26 - 36 1  Phonics We Use Learning Games Kit (Games) Level 1 - 3; Lyons & Carnahan.
Consists of 10 separate games designed to supplement phonics & reading instructions. Covers such areas as Initial & Final consonants & blends, long and short vowels and syllabication.

GA 37 - 12.1  Spelling Learning Games Kit A (Games) Level - 1st; Lyons & Carnahan.
Five linguistically based games, each reinforcing a specific spelling pattern through encoding process; consistent sound-symbol approach is basis of these games; successfully used with all basic spelling programs.

GA 43 - 18.1  Spelling Learning Games Kit B (Games) Level - 2nd; Lyons & Carnahan.
Linguistically based games; each reinforces specific spelling principles; consistent sound-symbol approach; can be used successfully with all basic spelling programs.

GA 49 - 51  Hand Puppet Sets (Aid) Level - Primary - Intermediate; Constructive Playthings.
Easily manipulated by small hands; excellent for play therapy, vocabulary development and social situations.

GA 52  Arithmetic Can Be Fun (Game) Level 1 - 6; Ed-U-Cards Manufacturing Company.
Aid to learning number facts in game form; student must think and express solution as well as manipulate cards.

GA 53  Arithmetic for Beginners (Aid) Level K - 1; Milton Bradley.
Teaches meaning of numbers from one to ten; Ninety
card with pictures of objects on the reverse side; number groups are formed with dots.

**GA 54**

*Alphabet Picture Flash Cards (Aid) Level - Readiness; Milton Bradley.*

Large cards with full color illustrations of familiar objects; upper and lower case manuscript letters; initial vowels and consonants; directions for games; exercises to teach object and letter recognition.

**GA 55**

*Number Concept Cards (Aid) Level - Primary; Milton Bradley.*

Large cards, easily seen by whole class; supplements text books for drill in numbers, numerals and number facts to ten.

**GA 56**

*See and Say Consonant Game (Game) Level 1 - 3; Milton Bradley.*

Trains children to hear consonants and consonant blends; word-picture associations printed on cards.

**GA 57, 58, 63, 139,**

*Lotto (Game) Level K - 3; Ed-U-Cards Manufacturing Company.*

An effective aid for children with special learning needs.

**GA 59**

*Who Gets It? (Game) Level - Readiness; Garrard Publishing Company.*

Child matches pictures of two different types of the same object; when child has mastered he can begin sight vocabulary.

**GA 60**

*Color Dominoes (Game) Level - Pre-school - 1st; Whitman.*

Played like dominoes but matching colors.

**GA 61**

*Sight Phrase Cards (Aid) Level - Primary; Garrard Publishing Company.*

Contains 95 common nouns and 220 basic sight words in phrases; students learn to see phrases at a glance instead of individual words.

**GA 62**

*Large Wooden Dominoes (Game) Level - Primary; Scott Foresman.*

Dominoes on one side, large numbers on the other side; dominoes measure 2 3/4" x 1/4" and have various uses.
Tinkertoys (Game) Level K - 4; A.G. Spalding Inc.

Permits children to create unlimited number of new and interesting models and designs.

Lincoln Logs (Game) Level - Primary; Lincoln Logs.

Construction activity, pieces made of wood; sturdy and includes design sheet.

Sandpaper Letters & Numerals (Aid) Level - Primary; Educational Teaching Aids.

Large wooden squares with raised letters embossed in center.

Spelling Key Kit (Aid) Level K - 2nd; Educational Teaching Aids.

Self-correcting, only correct answers fit; each card is keyed.

Motivators (Aid) Level Primary - Intermediate; Singer/SVE.

Plastic laminated cards 8½" X 11"; offer a change of pace from traditional methods; easily wiped off for use again and again.

Teach-A-Time (Aid) Level - Primary; Child Guidance Toys.

Plastic clock; movable hands; labeled minute & hour; around the clock hours & minutes are labeled.

Create-A-Clock (Aid) Level Primary - Intermediate; School Specialty.

Record & illustrate events; learn to develop practical time relationships; students learn by doing, vinyl cloth clock enables children to write with marking pens, wipes clean with damp cloth.

One Hundred Chart (Aid) Level - Primary; Milton Bradley.

Teaches numerals 1-100; helps a child learn sequence of numbers.

Reading Action Lab (Aid) Level 3 - 5; Book - Lab Inc.

Combines science and math materials used to develop reading skills with those who are having difficulty in reading; individualized; high interest, low vocabulary.
GA 88 - 91  Beaded Alphabet (Aid) Level Primary - Intermediate; Touch Inc.

Tactile-kinesthetic learning aids; provides enriched sensory program.

GA 92  Beaded Numbers (Aid) Level - Primary; Touch Inc.

Numbers 1-10; tactile kinesthetic aid to learning number recognition and formation.

GA 93 - 95  Match-ettes (Games) Level - Primary; Judy.

Puzzles for individual use.

GA 96 - 98  See-Quees (Sequence Story Boards) (Game) Level Primary - Intermediate; Judy.

Each square shows an episode; child arranges the squares in their proper order.

GA 99  Clown Bean Bag Toss (Game) Level - Primary; NASCO Publications.

Large wooden clown stands 3' X 2' with 6 large holes in it; includes 6 bean bags.

GA 100, 101, 210  New Math Flash Cards (Aid) Level Primary - Intermediate; Kenworthy.

Traditional flash cards with horizontal equations.

GA 102  Combinations Are Fun (Aid) Level - Primary; Kenworthy.

Math Instructional materials; teaches and drills 100 addition combinations; eight houses, each with 13 windows; problems on the window, answer inside.

GA 103  Numeral Puzzles (Aid) Level - Primary; Lakeshore.

Increase learning in numerical sequence; crepe rubber puzzle with numbers 1-10.

GA 104  Cubical Counting Blocks (Aid) Level Primary - Intermediate; Milton Bradley.

Can be used for simple exercises such as number grouping or any aid in developing number concepts.

GA 105  Arithmetic Tube (Aid) Level - Primary; Lakeshore Curriculum Materials.

Visual and manipulative aid for demonstrating basic number groups 1-9. Flash cards are placed next to clear tube. Pupil works problem by placing beads and separators in the tube.
Math-O-Matic (Aid) Level Primary - Intermediate; Lakeshore.

Arithmetic self-teaching devices of sturdy plastic; pupil pushes slide to change one or both equation numerals; correct answer automatically appears.

Checkers and Board (Game) Level Primary - Intermediate; Lakeshore Curriculum Pub.

Popper Words (Aid) Level - Primary; Garrard Pub. Co.

Two levels contain 220 of the basic sight vocabulary words, Set I - easier half; Set II harder half; large print for group work.

ArithmeCubes (Aid) Level - All Ages; Scott Foresman.

16 wooden cubes with numbers and arithmetic process signs that can be manipulated to construct number equations.

My Puzzle Book (Game) Level 1 - 3; Dolch.

Book I uses easier half of Dolch Sight Vocabulary. Book II harder half; children have fun in solving word puzzles while they build and practice vocabulary words.

Add + Subtract-Counter (Aid) Level 1 - 4; Education Toy Company.

Math slide rule for addition and subtraction; instant aid to arithmetic.

Number Runner (Aid) Level - Primary; Ideal.

A number line with the numbers 0 - 120 printed on it.

Initial Consonant Cassette & Response Cards (Aid) Level Primary - Intermediate; Singer/SVE.

9 cassettes, 18 lessons and 9 cards; student hears initial consonant sounds repeated several times; sees the consonant on response card and traces, listens, repeats, identifies and marks objects on the card; covers consonants B, J, D, R, F, M, G, N, K, S, L, W, P, V, R Y, T, Z.

Initial Consonant Mini-Prints (Aid) Level Pre-School - Primary; Singer/SVE.

120 photographs of common objects; names of objects printed in large, lower case letters on backs of pictures; use to promote oral language.
Initial Consonant Lotto Cards (Game) Level Pre-School - Primary; Singer/SVE.

16 initial cards emphasizing different sounds; one side of each lotto card has six words with a particular sound on the reverse side; contains 6 drawings; may be matched word to word, picture to word, word to drawing; recognition of phoneme-grapheme relationships.

Alphabet Express (Bulletin Board Material) (Aid) Level K - 2; Instructo.

Large bold letters; easy to use; includes engine, caboose, 26 cars plus numbers 0-9; cards stand 8½” high.

Primary Clock (Aid) Level - Primary; School Specialty.

Teaches time by color; "Past" side of clock is blue; "Of" side of clock is gray; minute hand and minute marks are red; hour hand and numerals are black.

Mathfacts Games (Game) Level 1 - 3 and remedial; Milton Bradley.

Chest of 5 games; self-instructional, self-checking; deal with basic addition & subtraction facts.

Rhyming Puzzle (Game) Level - Primary; Ideal.

Set of 16 puzzles to aid in reading readiness or reinforcing rhyming skills; 3 combinations to match: picture to picture, word to picture and word to word.

You Can Read (Aid) Level - Primary; Milton Bradley.

Phonetic drill cards; phonograms printed on large cards; card sections are hinged with combinations forming 15 words; each reverse side shows correct response.

Magnetic Letters & Numbers (Aid) Level - Primary; Instructo.

Colorful plastic numbers & letters 2 inches high to be used on a metal chalkboard.

Peg Board Pictures (Game) Level - Primary; Ideal.

Large colorful pictures to be used on peg boards, chalk trays or as flash cards; an aid in teaching and drilling.

Magic Cards (Aid) Level - Primary; Ideal.
Each set contains several 8½" X 11" cards; each card has a plastic envelope in which the cards are inserted and the answers can be written on the envelopes.

**Crossword Puzzles (Games) Level 1 - 5; Ideal School Supply.**

Laminated crossword puzzles developed to build vocabulary; each set contains 6 puzzles; pupil writes puzzle with crayon and wipes card clean when complete.

**Opposites (Aid) Level - Primary; Milton Bradley.**

32 pairs of illustrated opposites to teach object recognition and opposite meanings; flannel board aids.

**Toy Chest of Beginning Sounds (Game) Level - Primary; Instructor.**

Helps develop auditory discrimination skills; over 40 pictures to work with; flannel board aid.

**Stepping Stones (Game) Level - Primary; Instructor.**

Use Indoors or Out; unique way to reinforce letter recognition and alphabet sequence; each set includes 30 squares.

**Walk On Number Line (Aid) Level - Primary; Instructor.**

Made of durable Vinyl; 10 feet long; easily taped to floor; easily cleaned; bright red background with black letters and numbers 0 - 10.

**Tutorgram Teaching Systems (Aid) Level K - 6; ERCA.**

Helps children develop concentration and reasoning abilities; tells student when correct answer is selected by activating buzzer & light; may also create own questions by using blank cards.

**Contraction Puzzle Boards (Game) Level Upper Primary - Intermediate; Developmental Learning Materials.**

Offers individual work in mastering contractions; set of 3 puzzle boards with 9-10 contractions; the two words making up the contraction are printed under the puzzle pieces; includes pronoun-verb and complex verb contractions.

**Time Teacher (Aid) Level - Primary; DLM.**
Kinesthetic reinforcement & manipulative for telling time; self correcting.

**GA 168**

Colored Inch Cubes (Aid) Level Primary - Intermediate; Developmental Learning Materials.

Multiple uses include: arithmetic programs, color discrimination exercises and visual perceptual skills.

**GA 169**

Multiplying Machine (Aid) Level - Intermediate; DLM.

Multiplication facts to 9; matrix presentation of facts shows numerical expression at intersections to check correct answer; depress key and red answer appears.

**GA 170 - 173**

Telling Time Kit (Aid) Level - Primary; Encyclopedia Britannica.

4-15 minute lessons; each lesson contains a filmstrip and cassette tape; duplicate worksheets and and discussion questions can be used as a learning center for groups or individuals.

**GA 171 - 173, 336, 337**

**MacMillan Math Activity Cards** (Aid) Level - Primary; MacMillan.

Interesting math-lab activities for individualized learning; five basic topics in each level consisting of: graphs, shapes, measurements, patterns and reasoning.

**GA 176 - 178**

Match-and-Check (Aid) Level Pre-primer - 1st; Scott Foresman.

Individual self-checking activities that reinforce fundamental reading skills.

**GA 179, 223**

**New Linguistic Block Series** (Aid) Level K - 3; Scott Foresman.

Set of 30 word blocks for practice in association, vowel sounds and letters to develop high speed recognition of major spelling patterns.

**GA 180**

**Number Rummy** (Game) Level - Primary; Kenworthy.

Teaches concepts, facts and relationships of numbers; provides constructive, quiet, small group learning activity without teacher attention.

**GA 181 - 192**

**Dial The Facts** (Aid) Level 1 - 3; Scott Foresman.

Easily manipulated cardboard wheels for individualized practice of basic facts; in packages of 6.
Orbiting The Earth (Game) Level 1 - 3; Scott Foresman.

Four separate games; designed to strengthen computational skills; for 2-6 players or teams.

String Across (Game) Level - Primary; Lakeshore Curriculum Materials.

An aid in developing symbol and concept associations; child associates item in right column with one on left and "strings across" brightly colored shoe strings; 15 basic and advanced cards.

Judy Clocks (Aid) Level - Primary; Judy Materials.

Teacher's clock has large movable hands and gears; aids in clarifying hour-minute-second relationships; mini-clocks designed for individual use.

Footsteps to Numbers (Aid) Level - Primary; Ideal.

Life-size footsteps made of rubber; printed on the footsteps are the number and associating number group 1-10.

Equations (Aid) Level 4th and up; Wff'n Proof.

Use in teaching, counting and number grouping up to ten.

Tens-Tens Counting Frame (Aid) Level 1 - 6; Milton Bradley.

For individual or small group work; can be used as an abacus or for showing place value.

1 doz. EZiCount (Aid) Level Primary - Intermediate; Ideal.

Provides practice in elementary arithmetic and operations in a variety of numeral bases.

Let's Learn Sequence (Aid) Level - Primary; Instructo.

Illustration of favorite stories, nursery rhymes, etc.; to aid in answering questions such as: What happens first? Next? Last?

New Math Self-Teacher, Tester, Checker (Aid) Level Primary - Intermediate; Kenworthy.

Enables pupils to learn arithmetic combinations; tests themselves and check answers.
Crossword Puzzle Book (Game) Level 1 - 2; Primary Education Series.

Designed to extend word meanings; in each puzzle the meaning of a word is given with several word choices; the pupil selects the proper word for the meaning.

Crossword Puzzles (Aid) Level 2 - 4; Treasure Books.

4 stories enclosed in laminated pockets; each with a crossword puzzle and clues (pulling details from the story).

Groovy Letters (Aid) Level - Primary; Ideal.

Aid children in beginning writing activities; on each card the beginning letter is grooved with directional arrows; also has space for child to form letters freehand; cards wipe clean.

Sum Fun! (Aid) Level K - 3; Ideal.

Arithmetic bingo game using addition and subtraction facts.

Vowel Sounds Learning Module (Aid) Level - Primary; Singer/SVE.

Multi-sensory approach to learning vowel sounds; discriminate between long & short vowel sounds in initial & medial position; each module contains cassette and response card.

Initial Vowel Sounds Floor Game (Game) Level - Primary; Singer/SVE.

Floor game that can be used in a variety of games to reinforce initial vowel sound learning; child locates the letter he has spun and stands on it; then steps to matching letter or picture whose name has same beginning vowel sound.

Medial Vowel Sounds Floor Game (Game) Level - Primary; Singer/SVE.

Floor game played the same as above only listening for medial vowel sound rather than beginning.

Vowel Sounds Picture Posters (Aid) Level - Primary; Singer/SVE.

20 posters stressing vowel sounds in initial & medial positions.
Vowel Sounds Mini-Prints (Aid) Level - Primary; Singer/SVE.

90 color photographs of objects whose names contain short or long vowel sounds in either initial or medial position.

Vowel-Consonant Sounds (Aid) Level - Primary; Singer/SVE.

12 complete sets of lower case alphabets; to be used with groups to teach letter-sound relationship.

My a e i o u Book (Aid) Level - Primary; Singer/SVE.

Student evaluation book; appropriate pages are used after particular lesson presented.

Teacher's Guide for Vowel Sounds Learning Module (Aid) Level - Primary; Singer/SVE.

Popper Words (Aid) Level 1-2nd; Garrard.

Flash cards for individual use; two sets contain 220 basic sight words for 1st & 2nd grade.

Picture Word Cards (Aid) Level 1st-2nd; Garrard.

Cards contain revised Dolch list of 95 commonest nouns; those most often used in beginning reading books; one side has a picture and a word; the other side the word only.

Muito (Game) Level 3-6; Kenworthy.

Arithmetic game for group drill and review of 100 multiplication combinations; is played like Bingo.

Picture Word Matching Game (Game) Level Primary - Intermediate; St. Regis.

For individual work; student matches picture with its name by drawing connecting lines; laminated cards that may be wiped clean for reuse; includes letters of the alphabet, initial blends, diagraphs, long & short vowels and diphongs.

The Winning Touch (Game) Level 3rd - 10th; Education Fun Games.

Designed for 1-4 players; played on multiplication matrix; reinforcement for multiplication facts thru 12; uses inverse operation as well.

Picture/Word Concept Series (Aid) Level - Primary; Instructor Pub.
Designed for teaching basic word concepts and vocabulary enrichment; 20 charts and 20 individual flash cards in each kit.

Cubacus (Aid) Level K - 9; Holt Rhinehart & Winston.

Used to demonstrate number concepts, sets by more or less grouping by tens; large plastic tray with 81 wooden cubes.

Twin Choice (Game) Level 1-4; Holt Rhinehart & Winston.

Card game which aids in sharpening computational skills; played like hearts; solve math problems on cards.

Fun with Sums (Game) Level - Primary; J.W. Spear & Company.

36 tiles and 20 illustrated cards showing a total of 27 counting exercises; is self-checking; only one card at a time should be placed on the base card; only the correct tiles will fit.

Sea of Vowels (Game) Level - Primary; Ideal.

Highly motivating game designed to teach long & short vowels and help build vocabulary; two to six players recommended.

Clock (Aid) Level - Primary; Milton Bradley.

Large cardboard clock with movable hands.

Flash-X (Aid) Level 1-3; Education Development Lab. Inc.

Type of tachistoscope; aids children in reading in an orderly left-right fashion.

Basic Sight Vocabulary Cards (Aid) Level Slow readers grade 3 and up; Garrard Pub.

Used with slow readers in grades 3 and up; 220 Basic Sight Words made up of 75% primers, 65% grades 1 and 2 and 50% others.

Group Sounding Game (Game) Level 3-8; Garrard Pub.

Provides a complete course in phonics; covers all "steps to learning sounding"; can be used in any grade level where children are having difficulty with sounding.

Syllable Game (Game) Level - Intermediate; Garrard Pub.
From middle grades to high school; students having difficulty "seeing syllables" in new words; teaches hundreds of syllables by sight and makes student aware of word attack.

**GA 272**

Group Word Teaching Game (Game) Level 2-3; Garrard Pub.

Provides excellent drill in recognizing 220 basic sight words that children must know to read efficiently; played like Bingo.

**GA 273**

Word Blends (Aid) Level Primary - Intermediate; Kenworthy.

Visual aid which gives the teacher a new way to project phonograms; easily manipulated by pupil or teacher.

**GA 274**

Word Prefixes (Aid) Level Primary - Intermediate; Kenworthy.

Presents 22 different prefixes blended to form 216 words; meaning of each prefix is given and words being shown are keyed on back of each card.

**GA 275**

Word Suffixes (Aid) Level Primary - Intermediate; Kenworthy.

Visual aids to teach 24 word endings with a total of 164 words; meaning of each suffix is given; words being shown are keyed on back of each card.

**GA 276**

Animated Key Cards (Aid) Level Pre-reading - Pre-Primer; Kenworthy.

When flashed at different angles, these plastic cards reveal either a letter or its key picture with the letter superimposed; practice with beginning sounds of 18 consonants and 4 diagraphs; for group instruction or independent practice.

**GA 277**

Quizmo (Game) Level 3-6; Milton Bradley.

Practice in number combinations, multiplications or divisions; group or individual work.

**GA 278, 279**

Learn to Write (Aid) Level - Primary; Milton Bradley.

Laminated reusable cards; the child learns to form letters and numerals by free hand tracing with crayons; 30 wipe-off cards.

**GA 280**

Count Your Change Game (Game) Level Primary - Intermediate.
Object of the game is to make change for a dollar; teaches children various coin combinations that equal one dollar.

GA 281 - 282

Alphabet Practice Cards (Aid) Level - Primary; Ideal.

Each set contains 9 laminated cards; child traces printed letter with finger, then traces dotted letter with crayon; then reproduces letter.

GA 283

Space Flight Game (Game) Level Primary - Intermediate; Game from Ideal.

Game designed to reinforce or teach word blends & practice in building vocabulary; 2-6 players.

GA 284

Enlarged U.S. Coins (Aid) Level - Primary; Instructor.

Flannelboard aid; large assortment of coins, numerals, bills, coin names & items for sale; children buy, make change, sell items, place coins in piggybank; can be used with all math programs.

GA 285

Toy Money (Aid) Level - Primary; Ideal.

For flannelboard; contains paper coins and bills in a box.

GA 286 - 288

Word Puzzles (Game) Level - Pre-Primer; Scott Foresman.

Use visual material; form and space perception; letter sound relationships add to oral language skills and development.

GA 289

Consonant Blends (Aid) Level - Primary or remedial; McGraw-Hill.

28 charts; shows a picture illustrating a sound followed by 5 words using that sound.

GA 290

Tanagrams and Puzzles (Aid) Level - Primary; DLM.

Aids in fine material development, visual perception, concept development and procedural organization; seven piece puzzle set made of blackwood; 27 cards with different puzzle designs.

GA 291 - 296

Motivators (Game) Level - Primary; Singer/SVE.

Played like bingo; reinforces letter-word relationship; follow the dots-numerical sequence to produce large manuscript capital letter.

GA 297 - 299

Tutorgram Teaching Systems (Aid) Level 1 - 3; ERCA.
Aid in developing concentration and reasoning capabilities; battery operated; child inserts pointer in a hole next to answer; if correct answer, buzzer and light is activated.

**GA 300**

**Flash Cards (Aid) Level 3 - 6; Renwall.**
Division flash cards; 81 problems plus progress test sheets.

**GA 301**

**Cubical Counting Blocks (Aid) Level 1 - 6; Ideal.**
Math aid, as well as visual perception and spatial organization.

**GA 302**

**Number Bingo (Game) Level Pre-School - Primary; Trend.**
Reinforces number recognition; played like bingo.

**GA 303**

**Picture Word Builder (Aid) Level - Primary; Milton Bradley.**
Early training aid that combines picture and word matching; 36 familiar objects; cards in puzzle form; only correct word may be inserted to complete word-picture matching.

**GA 304.5 - 315.5**

**Beginning Math Concepts (Aid) Level - Primary; Singer/SVE.**
Multi-sensory kit to reinforce math skills with cassette lessons.

**GA 316 - 317**

**Geo Board, Geo Cards (Aid) Level Upper Primary - Intermediate; Houghton-Mifflin.**
42 separate activity cards, rubber bands, geoboards; series of exploratory activities in which they discover math relationships.

**GA 318**

**Fraction Dominoes (Aid) Level - Intermediate; Mind/Matter Corp.**
Varnished plywood pieces; fractions expressed as numerals, illustrations and words; played like dominoes.

**GA 319**

**Cash Box, Coins & Bills (Aid) Level 1 - 4; Creative Publications.**
Coins and bills designed for teaching money value; in a cash box with register type tray to divide coins into denominations.

**GA 320**

**Pay the Cashier (Game) Level 3 - 6; Garrard Pub.**
Teaches children the meaning of numbers, coins, etc. we use in our money system; paper and metal money included.

**GA 321, 322, 369, 370**

**Wipe-Off Cards (Aid) Level - Primary; Trend.**

Reusable cards; each set contains 12 cards.

**GA 323, 324**

**Arithmetic Drill Cards (Aid) Level 2 - 6; Love Pub. Co.**

Wipe-off reusable cards; can use variety of operations with each card.

**GA 325**

**Colored Inch Cube Designs (Aid) Level - Primary; DLM.**

Develop visual perception skill; uses colored cubes from which child reproduces design cards.

**GA 326**

**Coin Stamps (Aid) Level - Primary; DLM.**

Learning to use money; coins 1 cent, 5 cents, 10 cents, 25 cents and 50 cents.

**GA 327**

**Money Game (Aid) Level - Primary; DLM.**

Learn identity of coins and amounts of money each coin equals.

**GA 328**

**Time-Wise Mini Kit (Aid) Level - Primary; Hed Inc.**

Aid designed to assist children in learning how to tell time; 9 student clocks, cassette lessons and 1 teacher clock.

**GA 329 - 331**

**Grab (Game) Level Pre-Schooler - 5th; School Specialty.**

Enjoyable and meaningful drill on words; develops vocabulary, phonetic skills and corrects reversals.

**GA 332**

**Quizmo (Game) Level - Primary; Milton Bradley.**

Practice in number combinations, addition and subtraction; played like lotto.

**GA 333**

**Addo (Game) Level - Primary; KenWorthy.**

Study, practice and review of 100 addition combinations; 36 players can join in the game; highly motivated drill.

**GA 334**

**Smarty (Game) Level 2 - 8; Education Ideas.**

Arithmetic bingo game; drill on addition and subtraction.
GA 335  Rhyming Zig-Zag (Game) Level 2 - 4; Ideal.

Game designed to teach rhyming words and provides practice in developing vocabulary.

GA 338 - 341  Choose and Check (Aid) Level 2; Scott Foresman.

Each set contains 5 boards; self-checking boards present multiple choices.

GA 342 - 344  Context Puzzles (Game) Level 2; Scott Foresman.

Word knowledge and grammatical structure; child fits puzzle piece to complete sentence.

GA 345  Space Lines (Game) Level Primary; Pakaway.

3-D version of Tic-Tac-Toe; aids in developing visual perception.

GA 346  Heads Up (Game) Level K - 6; Milton Bradley.

Dice game; dice are printed with numbers and mathematical signs; children roll dice and make a mathematical equation.

GA 347  Numble (Game) Level 4 and up; Selchow and Righter Co.

Crossword type number game; addition, subtraction, multiplication and division processes can be used.

GA 348 - 353.1  Spelling Learning Games Kit D (Game) Level 4;

Linguistically based games that reinforce spelling patterns and principles.

GA 354 - 358  Mathfacts Game (Aid) Level 3 - 6; Milton Bradley.

Games designed to drill number facts in division and multiplication problems; relate equations to answers.

GA 359, 360  Time Teller (Aid) Level Primary - Intermediate; Teach Um Co.

Divides time telling process into small sequential steps; includes pre and post tests, flash cards and progress charts.

GA 361, 362  Auto-Phonics (Aid) Level Remedial; Learning Opportunities.

Played like bingo using illustrations and words connected with vehicles and driving; excellent for remedial work.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GA 363</th>
<th>Lingpo (Aid) Level 1 - 2; Amidon Assoc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linguistic tool for teaching basic spelling patterns; played similar to bingo.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GA 372 - 375</th>
<th>Phonic Rummy (Game) Level Primary - Intermediate; Kenworthy.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sets of matching vowel sounds; aids in word analysis and word recognition.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GA 376</th>
<th>Jr. Phonic Rummy (Game) Level - 1st; Kenworthy.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A matching game featuring 110 most frequently occurring short vowel words; reading aid to improve word attack skills and increase vocabulary.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GA 377, 378</th>
<th>Rhyme-O (Game) Level 2 - 4; Academic Therapy.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Each box contains 40 cards; played like fish; matching rhyming cards.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GA 379</th>
<th>Memory Game (Game) Level - Intermediate; Milton Bradley.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tests and improves memory skills; players use their memory to locate and collect matching pairs of picture cards.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GA 381</th>
<th>Treasure Spell (Game) Level - Primary; Little Kenny Pub.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic vocabulary game for beginning readers; child pulls individual letters to fit in slots below picture to name picture.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GA 382</th>
<th>Ends'n Blends (Game) Level 1 - 6; Montessori.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Improves reading, builds vocabulary, teaches word structure, spelling; group game.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GA 383</th>
<th>The Tortise and The Hare (Game) Level Pre-Primary - 2nd; Little Kenny Pub.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Addition and subtraction counting game for early learners; includes use of zero.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GA 384</th>
<th>Number-ite (Aid) Level - Primary; Judy.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Can be used to teach number sequence, counting and grouping; ten wooden pieces fit together in sequence; colored pegs fit into holes to show quantities.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| GA 385 | Equalizer Balancer (Aid) Level Primary - Intermediate; Mead Educ. Service. |
Set up equations on balancing scales; correct answer will balance.

**Geometric Figures and Solids (Aid) Level Primary - Intermediate; Milton Bradley.**

Hardwood forms such as surfaces, solids and angles used in Elementary Geometry; other uses are art and mechanical drawing.

**Math Mat Activities Kit (Aid) Level - Primary; Creative Pub.**

Laminated cards; easy write-off; use for grids; geoboard activities and graph data use also; many possibilities.

**Press and Check (Aid) Level - Primary; Milton Bradley.**

Self-correcting activity that develops vocabulary.

**Sentence Builder (Aid) Level 1 - 4; Milton Bradley.**

Teaches reading by building words into sentences; alphabet letters and basic primary grade words.

**Related Facts Game (Game) Level - Primary; Milton Bradley.**

Addition and subtraction; demonstrates related facts with inverse operations; 45 equation cards.

**New Math Relationships Cards (Aid) Level - Primary; Ideal.**

Addition and subtraction; "open sentence" arithmetic; plastic slide with printed frame allows the teacher to put the "unknown" element in any position.

**Fraction Blocks (Aid) Level - Intermediate; Creative Pub.**

An aid to introducing and illustrating basic concepts of fractions; a rectangular tray with a scale affixed to it and color coded blocks to match the scale; illustrate thru manipulation.

**Play Numerical Baseball (Game) Level 1 - 6; Learning Opportunities.**

Strengthen skills in fundamental operations of addition, subtraction, division and multiplication thru playing the game of baseball.
Perceptual Motor Development

PMD 1-12, 98-99 Ruth Cheves Program I (games, puzzles, cards) Level primary; Teaching Resources.

Visual-motor perception teaching materials. Each begins at a very simple level and moves to complex. Materials may be used for both diagnosing and teaching. PMD 2-4, 8 deals with arithmetic readiness. PMD 5-7, 9-11 assist in reading readiness.

PMD 13, 4-11, 4 Fairbanks-Robinson Program (multi-media) Level primary; Teaching Resources.

Child follows a developmental progression from program I to program II. Child must be able to follow directions to use program. Designed to develop perception and motor skills. Covers such activities as line exercises, line and form reproduction, cutting exercises, line and form discrimination, spatial orientation, figure-ground, sequencing, mazes and dot-to-dot.

PMD 15, 16, 122, 1, 123, 2 Dubnoff Programs (activities and workbooks) Level primary; Teaching Resources.

Aid to improve visual perception, fine motor control and orientation for writing. Workbooks with supplemental activities included in teacher's manual. Good work awards for achievement.

PMD 17, 4-21, 1 Erie Program I (multia media) Level primary; Teaching Resources.

Improves child's visual-motor perceptual skills by aids that involve figure-ground and spatial relationships. Will also aid in kinesthetic or fine motor skills such as reaching, grasping, releasing, etc.

PMD 22-23, 1 Detect-Tactile (manipulatives) Level primary; SRA.

Sensory-motor approach to visual discrimination. Improves visual memory, encourages language development and all activities are manipulatives.

PMD 24-30, 1 Frostig Program For Development of Visual Perception (workbooks) Level primary; Follett.

Focuses on visual perception skills that have greatest relevance to learning abilities of children. Develops perceptual and sensory-motor skills thru physical exercise three dimensional activities and paper-crayon exercises.

PMD 31, 4-37, 4, 53, 1, 52, 4, 68, 1 Developing Learning Readiness (multia-media) Level primary; McGraw-Hill.

Program develops skills necessary for elementary school
curriculum. Is divided into six sub-programs: body image, general coordination, balance, eye-hand coordination, eye movements, form recognition and visual memory.

PMD 38

People Puzzles (puzzles) Level primary; D.L.M.

Aids in recognition of body parts and relating parts to the whole.

PMD 39

Animal Puzzles (puzzles) Level primary; D.L.M.

Aids in recognition of parts of animals and relating parts to the whole.

PMD 40

Shape Puzzles (puzzles) Level primary; D.L.M.

Aids in form concept. Pieces may be used to make several patterns. Color reinforcement as well as shape.

PMD 41

Lacing Cards (cards) Level primary; D.L.M.

Cardboard cards of various shapes with fairly large holes around the outside. Large shoe string type laces are used to lace through the holes.

PMD 42

Visual Memory Cards I & II (cards) Level primary; D.L.M.

Remediates problems in visual memory which includes sequencing and recall. Sequencing patterns range from one to five items.

PMD 43

Sequential Picture Cards II (cards) Level primary; D.L.M.

Ten sets of three cards each. Large and simple ideas that are ideal for beginning practice in sequencing.

PMD 44

Sequential Picture Cards III (cards) Level primary; D.L.M.

Most advanced level of sequence cards. Five sets of six cards that develop sequential thinking in terms of seasonal or 24 hour change and growth and daily activity.

PMD 45

Association Picture Cards II (cards) Level primary; D.L.M.

Aids in recognition of categories even though the items within a category may look radically different.

PMD 46

Association Picture Cards III (cards) Level primary; D.L.M.

Series of picture cards aiding in practice in associations, categorization and language development. Each card has four objects and the child tells which one does not belong.

PMD 47

Motor Expressive Language Picture Cards I (cards) Level primary; D.L.M.

Aid to recognizing associative relations between two items.
After choosing two related cards, the student must tell how, or why they relate.

**PMD 48**

Motor Expressive Language Picture Cards II (cards) Level primary; D.L.M.

extension of set I PMD 47.

**PMD 49**

Small Parquetry (blocks) Level primary; D.L.M.

Requires more visual-motor skill than large parquetry. Contains four basic shapes, including half diamonds, in six primary colors. Recommended for older students.

**PMD 50**

Spatial Relationships Picture Cards (cards) Level primary; D.L.M.

Five sets of pictures with six pictures in each set. Pictures demonstrate on, under, left, right, in front of, and behind.

**PMD 51.5-52.5**

Auditory Training Tapes (tapes & flash cards) Level primary; D.L.M.

Taped lessons in sound identity and discrimination of familiar sounds and instruments.

**PMD 53-54**

Buzzer Board and Pattern Cards (buzzer & cards) Level primary; D.L.M.

Early auditory training in listening exercises. Child must auditorily distinguish between dots and dashes. Child sees pattern cards then tries to reproduce the same pattern with the buzzer.

**PMD 55**

Clip and Stick Map (map) Level primary; D.L.M.

Aid in establishing geographic familiarity with the United States. Student cuts out state outline and pastes it to a master sheet.

**PMD 57.2-59.2 & 85.2-90.2**

Fitzhugh Plus Program (workbooks) Level primary & remedial; Allied Education Council.

Instruction books that give perceptual training as well as work with language and number concepts. Individualized instruction can supplement curriculum materials.

**PMD 60**

Slow Learner Series (books) Level remedial; Charles E. Merrill.

Learning to Move and Moving to Learn book is a large picture book about insects. There are songs as well as motor exercises about each insect. The exercises augment body image, laterality, coordination, rhyming and listening skills.
Folding Perception Cards (cards) Level primary; Ideal.

New type of flash card for practicing on basic number facts. Child is exposed to related facts together, subtraction as well as addition. Cards demonstrate facts by discs rather than numerals.

Small Parquetry Designs (design cards) Level primary; D.L.M.

Each set contains twenty cards. Level I & II contain color and shape cues within the design to aid in reproducing. Level III contains no color or shape cues but an outline drawing showing the outer shape of a particular design.

Same or Different Cards (cards) Level primary; D.L.M.

Three sets of flash cards. Each card has two words, designs, or colors that may be the same or different by only a slight variations. Child must decide whether they are the same or different.

Counting Picture Cards (flash cards) Level primary; D.L.M.

Five sets of cards, each has from one to six colorful items that aid in establishing number-quantity relationships.

Association Picture Cards I (flash cards) Level primary; D.L.M.

Aids in learning to categorize various items. To recognize function even though the items within the category may look radically different.

Sequential Picture Cards I (flash cards) Level primary; D.L.M.

Five sets of six cards each. Student must arrange card set according to activity sequence.

Word Picture Dominoes (word/picture cards) Level primary; D.L.M.

Developed for matching an object to its corresponding spelled name.

Pegboards and Designs (pegs, boards, cards) Level primary; D.L.M.

A readiness activity for reading. Develops fine muscle control. Involves color matching and discrimination and visual-motor coordination.

Ordinal/Cardinal Puzzles (puzzles) Level primary; D.L.M.

Set of eleven puzzles, each puzzle is divided into three parts. Only related puzzle pieces will fit. Child must
know the various numerical concepts.

PMD 80, 97

Large Parquetry Blocks & Designs (blocks & cards) Level primary; D.L.M.

Large blocks of various shapes in six colors. Made of finished hardwood. Twenty-two large design cards printed in six colors. Child matches form and color.

PMD 61

Shapes Stencils (stencils) Level primary; D.L.M.

Stencils are made of cardboard in shapes such as circle, obtuse triangle, square, five pointed star and many others.

PMD 82

Multi-Ethnic Children Puzzles (puzzles) Level primary; D.L.M.

Heterogeneous collection of children with different ethnic and racial backgrounds. Practice in visual motor control.

PMD 83-84

Visual Memory Cards III & IV (picture cards) Level primary; D.L.M.

Problems in visual memory such as differentiation, sequencing and recall. Each level has sixty cards. Level III deals with shapes. Level IV with letters.

PMD 85

Building Bead Patterns (pattern cards) Level primary; D.L.M.

Multi-shaped beads with cards that show these beads in various sequences. The student must string beads according to the order on the card. Sequences range from as few as three beads to twelve and from two to four different shapes.

PMD 91-95.2

Sound-Order-Sense (kit) Level primary; Follett Company.

Developmental auditory program that develops auditory discrimination, reception, sequencing and closure. Two levels of 160 daily lessons that include a response book, activity cards, and records as well as teacher's guide.

PMD 101-103.1

Auditory Discrimination In Depth (kit) Level primary; Teaching Resources.

Aid in discriminating likeness and differences in speech sounds. Also associate sound to symbols and perceive the number and order of sounds in sequencing.

PMD 104-107

Perception Task Cards (games) Level primary; Milton Bradley.

PMD 104 - Make a Word is an exercise in spatial relations and visual memory. Student must estimate number and shape of letters needed to complete the word under each picture.

PMD 105 - Letter Forms follows the same format as #104.
PMD 106 - Make a Shape develops visual closure and aids in reading readiness. Uses parquetry patterns.

PMD 107 - Peg Patterns aid in developing visual perception. Each task card is self correcting. Child sees a pattern on left side of card and must reproduce it on the right side.

PMD 108

Alphabet Motor Activities (books & tapes) Level primary; D.L.M.

Aid in visual and auditory recognition of the alphabet. Uses gross and fine motor movements. Each pair of pages has upper and lower case letters of the alphabet and a word beginning with that letter. Exercises are recorded on a cassette tape.

PMD 109

Visual Sequential Memory (manual) Level primary; D.L.M.

Aid to perceiving sequencing and short term memory integrated into 30 exercises ranging from geometric shapes to manuscript and cursive letters. Each exercise becomes progressively more challenging. Pages are laminated so student may work in the manual.

PMD 110

Sequential Picture Cards IV (picture cards) Level primary; D.L.M.

Six sets of four cards each. Higher level of thinking is required than the other sets of picture cards. Situations in ecology, teen age activities and space travel.

PMD 111

Same or Different - Proportions (picture cards) Level primary; D.L.M.

Set of 30 cards. Each card shows two pictures of the same object but may differ in height, width, or length. Students learn to observe differences and develop vocabulary of comparative terms.

PMD 112-114

Visual Discrimination Matching Cards (picture cards) Level primary; D.L.M.

Three levels of cards. The first set being the least complicated and the third set being the most difficult. Aids in developing discrimination skills. Four cards present a given situation and the student matches four other cards that are pertinent to them.

PMD 115.5-118.1

Auditory Perceptions Training (tapes & duplicating masters) Level readiness-primary; D.L.M.

Covers two areas: Memory and Figure Ground. Each area consists of three progressive levels presented on tapes and duplicating masters. Teacher's guide available for each area.
PMD 119  
Sequent-A-Sets (cards) Level K-1; Dexter & Westbrook.

Has nine sets of pictures and each set is composed of four pictures that tell a story when they are properly arranged. Suggestions for use and procedures to follow are included.

PMD 120-121  
Perceptual Development Cards (laminated cards) Level primary; Ideal.

Sets contain 40 figures on nine laminated cards. Figure is presented on the left side of the card with tracing and drawing space at the right.

PMD 124  
Kaleidoscope Puzzles (puzzles) Level primary; Ideal.

Designed to teach fundamental recognition and application of simple shapes. Shape and form conceptualization, visual discrimination and memory, and fine motor control are the areas utilized.

PMD 125-126  
Multivariant Sequencing Beads and Patterns (beads & cards) Level primary; D.L.K.

Beads in five colors of four geometric forms in three sizes. Cards have various bead sequences.

PMD 127-138  
Flip Chex Perceptual Development Kit (puzzles) Level non-graded; Educational Concepts, Inc.

A sequence of twelve skills for perceptual development. Each is in the form of a puzzle and after completing the puzzle, if done correctly the puzzle pieces will show a picture on the opposite side. Includes matching, discrimination, and sequencing.

PMD 139  
Color Drill Cards (flash cards) Level primary; Ideal.

Eleven cards on which are printed the names of the colors in black on one side and on the reverse side the color word is printed in its own color.

PMD 146.5  
Auditory Perception Skills (tapes & worksheets) Level primary; Tapes Unlimited.

Set of tapes designed to assist the child in developing auditory memory skills. Tapes require feedback through worksheets.

PMD 147  
Petal Parquetry (game) Level primary; Lauri Enterprises.

Three inch crepe rubber pieces in triangles, arcs, and half size connectors offer an infinite variety of petal designs.

PMD 148-150.1  
Directional-Spatial Pattern Board (cards & board) Level primary; Teaching Resources.
Pattern board with brass pegs. 150 pattern cards with holes punched to fit over pegs. Student reproduces patterns by stretching rubber bands across pegs matching shapes and colors and sizes printed on the cards. Teacher's guide included.

**PMD 151**

Perceptive Spatial Orientation Exercises (kit) Level primary; Educational Teaching Aids.

Kit may be used for training beginning learners or retraining those who have problems in these areas. Activities proceed from simple to complex. Involves spatial orientation and visual discrimination.

**PMD 152**

Motor Coordination Paddle (paddle & ball) Level nongraded; Ideal.

Designed to promote visual motor skills such as eye-hand coordination.

**PMD 153.1-150.1**

Vanguard School Program (kit) Level primary-intermediate; Teaching Resources.

Program consists of four separate parts. Comprehensive instructor's guide and student activity books provide a basic groundwork for readiness skills, visual motor skills, and reading and visual skill development. Areas included: body awareness, visual motor integration, discrimination and classification, spatial relationships.

**PMD 151**

Perceptual Skills Match-Up Wheel (game) Level primary; Teaching Resources.

A game designed for two players. An adaptation of "concentration" game involves visual discrimination, sequencing, memory, spatial relationships, and directionality.
Reading Phonics

RP - 1

The Road to Reading (Tapes & Worksheets) Level - Beginning reading & Remedial; Spoken Arts.

Contains 33 lessons on beginning sounds of the alphabet and long and short sounds of vowels; each lesson in story form.

RP - 2

First Experiences with Consonants (Multi-media) Level - Primary; Instructo Corp.

Multi-sensory approach to learning letters of the alphabet and their related sounds; kit includes picture card collection, reference charts, duplicating masters, sound puzzles and story book.

RP - 3

First Experiences with Vowels (Multi-media) Level - Primary; Instructo Corp.

Multi-sensory approach to learning letters of the alphabet and their related sounds; kit includes picture card collection, reference charts, duplicating masters, sound puzzles, story book and record.

RP 4.2 - 17.1

Ginn Word Enrichment Program (Workbooks) Level - Primary; Ginn.

Aid in developing necessary skills in word analysis; main emphasis is on phonetic analysis skills but does develop structural analysis skills; texts are arranged in units, each unit consists of 3 page lesson; diagnostic mastery tests of skills learned at preceding level.

RP 18.4, 20.1

Landon Phonics Program (Records, tapes, worksheets) Level - Primary & Remedial; Chandler Publishing Co.

May be used as supplementary to any reading series; emphasizes visual and auditory discrimination; lessons are recorded with male voice; instructions to worksheets are given on recording; may be individual or group worksheet.

RP 21.2 - 38.2

Primary Phonics (Workbooks and books) Level K - 1; Educators Publishing Service.

A structured phonetic approach to teaching reading; a series of 10 storybooks are comprised of words containing the phonetic elements taught in the workbooks completed at that time; to be used in combination with the workbooks; child must know consonant sounds.

RP - 39

Alphabet Talk (Chart) Level - Primary; T.P.C.
Flipover chart page; shows techniques of forming actual sounds of letters; establishes sound-symbol relations.

**RP - 40**

**Blend Talk (Chart) Level - Primary; T.P.C.**

Aid to learning consonant blends; introduced in "sound families"; rhymes and illustrations reinforce each blend.

**RP 41.2 - 46.3**

**New Phonics Skilltext (Book) Level 1 - 4; Charles E. Merrill Pub.**

Develops word attack skills, phonics and using of a dictionary; teacher's edition for each level.

**RP 47 - 54.1**

**Landon Program for Reluctant Readers (Records & worksheets) Level - Remedial; Scholastic Press Co.**

Highly motivated phonics program for individual or group work; auditory discrimination of initial & final consonants; long-short vowel sounds; final "e"; 27 lessons all together.

**RP 55.2 - 64.3**

**Phonics We Use (Workbooks) Level 1 - 4; Lyons and Carnahan.**

A complete word recognition program; aids in associating symbols with sounds; sequence of instruction includes: concept introduction, reinforcement thru practice, testing and continuous review.

**RP 65 - 71**

**Gillingham Materials (Cards, books) Level - Remedial; Educators Publishing Service.**

Helps teach children who have specific language disabilities; also successful with Adult Illiterates; sounds of letters are taught then letter sounds are built into words.

**RP 72 - 75**

**Reading Helper Books (Reading books) Level 2 - 3.5; Book Lab Inc.**

Structured remedial reading program; reinforces any basal reading series; instructions for the tutor appear on the left hand page; page includes what to say, do and answers.

**RP - 77**

**Intersensory Reading Program (Mini-Lab) Level K - 1; Book Lab. Inc.**

Beginning reading program for children who require a more gradual approach, stronger reinforcement of concepts and greater degree of sensory involvement.
Phonics Guide to Basic Reading (Teacher's Edition) Level 2 - 6; J. B. Lippincott Co.

Directions, exercises and word lists for initial or remedial instruction in the elements of reading to be used with students in elementary grades in conjunction with basic reading.

Phonics Is Fun (Workbooks) Level Beginning Reading - 1st; Modern Curriculum Press.

Phonetic-semantic approach to word recognition; uses strong auditory training with minimum of rules, definitions and variations; program's objective is for mastery of minimum number of phonetic skills which will assure optimum achievement in word recognition.

The Phonics Program (Recorded Cards) Level K - 6th; Bell & Howell.

Prerecorded language master cards.

Phonics Practice Program (Card) Level - Primary; Harcourt, Brace Jovanovich.

Children work independently at own pace; an effective supplementary program that reinforces knowledge of sound-letter relationships; self-checking cards.

Patterns, Sounds and Meaning (Workbooks & tapes) Level - Elementary; Allyn & Bacon Co.

Word analysis series; materials presented in logical sequenced learning blocks; tapes provide exact instruction and guidance for pupils; texts may be used with or without tapes.

Target Red (Auditory-Visual Discrimination) (Worksheets & Tapes; Level - All; Field Educational Publishers.

Offers lessons that have been carefully planned from simple to complex; contains pretest for auditory discrimination and 2 levels for visual discrimination; each tape has two lessons; one worksheet per lesson.

Target Yellow-Phonetic Analysis (Worksheets & Tapes) Level - All; Field Educational Publishers.

Word attack exercises through vision, hearing and kinesthetic-tactile responses; skills covered consonant sounds, long & short vowels, blends and diphthongs; 30 exercises and 4 pretests.

Wenkart Phonics Readers (Reading Books) Level 1 - 2; Wenkart Publishing Co.
Supplementary readers as well as remedial readers; easy to read with mastery of very few phonetic skills.

**RP 110.5 - 111.1**

Target Blue-Structural Analysis (Worksheets & Tapes)
Level - All; Field Educational Publishers, Inc.

Teaches visual scrutiny of a word to discover familiar elements that lead to gaining pronunciation of a word as well as its meaning through analysis of roots, prefixes, suffixes, compounds, contractions and possessives; 32 lessons and 3 pretests.

**RP - 112**

Elementary Phonics Program (Language Master Cards)
Level 1 - 4; Bell & Howell.

A set of 94 high frequency spellings; sound element groups are presented in order of difficulty; consonants first, long and short vowels, diphthongs, syllables, r controlled vowels and schwa sounds.

**RP - 113**

Alphabet Mastery Program (Language Master Cards)
Level K - 1st; Bell & Howell.

Prereading activity for children who have had only minimal exposure to the alphabet in the classroom; aid in identifying and recognizing the letters of the alphabet.

**RP - 111**

Learning the Consonant Blends with Amos and His Friends
(Multi-media) Level K - 3; Imperial Publishing Co.

Children hear a song and poem on each consonant blend on tape; ditto masters for coloring activities and reinforcement; instructional guide included.

**RP 115.5 - 120.5**

Wollensak Teaching Tapes (Tapes & Worksheets) Level 1 - 2; 3M Company.

Involves the learner in two listening games in which he is guided in recognition of vowel sound and association of it with worksheet pictures and the proper letter.

**RP 121.2 - 136.3**

The New Phonics We Use (Workbooks) Level Readiness - 6th; Lyons & Carnahan.

A complete word recognition program to keep children in mastery of the basic phonics skills needed for reading; may be used as supplemental to basal readers or as an individualized reading program.

**RP 137 - 140**

Webster Word Wheels (Word Wheels) Level 3 - 8; Webster Division/McGraw Hill.

Word wheels give individualized practice in phonetic and structural analysis skills.
RP 141.5 - 146.1
Look, Listen, Learn Blends and Diagraphs (Tapes & Worksheets) Level - All; Ideal School Supply.
Activities designed to help children make a conscious effort of discriminating and classifying sounds.

RP 155.2 - 160.3
Phonics Workbook (Workbook) Level Primary, 1 - 3; Modern Curriculum Press.
Program of phonetic word analysis skills; skills taught in order of their importance according to linguistic research; grade 3 program reviews skills taught in grades 1 and 2, then develops syllabication.

RP 161.5, 162.5
Reading Improvement Series (Tapes & Worksheets) Level Primary; Intermediate; International Teaching Tapes.
Will aid the student in recognizing and identifying initial consonant blends.

RP 163.2, 164.3
Phonics in Action (Workbook) Level Intermediate & Upper; Allyn and Bacon, Inc.
A complete course in phonics and also reviews fundamentals of word analysis.

RP 165.5 - 167.5
Initial Consonant Blends (Tapes & Worksheets) Level 2 - 4; Media Materials Inc.
3 part program; 1st part is designed to aid in identifying 2 letter blends; selecting correct blend for pictured objects; and reading words beginning with consonant blends; 2nd part 2 letter "s" blends; 3rd part identifying 3 letter blends; matching blends with pictured objects; reading words beginning with 3 letter blends.

RP 168.5, 169.1
Functional Phonics Lab II (Tapes & Worksheets) Level 2 - 6; Education Corporation of America.
Structural analysis program; requires active participation by the student both in listening and in responding; has pre and post test; an individual program that supports all basic reading programs; each tape has a worksheet and in the teacher's guide is an additional worksheet that may be reproduced.

RP - 170.5
Final Consonant Blends (Tapes & Worksheets) Level 2 - 4; Media Materials Inc.
Helps the student to recognize ending consonant blends; to determine whether a given consonant blend represents the beginning or ending sounds in a word; read and discriminate between words that are alike except for final consonant blends.
RP - 171.5  
Let's Find Syllables In Words (Tapes & Worksheets)  
Level 3 - 5; Media Materials Inc.

Helps students to understand the vowel-syllable relationship in a word; recognize syllables up to three syllables in a word; aid in word attack skills.

RP 172.5 - 212.1  
Directional Phonics (Tapes & Worksheets) Level 1 - 2, remedial thru adult; Teaching Technology Corp.

Left-to-right sound blending approach to develop basic word attack skills; contains 20 lessons.

RP - 213.5  
Syllabication (Tapes & Duplicating sheets) Level - Primary; Milliken.

Is part of the Look, Listen and Learn Series to give children repeated exposure to and practice with certain reading skills; Lesson 1 contains compound words; Lesson 2 contains prefixes, suffixes and endings; all other lessons deal with syllabication.

RP - 214  
First Experience with Vowels and Consonants (Multimedia) Level Readiness - Primary; McGraw-Hill.

A multi-sensory approach designed to provide the child with a working knowledge of the alphabet and each letter's related sound; may be used to supplement any other program being used by providing materials for reteaching, review and practice.

RP 215.5 - 217.5  
Minisystems (Tapes & Worksheets) Level 3 - 6; D. C. Heath Publishing Co.

May be used for individualized instruction or for small groups; lessons run from 20-25 minutes and deal with prefixes, suffixes and root word recognition and meanings.

RP - 218  
Learning To Read With Phonics (Records & Workbooks)  
Level - Beginning Reader or Remedial; Teaching Aids Institute.

Helps provide supplementary assistance to remedial or beginning readers in using phonetic approach to reading; children learn the sounds of the letters and letter combinations by saying the sounds along with the record; a "read-along" book is also included so the child learns to "sound out" words encountered.
Reading Linguistic

RL 1-17.2  
Merrill Linguistic Readers (reading books) Level readiness-6; Charles E. Merrill.

Linguistic spelling patterns approach with controlled vocabulary. Developes reading skills thoroughly and allows reluctant readers to have reading success. High interest-low vocabulary.

RL 21-74.1  
Miami Linguistic Readers (readers & booklets) Level 1-2; D.C. Heath & Company.

Effective begining reading series for children who speak non-standard dialect or are learning English as a second language. In addition to readers there are also seatwork booklets.

RL 75.2-80.3  
The Reading Series (reading books) Level primary-intermediate, remedial; Addison-Wesley School Catalog.

Child learns to read, write and spell through a linguistic structure.
Reading: Experimental-New Alphabet-Combined Methods

**ENAC 1.2-31**
Growing With Language Program (books & manual) Level 1-3; I.T.A. Publishers.

Aid to developing critical thinking and independent judgment. Concept oriented approach. Each story has one page of comprehension exercises as well as word study pages.

**ENAC 32.47.5**
Greater Cleveland Reading Program (books, worksheets, filmstrips) Level readiness; Educational Research Council of America.

I.T.A. reading program that is a readiness program in Kindergarten and First and remedial program in First and Second. Aid in developing sensory-motor skills as well as discrimination, oral language, and concepts of color and position.

**ENAC 48-57**
Knowledge Aid Library (read along books) Level preschool- primary; Knowledge Aid.

"Timber Wood Tales" read along books colorfully illustrated stories center around a series of adventures with common and unusual animals.

**ENAC 58-65**
Peabody Rhebus (reading books, workbooks, etc.) Level pre-reading; American Guidance Service, Inc.

Introduction to vocabulary building thru pictures (rebuses). Also has controlled transition to spelled words teaching phonetic and structural analysis skills.

**ENAC 66-77**
Ready Steady Rhythm Readers (reading books) Level pre-reading to 1; Holmes McDougall.

Uses vocabulary words that are most frequently used in speaking, reading, and writing. Stories are presented in nursery rhyme style.

**ENAC 78.1-80**

Designed to meet the needs of primary remedial reading, primary, or linguistically deficient child. Uses whole word recognition to aid in building vocabulary. A total of 220 words introduced.

**ENAC 81**
KA/ I.T.A. Bridging Program (spelling cards) Level 1-2; Knowledge Aid.

Aid in transferring reading and writing skills to the traditional alphabet.
Reading Basal

**RB 1.2-23.1**
MacMillan Reading Program (reading books) Level readiness-5; MacMillan Publishing Company.


**RB 118-124**
Reading Caravan (reading books) Level primer-6; D.C. Heath.

Supplementary reading series with prose, poetry, and plays. Each book is divided into units and each unit centers around a theme.

**RB 125-170.1**
Palo Alto Reading Program (reading books) Level 1-3; Harcourt Brace, Jovanich.

Incorporates linguistic techniques and emphasizes sound-symbol relationships and development of decoding and comprehension skills simultaneously thru a series of short sequential success steps.

**RB 171.1-178.3**
Developmental Reading Text (reading books) Level 1-4; Bobbs-Merrill.

Reading selections developed around major interests of children. Different types of reading materials. Aids in developing reading skills and sight vocabulary.

**RB 179-184**
Chandler Reading Program (reading books) Level preprimer; Noble & Noble.

A multiethnic reading program with realistic story children. Introduces 54 vocabulary words.

**RB 185.1-192**
Structural Reading Program (reading books) Level 1-2; Random House/Singer.

Builds on child's spoken language. Uses principles of linguistics and emphasizes sound-letter relationships. Particularly successful with children learning English as a second language.
Science

SC - 1
Mr. Wizard's 400 Experiment (Booklet) Level 4 - 9; Book Lab, Inc.

A collection of simple science activities with 400 experiments and projects, arranged by subject; experiments can be done with inexpensive materials readily available at home or school.

SC 2.1 - 5.1
On My Own (Kit) Level 3 - 6; Harcourt, Brace Jovanovich.

One book contains one grade level of activities that can serve as a full year's science program or can supplement another program; each box contains 50 investigations that cover concepts usually taught at that level.

Individualized Reading

IR 1 - 21
Reading Round Table (Reading books) Level 1 - 6; American Book Company.

Provides high interest reading materials to supplement basic reading books as well as independent materials that permit children to work at their own rate; helps extend vocabulary and give practice in crucial reading skills.

IR - 22
Cards for Reading Response (Card File) Level - Intermediate; Creative Teaching Press, Inc.

Lessons have been designed to help students develop attitudes, appreciations and values; teaches students how to outline, research, use the dictionary and aspects of good language; many opportunities for a variety of creative activities.
Programmed Reading

PR 1 - 22.2

Programmed Reading (Reading Books) Level 1 - 4; Webster Division/McGraw-Hill.

An individualized approach to beginning reading or corrective program for middle and upper grade pupils; an approach to simplify acquisition of reading skills; test booklet for each series to be completed at the end of each text and each series.

PR 23 - 57

Sullivan Story Books (Reading Books) Level 1 - 4; Webster Division/McGraw-Hill.

Correlated with programmed reading; storybooks for independent reading in Grade 1; programmed reading storybooks 1-11; compliment any primary reading series.

PR 58.5 - 61.1

Programmed Reading Filmstrips (Filmstrips) Level 1 - 4; Webster Division/McGraw-Hill.

Two sets of seven filmstrips each; supplement books 1-11; each reviews materials from the previous level and presents new concepts, vocabulary and characters.

PR 62 - 64.1

Reading Kit with Study Scopes (Kit) Level - All; Benefic Press.

Designed to supplement any basal or individualized reading programs and to enable the pupil to acquire independent word analysis skills; in addition to word analysis skills there is also suggestions for development of auditory, verbal, visual and tactile kinesthetic skills; students are required to observe, compare, analyze and make hypothesis concerning words.

PR 65 - 72, 78, 80

Hoffman Systems (Records, filmstrip, workbook) Level Primary - 4th; Bannon Educational Systems.

Are designed to develop awareness and discrimination of the sounds of standard English; each achievement unit teaches a specific group of sounds and their symbols; the student learns to discriminate between similar sounds and to match the sounds with visual symbols in various positions within the words.

PR 73 - 77

Read and Check (Study aid) Level 3-1, 3-2; Scott Foresman.

A plastic box with windows through which children read a text and questions and choose answers printed on the replaceable rolls; each roll gives children practice on a particular skill; self-checking.
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ABSTRACT

This report deals with the over 3,000 items available for check out thru the Learning Problems Center of Unified School District # 475 in Junction City, Kansas. Each item was analyzed and classified under either an academic (subject) and/or process (methods by which we learn) area. Some of the subject and process headings are: Handwriting, Science, Arithmetic, Word Recognition, Phonics, Motor Control, Memory, Visual and Auditory. The general subject and process headings were then divided into more specific subheadings. For example, the heading Handwriting is broken down into two subheadings - manuscript and cursive. Under Arithmetic there are such subheadings as counting, place value, addition, fractions, etc.

In addition to being classified under an academic and/or process area, the item is also identified as to the type of material it is, such as duplicating master, taped lesson, game, etc. The write-up section at the end of the report lists each item in numerical order according to its call. In this section a brief description is given about each item.

The intent of this report is to establish a handbook for use by the professional staff of U.S.D. # 475 that presents in an organized manner, the materials available to them and how to best utilize them to remediate academic or process deficits in children.